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Abstract 

This cumulative dissertation examines applications of decision support in the field of 
social media and cloud computing. By the advent of Social Media, Big Data Analytics 
and Cloud Computing, new opportunities opening up in the field of decision support 
due to availability and ability to process new types of data sets. In this context, this 
dissertation introduces systems for the use of social media data for decisions and an 
approach for decision support in choosing a cloud computing provider. 

In this dissertation, the benefits of different Facebook profile data for use in product 
recommender systems will be analyzed. Two experiments are carried out, in which 
the recommendation quality is determined by user survey. In another part of this dis-
sertation, structured stock recommendations of an online community are used to au-
tomatically derive and update a stock portfolio. So investment decisions in the stock 
market are supported by a regular recalculation of the community rating for individu-
al stocks. An succeeding article on this topic develops a formalized model for the de-
scription of investment strategies to enable a portfolio management system that au-
tomatically follows a strategy parameterized by an investor. Finally, a cloud broker 
model is presented which offers price / performance-based decision support in identi-
fying an appropriate IaaS provider on the market for public cloud services. In a fun-
damental part of the thesis an IT architecture design is proposed which allows the 
parallel use and evaluation of different solution approaches in an operative IT system. 
Statistical tests are used to identify the best performing approach(es) and prefer them 
quickly while in operation. Overall, this cumulative dissertation consists of an intro-
duction and five published articles. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Diese kumulative Dissertation untersucht Anwendungsfälle von Entscheidungsunter-
stützung im Umfeld von Social Media und Cloud Computing. Durch das Aufkommen 
von Social Media, Big Data Analytics und Cloud Computing erschließen sich im Be-
reich der Entscheidungsunterstützung neue Möglichkeiten aufgrund Verfügbarkeit 
und Auswertbarkeit neuartiger Datenbestände. In diesem Rahmen stellt diese Disser-
tation neben Systemen zur Nutzung von Social-Media-Daten für Entscheidungen, auch 
Ansätze zur Entscheidungsunterstützung bei der Auswahl eines Cloud-Computing-
Providers vor. 

Zusammengefasst werden in dieser Arbeit anhand von Produktempfehlungen auf Ba-
sis von Facebookprofildaten der Nutzen der verschiedenen Profildaten für den Einsatz 
in Empfehlungssystemen analysiert. Dazu werden zwei Experimente durchgeführt, in 
denen die Empfehlungsqualität durch Nutzerbefragung ermittelt wird. In einem wei-
teren Teil der Arbeit werden strukturierte Aktienempfehlungen einer Online-
Community zur automatisierten Gestaltung und Aktualisierung eines Aktienportfolios 
genutzt. So werden Investmententscheidungen am Aktienmarkt durch regelmäßige 
Neuberechnung der Community-Bewertung einzelner Aktien unterstützt. Ein weiterer 
Artikel entwickelt hierzu ein formalisiertes Modell zur Beschreibung von Anlagestra-
tegien, so dass eine automatisierte Portfolioverwaltung durch ein System ermöglicht 
wird, die einer vom Investor parametrisierten Strategie folgt. Schließlich wird ein 
Cloud-Broker-Modell vorgestellt, das zu einem gegebenen Anwendungsfall eine preis-
/leistungsbasierte Unterstützung bei der Identifizierung eines passenden IaaS-
Providers am Markt für Public Cloud Services bietet. In einem grundlegenden Teil der 
Dissertation wird ein IT-Architekturdesign vorgeschlagen, das den parallelen Einsatz 
unterschiedlicher Lösungsansätze zur Evaluation in einem operativen IT-System er-
möglicht und diese gegeneinander testet, um den besten Ansatz zu identifizieren und 
zu bevorzugen. Insgesamt besteht die kumulative Dissertation aus einer Einleitung 
und fünf bereits veröffentlichten Artikeln. 
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1 Introduction 
“Nothing is more difficult, and therefore more precious, than to be able to decide.” 

Napoleon Bonaparte 

 

major task of management is taking decisions (Mintzberg 1971). While man-
agement activities range from long-term strategic planning (defining goals) 
over management control (accomplishing goals) to operational control of 

task execution (Anthony 1965), different kinds of information has to be processed for 
proper decision-making and problem solving. Support by information systems for the-
se situations is equally diverse. In the year 1971, Gorry and Scott Morton coined the 
term Decision Support Systems (DSS) to allow a more specific distinction of the gen-
eral term Management Information Systems (Gorry and Scott Morton 1971; Hosack et 
al. 2012). This distinction founds on a combination of the management activities 
above – strategic planning, management control and operational control – and Si-
mon’s classification of decision tasks (Simon 1960) into structured, semi-structured 
and unstructured problems. Structured (or programmed in Simon’s terms) tasks are 
well-understood, routine and easily solved, while unstructured (or nonprogrammed) 
tasks are novel, difficult and without existing solution scheme. Gorry and Scott Mor-
ton thus defined Decision Support Systems as computer systems which support tasks 
that comprise at least one semi-structured or unstructured component (Shim et al. 
2002; Gorry and Scott Morton 1971). Thus, they support decision makers in difficult 
and complex situations to increase quality and efficiency of (management) decisions. 
Since then, DSS have become a major area of Information Systems (IS) research with 
an ever rising number of publications and a dedicated journal (Hosack et al. 2012). 
Advances in Internet technology, analytical and data processing methods and IT infra-
structure create new complexities requiring decision support, but also new opportuni-
ties to improve decision support systems and hence advance the field, as this thesis 
shows. 

By today, DSS has become a term of its own and is also used for systems assisting in 
structured problem domains (Hosack et al. 2012). They help to manage complexity 
and assist decision makers to overcome bounded rationality and consider all im-
portant aspects of a decision (Hosack et al. 2012). The works presented in this thesis 
embrace such a wider definition and consider DSS as any system that contributes to 
the quality of a decision (e.g. recommender systems), whether it is eventually taken 
by humans or automatically. Especially for complex decision problems, DSS enable a 

A 
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co-operative problem solving approach, combining the strenghts of humans and ma-
chines for effective solutions (cf. Schoder et al. 2014). In addition, over time, when 
problem domains get better understood and thus more structured, the ability to pro-
gram solutions (if possible) increases and hence provides for more automated decision 
support (Hosack et al. 2012). 

1.1 Current IS Developments and Thesis Positioning 

This thesis examines Decision Support approaches in the light of three current major 
developments in the IS field which promise exciting opportunities to advance the field 
of DSS, especially in combination: The rise of the Web 2.0 enabling the Internet to be-
come a social medium yielding user-generated content; the emergence of (Big) Data 
Analytics as the latest chapter in the area of Business Intelligence (BI) and Business 
Analytics (BA); and finally, the transformation of IT infrastructures by the arrival of 
the Cloud Computing paradigm which increases flexibility of IT infrastructures. 

Those three developments complement each other from the perspective of DSS 
(Figure 1-1): The Web 2.0 provides rich data sources for analyses while also requiring 
new methodological and technical approaches due to the structure of these data 
which are researched within the Big Data Analytics field. These new technologies for 
sophisticated analyses of huge and heterogeneous data require large amounts of com-
puting and storing resources and thus stimulate cloud computing usage (Armbrust et 
al. 2009). The Cloud Computing paradigm with its Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 
layer (cf. Chapter 1.2.4) in turn facilitates the delivery of an appropriate infrastructure 
for such Big Data Analytics. By easened use and management of large scale data cen-
ters to reap economies of scale, it provides a flexible and cost-efficient way to access 
such resources for execution, also in variable and irregular intervals. Additionally, the 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) layer of Cloud Computing (cf. Chapter 1.2.4) is a con-
venient channel to provide a DSS user interface and to deliver functionality from deci-
sion support systems. The Decision Support field makes use of Data Analytics methods 
which fulfill the requirements of its problem tasks and deliver building blocks for solu-
tions. Results from Decision Support disseminate into theory and practice, leading to 
improvements in other areas such as Social Media and Cloud Computing as they ena-
ble better decisions in those fields. 
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Figure 1-1. Research context of thesis 

As this thesis spans a wide range of topics and applications, the following section will 
provide a general introduction on each of the three research contexts mentioned 
above with their specific relation to DSS and this thesis’ articles. More detailed intro-
ductions to the specific topics are contained in the respective articles. After this intro-
duction to the area of research, I will give an overview of the thesis structure and the 
individual articles. 

1.2 Research context 

1.2.1 Web 2.0 – User-generated content and Social Media 
At the turn of the millenium, a combination of technologies enabled the World Wide 
Web to become an interactive medium, called Web 2.0 (DiNucci 1999). Instead of 
static document uploads and downloads, users were now able to easily add content to 
the web interactively and communicate with each other – a major enabler for the cre-
ation of social media platforms. Such user-generated content (UGC), i.e. data, infor-
mation, ratings or media submitted by (an unspecified group of) regular people over 
the Web (Krumm, Davies, and Narayanaswami 2008), led to new applications on the 
Internet like Wikipedia, restaurant review sites or special interest communities e.g. in 
the Finance area. Early forms of interactive communities on the Web like discussion 
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forums, chats etc. transformed with technological advance and increasing user adop-
tion into what we call Social Media today with a broad spectrum of applications and 
providers. Among many others, we distinguish social network sites like Facebook, 
blogging platforms like Twitter or tumblr, but there are also examples for more specif-
ic use cases such as Flickr for picture sharing or last.fm for music interest sharing 
(Solis 2016). 

While Shim et al. (2002) mention Web access primarily as an efficient way of user ac-
cess for DSS (Shim et al. 2002), its role and meaning expanded to an important 
source of data by the creation of Web 2.0 and, soon, the Internet of Things1. Data 
from such social media platforms is able to serve as a data source for DSS (Hosack et 
al. 2012; Zhang and Yue 2014; Cortizo, Carrero, and Gómez 2011) and has been ap-
plied e.g. to detect sexual predation in online chats (McGhee et al. 2011) or to rec-
ommend websites on social bookmarking sites based on past preferences (Bogers and 
van den Bosch 2011). 

Recommender systems as a specific kind of DSS are also able to profit from social me-
dia data, e.g. for collaborative filtering approaches based on user tags (H.-N. Kim et 
al. 2010) or news recommendation (Q. Li et al. 2010). Chapter 3 of this thesis pre-
sents a recommender system which uses Facebook profile data by connecting with a 
user’s Facebook account to derive product recommendations and thus supports users 
in their search of interesting products. Another part of this thesis (Chapter 4) applies 
the data of a finance community site called Sharewise2 where people exchange in-
sights or opinions about stock performances in a structured way, assigning buy and 
sell recommendations and a target price to support investment decisions in the stock 
market.  

1.2.2 Wisdom of Crowds (WoC) 
UGC is suitable as a data source for research and decision making even for purposes 
not recognized at the time of content creation (Lukyanenko et al. 2014). One specific 
form of harnessing the potential of UGC for decision problems is the effect of the Wis-
dom of Crowds (Surowiecki 2005). This form of collective intelligence describes that a 
group of average people under certain conditions is able to achieve better results in a 

                                            

1 Internet of Things describes the transformation from an Internet of computers to a network of (small) intelligent 
and potentially sensing devices that blend into the user’s environment to enable ubiquitous computing (Weiser 
1991; Mattern and Flörkemeier 2010). 

2 http://www.sharewise.com 
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problem solving situation than any individual of the group (Leimeister 2010). The 
vast availability of UGC through the rise of social media boosted the application of 
crowd wisdom in decision tasks either to generate alternative solutions or evaluating 
alternatives (Leimeister 2010). For the Wisdom of Crowd (WoC) effect to occur, some 
preliminary conditions have to be fulfilled: Participants need to have some basic indi-
vidual piece of knowledge about the problem domain; the motivation to participate in 
the search for a solution (Simmons et al. 2011); a diversity of opinions; and individual 
decisions have to be made independant of each other in a decentral execution of the 
decision process, i.e. consenus building must not occur (Leimeister 2010).  

With regard to the area of finance, research studied the application of WoC to support 
investment decisions at the stock market. Antweiler and Frank (2004) find effects of 
financial discussion forums on market volatility and stock returns (Antweiler and 
Frank 2004). Hill and Ready-Campbell (2011) use data from CAPS, a platform sup-
porting structured stock votes similar to the Sharewise site mentioned above and 
show that investment advice based on crowd evaluation – and even more by a selec-
tion of experts from a crowd – outperforms the S&P 500 stock index (Hill and Ready-
Campbell 2011). Nofer and Hinz (2014) demonstrate that the crowd on the Share-
wise platform is even able to outperform institutional analysts from banks or research 
institutions. 

Based on these encouraging results, one article of this thesis develops a mechanism 
and implements a system to process stock vote data from such a community platform 
into a target layout of a stock portfolio (see Chapter 4). This enables to reap the bene-
fits of crowd wisdom to support stock investment decisions by automating the high 
effort of data processing and analyses with a DSS. Building on that implementation of 
such a portfolio management system, we refine the possibilities of an investor to con-
trol the decision process by a sophisticated set of parameters to describe his/her in-
vestment approach. Chapter 5 extends this work by introducing a formal model to de-
fine investment strategies which we compile based on an extensive literature research 
for relevant determinants of portfolio performance. The portfolio management system 
is able to deploy and execute such a formal strategy specification on appropriate data 
streams (see Chapter 5). 

1.2.3 (Big) Data Analytics 
The availability and processing ability of large amounts of detailed data has increased 
in recent years fueling the advancement of data analyses technology and methods, 
paraphrased with terms like Data Sciene or Big Data Analytics (Agarwal and Dhar 
2014). The Internet of Things is to become a ubiquitous source of massive data suita-
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ble for a large spectrum of analytical purposes (cf. Riggins and Wamba 2015). As 
mentioned above, UGC serves as an example for a growing source of data which is 
readily available from the Internet and even though it was not necessarily collected 
for that specific purpose, it is nevertheless suitable for scientific analyses (H. Chen, 
Chiang, and Storey 2012; Goes 2014) and decision support. Technologies to deal with 
such large and unstructured data sets are crucial to enable processing and utilization 
of these new data sources. Thus, the field of (Big) Data Analytics research is at the 
very heart of decision support, as it provides methods and technologies that enable 
new approaches to solve decision problems. For example, parts of this thesis demon-
strate how to employ Facebook profile data for product recommendations (Chapter 3) 
and stock ratings from a stock community platform to derive a stock portfolio (Chap-
ter 4). 

The specific challenges that come with the processing of such large and diverse data 
sources leads to a rising importance of data analytics and are described as the 4 V’s: 
Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity (Goes 2014). The first two refer to quantity 
and update frequency of data streams while the latter two describe their heterogene-
ous nature (e.g. structured, unstructured, numerical, sounds, images etc.) and the dif-
ficulty of ensuring its validity. To apply those data for decision support, a diverse 
number of techniques from statistics, econometrics, machine learning, and other areas 
are available, but their effective application and configuration for wide-spread use in 
decision support is still at an early stage of research (Goes 2014). 

Such analytical approaches have potential for both research and practice. For re-
search, they serve not only as a means of hypotheses testing, but also for hypotheses 
generation and thus a first step towards theory building (Agarwal and Dhar 2014; 
Chang, Kauffman, and Kwon 2014). To advance research of analytics application in 
DSS, a two-pronged combination of design-oriented approaches and behavioristic re-
search might be useful (cf. Schoder et al. 2014): Build an artifact solving a problem, 
then use it to further study the problem domain and the effectiveness of the solution, 
deriving insights for solution improvement. Within the design science approach, eval-
uation of solution designs and demonstration of their effectiveness has ever been a 
core part for validation (Hevner et al. 2004), creating the need for a solution imple-
mentation. 

Also from a practical perspective, data analytics enable opportunities for decision sup-
port on new business models. The validated learning approach by Ries (2011) has be-
come popular which defines business model development as a cycle of hypothesis 
formulation, testing and conclusions for the next iteration (Ries 2011). Thus, experi-
mentation and evaluation of approaches is a fundamental task not only for research, 
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but also for businesses nowadays which need a fast and efficient way to decide how to 
adapt to a quickly evolving environment. At the same time, businesses need to ensure 
their on-going business activities are funded in a sustainable way. They face a dilem-
ma of investing into future business opportunities research and earning money with 
the current state of their business model. March (1991) called this situation of an or-
ganization the exploration/exploitation trade-off (March 1991) (cf. Chapter 2). 

Transferring this perspective to e-businesses whose major part of value creation is im-
plemented in their IT systems, we identify the need for an appropriate IT architecture 
allowing flexible testing and validation of different solution approaches and a quick 
identification of superior performing solutions. This thesis contains a proposition for 
such an architecture in Chapter 2 using statistical tests to determine better approaches 
among a set of different solutions for a common problem. In the context of Data Ana-
lytics, such architecture allows to establish an operational approach to solve the di-
lemma of exploitation and exploration. Enterprises can attach new system approaches 
to this hub-like approach and will be supplied with test cases while performance is 
evaluated right from the beginning and quickly decide for the beneficial approaches to 
improvement. 

(Big) Data Analytics thus play a fundamental part in the area of decision support: 
They provide the means for DSS to use any available data for the purpose of decision 
improvement and the methodologies to support decision problems. DSS in turn define 
requirements to the Analytics field to foster further research and define valuable 
goals. 

1.2.4 Cloud Computing 
Breaking its path as the IT infrastructure paradigm of the 21st century, Cloud Compu-
ting promises ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand access to a shared pool of configu-
rable resources such as applications, services, servers, storage, network etc. (Mell and 
Grance 2011). In Cloud Computing, costs are usually billed according to actual usage 
of resources (Armbrust et al. 2009) thus transforming the fixed costs of physical 
hardware into variable costs of on-demand utility computing. We distinguish three 
service models: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) where the vendor provides access to a 
software application for a specific business purpose e.g. travel planning; Platform-as-
a-Service (PaaS) which provides more high-level components in a specific execution 
environment and tools for the development of infrastructures and applications (e.g. a 
managed database or an address validation service); and Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS) which provides basic infrastructure components like servers, storage and net-
works. In the IaaS level, computing resources are usually software-defined shares of 
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server farms where a virtualization layer splits a pool of physical resources upon re-
quest into instances of virtual machines (VM) of the required size. Because VMs are 
virtual and resource utilization varies over time (usually below 100%), providers are 
able to over-provision resources, i.e. they sell more capacity in virtual instances than 
they have in physical hardware. Examples of important IaaS technology vendors are 
the OpenStack consortium and VMWare. Gartner projects a market growth of public 
IaaS cloud services of 38.4% up to a volume of $22.4 billion in 2016 (Gartner 2016). 

However, while IaaS might eventually lead to a standardization of IT resources, the 
market offers by providers are currently difficult to compare for cloud consumers. Dif-
ferences in product configurations (e.g. Repschlaeger et al. 2013) and pricing schemes 
(cf. El Kihal, Schlereth, and Skiera 2012) increase effort for provider selection, espe-
cially when compiling more complex IT infrastructure setups. In addition, demand 
profiles of consumers differ as well, increasing the effort for provider identification as 
no “best of all” provider can be identified. An intermediary who acts as a broker be-
tween vendor and consumer helps to reduce the effort for market research and in-
crease the efficiency of the match process between supplier and consumer. Therefore, 
several approaches of cloud service brokerage or comparison have been suggested in 
literature (Patiniotakis, Verginadis, and Mentzas 2014; Yangui et al. 2014; e.g. Garg, 
Versteeg, and Buyya 2013). This thesis contains an article (Chapter 6) suggesting a 
combined approach of price and performance comparison. By measuring performance 
of computing resources and including those results in a tariff comparison next to pric-
es, we avoid a decision based on price only which might penalize quality vendors and 
thus holds the threat of creating a lemon market (Akerlof 1970). 

1.3 Thesis Structure and Synopsis 

This thesis consists of five articles which have all been published in peer-reviewed out-
lets between 2013 and 2015: two journal articles (Electronic Markets and Decision 
Support Systems) and three conference articles (two at the European Conference on 
Information Systems and one at the Internation Conference on Information Systems). 

Figure 1-2 shows an overview of the chapters and articles. While Article 1 introduces 
a fundamental IT architecture to experiment efficiently with new solution approaches, 
the remaining four articles demonstrate DSS solutions in the research contexts intro-
duced before. Article 2 to 4 use Social Media data to support decision tasks: Facebook 
profile data to support product choice or community stock votes to support investment 
decisions. Article 4 complements the DSS introduced in Article 3 by a more formalized 
approach to set parameters for an investment strategy. Article 5 provides support for 
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provider choice in the field of Cloud Computing. In the following, I give a short over-
view of every paper. Following the introductory part, chapters 2 to 6 present the five 
published articles. The articles were slightly revised for language and in order to 
achieve a consistent layout throughout the thesis. Figure 1-2 shows an overview of the 
chapters and articles.  

 

 

Figure 1-2. Thesis Structure 

 

First article (Chapter 2): An IT architecture enabling flexible adjustment of explora-

tion/exploitation trade-off 

Gottschlich, Jörg (2013): An IT architecture enabling flexible adjustment of exploration/exploitation 
trade-off. European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS) 2013, Utrecht, Netherlands. Paper 218. 

VHB Ranking B. 

The first article provides an architectural solution for enterprise IT systems to a fun-
damental problem organizations face: How to model the trade-off between explora-
tion of new opportunities and the exploitation of valuable knowledge and established 
value creation processes (March 1991)? To support an appropriate long-term business 
strategy with an aligned IT architecture, the article suggests embedding a balancing 
mechanism within systems processing user requests (e.g. web applications). This bal-
ancing mechanism is attached to different solution approaches for a certain problem 
and dispatches user requests to each of them while monitoring a suitable performance 
measure for all of these approaches. It ensures that every approach receives enough 
test cases while determining by a frequent comparison of the approaches’ performance 
using statistical tests if a judgment about an approaches performance is justified 
(=exploration phase). Once a winning approach is identified by significant test re-
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sults, it receives a larger share of incoming user requests to reap the benefits of supe-
rior performance (=exploitation phase). A prototype and evaluation with encouraging 
results show the viability of the proposed architecture design for a product recom-
mender scenario. 

 

Second article (Chapter 3): The Value of User’s Facebook Profile Data for Product 

Recommendation Generation 

Heimbach, Irina / Gottschlich, Jörg / Hinz, Oliver (2015):  The Value of User’s Facebook Profile Data 
for Product Recommendation Generation. Electronic Markets, 25 (2), 125-138. VHB Ranking B. 

This article is an extended version of a previous conference article3 and examines how 
user profile data from a social network site like Facebook serves to derive product 
recommendations for a user. In a setting where no history about a user is available, 
this data source helps to overcome the cold start problem (Huang, Chung, and Chen 
2004) of recommenders simply by connecting with a Facebook account. The article 
introduces and evaluates different approaches of using Facebook profile data to search 
for matching products in a database of app. 2 million products. Those approaches in-
clude the direct search of profile terms (especially Likes from profiles) within the 
product data as well as more sophisticated approaches like matching for brand names, 
identification of and search within product categories (e.g. if a user likes golf, search 
for sport products related to golf) or search of specific TV/movie likes only in movies 
products. 

In a first study with 86 completes, those approaches presented ten products to a user 
recommended based on her/his Facebook profile against a random draw baseline. The 
users rated their products according to their taste (McAlexander, Schouten, and 
Koenig 2002) and their intention to purchase (Pereira 2000) on a 100-point Likert 
scale. Results show that already simple direct keyword search delivers a superior rec-
ommendation than a random draw of products. A semantically enhanced search, e.g. 
search for liked films in film products increases taste ratings by up to +20 points and 
purchase intention by up to +10 points. 

In a second study with 38 participants, based on the results of the first study, the arti-
cle differentiates profile likes into different categories showing that TV shows (taste 
+16 points) and sport teams yield best results (taste +26 points). In addition, the se-

                                            
3 Gottschlich, Jörg / Heimbach, Irina / Hinz, Oliver (2013): "The Value of Users’ Facebook Profile Data – Generat-
ing Product Recommendations for Online Social Shopping Sites", 21st ECIS conference, Utrecht, Netherlands. Paper 
117 
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cond study looks at effects of data availability measured as profile size finding that the 
number of likes in a profile has a small positive impact on recommendation quality 
while other metrics (number of friends, groups or events) are not significant. 

In summary, the article demonstrates different approaches on how to derive product 
recommendations from social media profile data and measures their impact on rec-
ommendation quality, indicating which profile data seem most promising to use for 
recommendation generation. 

 

Third article (Chapter 4): A Decision Support System for Stock Investment Recom-

mendations using Collective Wisdom 

Gottschlich, Jörg / Hinz, Oliver (2014): A Decision Support System for Stock Investment Recommenda-
tions Using Collective Wisdom. Decision Support Systems, 59 (3), 52–62. VHB Ranking B. 

Previous research has shown that user-generated stock votes from online communities 
can be valuable for investment decisions (Hill and Ready-Campbell 2011; Nofer and 
Hinz 2014). Building on the Wisdom of Crowd concept, aggregating several single 
and independent stock evaluations from community members is able to outperform a 
market benchmark. This article suggests a portfolio management system design which 
supports investors on a day-to-day basis with their stock investment decisions. The 
system aggregates crowd votes for many stocks, deriving a performance potential es-
timate that ranks stocks according to the crowd judgment. Based on this ranking, the 
system splits up the available capital and derives a target portfolio layout. Using a pro-
totype, the articles demonstrates the functionality in two test runs on stock data be-
tween January 2009 and December 2010: The first run invests all capital every day in 
the stock with the highest crowd rating and achieves a portfolio performance of 
+123% (+89% after transaction costs) while the market benchmark DAX only 
achieves +40%. A second test run applies a Markowitz portfolio optimization on the 
top 10 stocks of the crowd ranking list. With a 20-day rebalancing interval, it achieves 
a portfolio performance of +111% (or +100% after transaction costs). A risk assess-
ment shows that the crowd approach outperforms the market benchmark and compa-
rable public funds in terms of absolute returns and with respect to the reward-to-
variability ratio, i.e. risk-adjusted. 

 

Fourth article (Chapter 5): A Formal Model for Investment Strategies to Enable Auto-

mated Stock Portfolio Management 
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Gottschlich, Jörg / Forst, Nikolas / Hinz, Oliver (2014): A Formal Model for Investment Strategies to 

Enable Automated Stock Portfolio Management. International Conference on Information Systems 
2014, Auckland, New Zealand. VHB Ranking A. 

Enhancing the previous work in the third article (Chapter 4), this article develops a 
formal model to specify stock investment strategies. Such a formal specification pro-
vides a structure for investors to specify and store their approaches for investments, 
e.g. their risk attitude, stock preference, portfolio restrictions etc. A portfolio man-
agement system as presented in Chapter 4 uses such a specification as input to exe-
cute the investors’ ideas regularly on recent data or to backtest investment approaches 
for analysis. 

In this article, based on an extensive review of investment literature, we identify de-
terminants for portfolio performance – such as risk attitude, rebalancing interval or 
number of portfolio positions – and formalize them as model components. A prototype 
implementation used within several scenarios shows the effectiveness of each parame-
ter included to the model. With the model developed in this article, we aim to bridge 
the gap between a system providing passive decision support and autonomous algo-
rithmic trading systems by creating a „control language“ for an automated portfolio 
management system. Such a system allows researchers and practitioners to specify, 
test, compare and execute investment approaches with strong automation support.  

 

Fifth article (Chapter 6): A Cloud Computing Broker Model for IaaS resources 

Gottschlich, Jörg / Hiemer, Johannes / Hinz, Oliver (2014). A Cloud Computing Broker Model for IaaS 
resources. European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS) 2014, Tel Aviv, Israel. Paper 562. VHB 
Ranking B. 

Cloud Computing is a well-suited infrastructure for (big) data analytics and decision 
support tasks. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), as the most flexible form of cloud 
computing, provides great opportunities to acquire and release computing resources 
as necessary. However, consumers face an increasingly opaque market due to growing 
number of providers and tariff options. As an approach to support consumers in their 
decision for the right tariff matching their needs, we suggest a broker model as an in-
termediate between consumer and providers. Collecting pricing and performance data 
from the providers, the broker allows a consumer of cloud resources to specify the 
quantity of resource needs and qualitative restrictions (e.g. geo location). In addition, 
the consumer is able to specify a load profile if his application is specifically depend-
ent on the performance of a single component such as CPU, RAM or storage. Using 
the consumer’s request specification, the broker queries a database with performance 
metrics collected by benchmarking the providers’ machines and uses the results for a 
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tariff recommendation based on price and performance while obeying qualitative re-
strictions as specified. The article demonstrates the application of the broker model 
using a prototype and data of 14 provider tariffs. 

 

In addition to the articles included in the thesis, the following articles were also creat-
ed or published during my time as a PhD candidate which are, however, not part of 
the thesis: 

• Gottschlich, Jörg / Hinz, Oliver (2016): „The Open Tariff Model – Towards Ef-
ficient Cost Comparison of Public Cloud Service“, Working Paper 

• Gottschlich, Jörg / Heimbach, Irina / Hinz, Oliver (2013): "The Value of Users’ 
Facebook Profile Data – Generating Product Recommendations for Online So-
cial Shopping Sites", 21st European Conference on Information Systems 
(ECIS), Utrecht, Netherlands. Paper 117. (Winner of the Claudio-Ciborra-
Award 2013) 

• Gottschlich, Jörg / Hinz, Oliver (2013): "Der Wert von sozialen Strukturdaten 
aus ökonomischer Sicht", in: Anzinger, Heribert M.; Hamacher, Kay; Katzen-
beisser, Stefan (Hrsg.): "Schutz genetischer, medizinischer und sozialer Daten 
als multidisziplinäre Aufgabe", Springer Verlag, pp. 87-95. 

• Hinz, Oliver / Gottschlich, Jörg/ Schulze, Christian (2011): "Wie aus Ratgebern 
Käufer werden", Harvard Business Manager, 2011 (12), 10-12. 
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2 An IT architecture enabling flexible adjust-
ment of exploration/exploitation trade-off 

 

Title An IT architecture enabling flexible adjustment of explora-
tion/exploitation trade-off 

Author(s) Gottschlich, Jörg, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany 

Published in Proceedings of the European Conference on Information Sys-
tems (ECIS 2013), June 5-8, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
VHB-Ranking B 

 

Abstract 

The trade-off between exploration of new ideas and exploitation of certainties create a 
need for managing a balance between those two concepts within organizations. To 
align with an associated strategy, we suggest an IT architecture with an embedded 
mechanism to manage this balance when trying new approaches. A prototype and 
evaluation with encouraging results show the viability of the proposed architecture 
design for a product recommender scenario. 

Keywords: IT infrastructure, exploration, exploitation, trade-off, recommendation 
agent 
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2.1 Introduction 

A branch of a large international online retailer (several billion EUR annual turnover; 
30,000 employees; anonymous for confidentiality reasons) operates an online shop 
users can subscribe to with their Facebook profile to get product recommendations 
matching their interests. Since all products are offered and sold by partner stores, the 
operator has no user purchase history available and it becomes crucial to make proper 
use of the user’s profile data to identify suitable products for him or her. This is a chal-
lenging task and literature is scarce on the topic of which Facebook profile data is val-
uable for product recommendations. Hence, there is a need for experimentation to 
identify successful approaches in  using profile data for product recommendation, as 
effective product recommenders lower search cost for users and enable shop owners 
to better satisfy customer preferences (Hinz and Eckert 2010). It is therefore im-
portant to display relevant results to users as early as possible in order to not turn 
them off from using the shopping site due to disappointing product suggestions. 

In this setting, the company faces an instance of the classical exploration/exploitation 
dilemma described by March (1991). While exploration is important for being innova-
tive to create new opportunities, exploitation plays an important role to benefit from 
already available knowledge. When competitiveness depends more and more on supe-
rior analytical capabilities over the competition (Davenport 2006), a high flexibility to 
switch back and forth between experimentation and the quick usage of identified suc-
cessful approaches becomes a strategic objective (Hitt, Keats, and DeMarie 1998). 
Specifically, but not limited to, in an E-Business environment as described, IT support 
has influence on a company’s success (Melville, Kraemer, and Gurbaxani 2004; Chan 
and Reich 2007) and need to be able to align with the strategic objectives of the busi-
ness (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993). 

Hence, to foster the flexibility of an IT infrastructure that aligns with a strategic objec-
tive of intense exploration/exploitation cycles, we suggest an IT architecture enabling 
a quick switch between exploration necessities and exploitation opportunities. In or-
der to do so, the architecture implements a Meta-System which is connected to several 
subsystems (“candidate systems”) – one for each approach that is to be tested (“explo-
ration”). When in operation, the Meta-System receives a user request, selects one of 
the candidate systems to process the request and presents the output (like the product 
recommendations in the example above) to the user. Which candidate system is used 
to produce the output cannot be determined by the user. Feedback provided by the 
user (e.g. explicit feedback, click-through-rate, purchase) is used to track the perfor-
mance of each candidate system. Over time, as more and more user requests are pro-
cessed, the Meta-System is able to identify better performing approaches and over-
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weigh them in the selection process to make use of their superior performance (“ex-
ploitation”). Thus, the Meta-System provides a controlling instance to continuously 
balance between exploration and exploitation without interrupting operations. 

In a case study, we examine the viability of the proposed approach. A prototype im-
plementation for the introductory product recommendation example has been imple-
mented and user feedback data has been collected. We use the data to verify the func-
tionality of the presented architecture. In a performance comparison, we show how 
such an architecture is able to create a potential benefit surplus. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2.2, we provide the theoretical 
foundation for the development and understanding of our approach, followed by a 
methodological introduction in section 2.3. Section 2.4 introduces the architecture 
developed with a specific focus on the exploration/exploitation-balancing component. 
We show an example run in section 2.5. The paper concludes with a summary of the 
results and an outlook on future improvements of this approach. 

2.2 Theoretical Foundation 

The relationship between exploration and exploitation plays an important role in or-
ganizational development. Following March, exploration of new possibilities includes 
activities such as “search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, dis-
covery, innovation”, while the exploitation of old certainties is characterized by terms 
like “refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation, execution” 
(March 1991).  

Striking the right balance between those two concepts is a crucial task: Focusing too 
much on exploitation can lead organizations to be stuck in suboptimal equilibria while 
engaging too much in exploration without paying attention to exploitation bears the 
danger of having the cost of experimentation without being able to reap the benefits 
(March 1991). 

One aspect of the relationship between exploration and exploitation is the question of 
whether the two are orthogonal or continuous concepts, i.e. do they form a zero-sum 
game such that one can only be increased on cost of the other or can they be carried 
out rather independently without the need to make a trade-off? (Gupta, Smith, and 
Shalley 2006) The answer to this question depends, among others, on the scarcity of 
resources (do they compete for resources?) and the level of analysis (individual vs. 
complex organizations, i.e. can the tasks be spread to be carried out independently?). 
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In this paper, we take the perspective of exploration and exploitation being continu-
ous concepts as we operate on a scare resource: user requests. Given the stream of in-
coming user requests, we need to decide if it rather serves explorative or exploiting 
purposes and every user request can only serve one purpose. 

Another question on the interplay of exploration and exploitation is which mecha-
nisms can be used to achieve a balance of those two concepts (Gupta, Smith, and 
Shalley 2006). A “synchronous pursuit of both exploration and exploitation via loosely 
coupled and differentiated subunits or individuals, each of which specializes in either 
exploration or exploitation” (Gupta, Smith, and Shalley 2006) is called “ambidexteri-
ty” (Benner and Tushman 2003). This type of pursuit can be seen as following a paral-
lel approach as opposed to a serial pattern which is called “punctuated equilibrium” – 
meaning that periods of exploration are followed by periods of exploitation to form a 
balanced equilibrium in time (Gupta, Smith, and Shalley 2006; Burgelman 2002). 

Why is the balance of exploration and exploitation important to organizations such as 
companies? Levinthal and March (1993) argue that “[t]he basic problem confronting 
an organization is to engage in sufficient exploitation to ensure its current viability 
and, at the same time, to devote enough energy to exploration to ensure its future vi-
ability.” He and Wong (2004)  found evidence that the interaction between explora-
tive and exploitative innovation strategies has a positive effect on sales growth rate 
and conversely, an imbalance between those is negatively related to sales growth rate 
(Z.-L. He and Wong 2004). Also Kim et al. (2012) conclude that firms may emphasize 
one of the two concepts at any time, but that over time a balance should be main-
tained. 

Now, seeing the right balance of both exploration and exploitation as a strategic ob-
jective, the question arises how IT systems can be aligned in support of this objective. 
This might especially be important for E-Businesses as their organizational structure 
constitutes largely of IT systems by definition, yet  traditional businesses also benefit 
from an alignment of IT and business strategy (Chan and Reich 2007). Additionally, 
Ten Hagen et al. (2003) stress the importance of exploration inside recommender sys-
tems to avoid being stuck in local optima and hence they use an explorative approach 
to adapt to users when recommending products. 

In summation, there is evidence that an architecture enabling companies to dynami-
cally balance exploration and exploitation in IT systems is a relevant task and thus the 
goal of this paper is to contribute a suitable architectural design. 
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2.3 Methodology 

Our goal is to create a system that helps to overcome the exploration/exploitation di-
lemma. As we want to create an artifact, we follow the Design Science paradigm 
which describes an approach rooted in the engineering sciences. A common method-
ology in this area is suggested by Hevner et al. (2004). They provide several guide-
lines which we follow in the construction of the proposed architecture (Hevner et al. 
2004): 

• Design as an Artifact: Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in 
the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. 

• Problem Relevance: The objective of design-science research is to develop 
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems. 

• Design Evaluation: The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be 
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. 

• Research Contributions: Effective design-science research must provide clear 
and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design founda-
tions, and/or design methodologies. 

• Research Rigor: Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous 
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact. 

• Design as a Search Process: The search for an effective artifact requires utiliz-
ing available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem 
environment. 

• Communication of Research: Design-science research must be presented effec-
tively both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 

The introduction and the theoretical foundation in section 2.2 show the relevance of 
the problem of exploration/exploitation balancing. Our proposed architecture, the de-
sign artifact, addresses this problem and provides a solution in section 2.4 which is 
the result of the rigorous search for a solution to the identified problem of aligning IT 
to support a strategy of exploration and exploitation balance. Our design is evaluated 
in section 2.5. In our concluding remark (section 2.6) we summarize our research 
contribution. To communicate our research, we present the results in this paper. 

2.4 Architecture 

After giving a short introduction of the implementation context, we introduce our ar-
chitecture design (see Figure 2-1). 
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2.4.1 Context & Requirements 
To get a good understanding of the operating environment of our architecture recall 
the introductory example at the beginning. A stream of user requests arrives at the 
Meta-System which has a number of candidate systems attached. These candidate sys-
tems provide different implementations for a common task. The goal of the Meta-
System is to track performance of the candidate systems and strive for a desired bal-
ance of exploration and exploitation. 

Considering today’s common technical server setups in regard to load balancing or re-
verse proxy systems, these might offer a convenient implementation context for the 
suggested architecture – or at least provide a solid technological foundation for pro-
ductive implementations in a real-world scenario. 

The following section introduces each part of the architecture in detail. 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Architecture overview 

2.4.2 Candidate Systems 
On the input side of the system there are several candidate systems whose perfor-
mance should be tested against each other. They either need to provide a uniform in-
terface to the Meta-System or an adapter interface has to be implemented on the Me-
ta-System side which converts the different output formats into a common structure. 
Please note that candidate systems may use additional data storages or remote sys-
tems but as they are perceived as closed systems by the Meta-System architecture 
those are not shown here. 

Candidate systems do not necessarily refer to a system in the narrow sense of a dedi-
cated server system, but can be any kind of comparable logic in a wider sense (e.g. 
different statistical models which are run in just one software environment or even 
different instances of the same system but running with different settings of perfor-
mance affecting parameters). 
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In the example case we introduced at the beginning of this paper, the candidate sys-
tems are the different implementations for product recommenders using information 
from Facebook profiles (e.g. Age, Gender, Likes, Groups, Friends’ Likes) to find match-
ing products. 

2.4.3 User Interface 
On the output side there is a common interface to the user, usually (but not necessari-
ly) sending his request over the internet. The Meta-System architecture provides a 
common interface for all candidate systems. This is important to not create artificial 
influences by the user interface design which could bias the user feedback from the 
between-subject experimental design. Additionally, the Meta-System is responsible for 
registering and storing user feedback. 

For an example of the user output see Figure 2-2. It shows the product list that was 
generated based on the user’s Facebook profile and provides a survey form to collect 
the user’s feedback (in a commercial scenario one would use common performance 
metrics such as click-through rates, visibility time or sales). This page looks identical 
for every candidate system, only the selection of products changes. 

2.4.4 Data Storage 
A Data Storage connected to the Meta-System stores the assignment history of users 
and candidate system and collects user feedback for measuring the performance of 
each system. This data is needed in the Balancing Component to establish a favored 
trade-off between exploration and exploitation as shown below. In addition, the col-
lected data can be viewed and evaluated manually via the Control Interface, not only 
to enable monitoring of the learning/adjustment process but also to enable control of 
the Balancing Component’s parameterization. 

The data collected in the Data Storage is also available later for additional analyses 
and can be seen as an asset to potentially provide further analytical insight. For the 
example case, the Data Storage keeps the assignment between product recommender 
and user, the products that are shown to each user and the survey data sent back by 
the user to validate the recommenders’ performance. 

2.4.5 Dispatcher with Balancer Component 
The Dispatcher is responsible to send an incoming user request to one of the candi-
date systems. Its core is the balancer component, a weighted random selection pro-
cess, which determines how many user requests are forwarded to a candidate system. 
The balancer component hence controls the frequency a candidate system is used to 
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serve user requests. A candidate system receives user requests to explore its perfor-
mance; when the data is sufficient to make a decision, the system with the lowest per-
formance is removed and receives no user requests anymore. 

The exploration weight 𝑤"#$%&'" is specified by the Exploration Selector. In principle, a 

simple round robin strategy would suffice to give each system an equal amount of us-
er requests. But in a real world scenario, new systems are added at a later time, sys-
tems might have downtimes or requests are possibly processed in parallel. Therefore, 
a data driven approach is more reliable. Our approach computes the selection weight 

for a candidate system based on the difference ∆) of test cases system i is missing 

compared to the system with the highest amount of test cases (Equation 1). If system 
A has 40 test cases, B has 30 and C 20, the selection weights for the next requests are 
1 for A, 11 for B and 21 for C. The addition of 1 is needed as an initial weight and to 

break ties. z is the number of candidate systems available, 𝑛) denotes the number of 

test cases already stored for system i. 

∆+= [max
1∈[3;5]

𝑛7] − 𝑛) + 1 (1) 

We normalize all the candidate system’s deltas, to reach at the explore weight 

𝑤"#$%&'",) for each candidate system i: 

𝑤"#$%&'",) =
∆<

∆1=∈[>;?]
  (2) 

Doing so, the highest weight is put on the system farthest behind in the number of test 
cases. When a user request comes in, a system is chosen by feeding those weights to 
the random selection process. The reason we still use a random selection instead of 
just choosing the system with the highest weight is to be less vulnerable to potential 
systematic biases in the experimental design. 

Depending on the application scenario, other weighting mechanisms can be estab-
lished. This might especially be appropriate if a new candidate system is attached next 
to some long running systems which have a long history of test cases. Given the max-
distance approach just shown, this system would be likely to take over all user re-
quests from the other systems. This can be intended, but attention should be paid on 
the desired approach to exploration weighting when new candidate systems are add-
ed. 

The Exploitation Selector tries to identify and overweigh the most performing sys-
tem(s) to quickly reap the benefits associated with the use of a high-performing sys-
tem. 
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The basis of the performance comparison is an adequate performance metric S – e.g. 
click rates, Facebook “Likes” or sales (see (Page 2008) for more examples) – which 
will be chosen according to the individual application domain. This metric is checked 
frequently to evaluate performance development. In our design, the performance is re-
evaluated after each “round”, i.e. as soon as all systems reach a new common number 
of test cases (e.g. suppose every system has 4 users, when each of them reaches the 5th 
user, the performance of every system for users 1 to 5 is evaluated – compare x-axis in 
Figure 2-3). 

The exact method of selecting and switching recommenders depends on the individual 
goal of the experiment. This paper focuses on identifying and quickly exploiting one 
approach out of several possible solutions and hence the overall goal is to quickly in-
crease performance. In different settings, one might rather be interested in the actual 
differences of systems than a winner or loser decision. Instead of making the claim to 
provide a one-fits-all approach, we rather suggest that decision process provided here 
should be adapted to individual needs according to the specific application scenario. 

In order to detect the best (or worst) performing system, we test the system with the 
highest (lowest) performance mean against the performance mean of all other sys-
tems within each round. If the difference is significant on a predefined level, it is pos-
sible to make the decision and either start using the top performing system exclusively 
or removing the worst performing system from the selection set (i.e. distribute users 
only to the remaining systems and continue the selection process). Executing the lat-
ter approach repeatedly, also leads to the identification of the best performing sys-
tem(s) eventually – with a more precautious approach though. 

Comparing only the lowest and highest mean to the mean of the remaining systems 
has some advantages: 

• Complexity reduction: Instead of 𝑧	 ∙ 	 (𝑧 − 1)/2 tests when comparing each 
candidate system with each other, we only need to perform two statistical tests: 
one to test for a potential winner and one to test for a potential loser. Addi-
tionally, we avoid the alpha error inflation (and the associated corrections) re-
sulting from the application of multiple tests for pairwise comparisons. 

• Quick identification of distinct winners/losers: If the candidate systems’ per-
formance spread early into different levels, we can make an early decision 
while one-by-one comparison might lead to more indifferent findings requiring 
more test cases to increase test power (Bortz 2005). 

To test the difference of the mean for significance, we use the Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney test (WMW test) (Wilcoxon 1945; Mann and Whitney 1947) which is a non-
parametric test and therefore doesn’t put restrictions on the distribution of the user 
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feedback. This comes to the price of slight loss in statistical power compared to a 
common t-test, but increases flexibility and prevents the need and danger of making 
prior distribution assumptions (we rather collect a few more test cases than making 
an unjustified decision). However, if reasonable judgment about the distribution of 
the user feedback is possible, the test used can be adapted accordingly. 

The null hypothesis of the test is that the two samples are from the same population 
of performance values. A significant test result indicates that the mean performance of 
the system in focus differs meaningfully from the mean performance of the alternative 
systems, thus the judgment over the high or low performance of the candidate system 
is considered as justified. 

If several systems cluster at the bottom or at the top of the distribution (i.e. if their 
mean performance is similar) the test will not lead to a decision in the current round 
as, by definition, the systems’ performances are considered equal. With increasing 
number of test cases, the performance differences can still rise to significant values in 
later rounds as sample size and test power increases (Bortz 2005). 

In section 2.5 we present an example run which shows how the exploration decision 
process works over time. 

Figure 2-2. The User Interface of the Prototype presenting 
the result of a candidate system to the user 
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2.4.6 Control Interface 
In order to set the parameters of the iterative selection process (such as confidence 
requirements), add new candidate systems or monitor the adaption behavior of the 
Meta-System, a Control Interface is provided that serves administrative purposes. 

2.5 Case Study 

To demonstrate the functionality of the architecture presented, we are going to show 
a sample case in this section. It is based on the introductory example of product rec-
ommenders based on Facebook profiles. Of course, it is possible to use other social 
media user data to create product recommendations (and e.g. let those candidate sys-
tems compete against the Facebook-based ones), but for this prototype, we focused on 
using Facebook profiles only. 

2.5.1 Experimental setup 
We built a system that allowed users to log in with their Facebook profile and receive 
10 product recommendations based on their profile from a database of roughly 2 mil-
lion products. The product recommendations are presented to the user as shown in 
Figure 2-2. For this experiment, users were explicitly asked via questionnaire to state 
their satisfaction with the recommended products on 100-points-Likert scales. In a re-
al-world scenario, the collection of user feedback would be done rather implicitly, e.g. 
via click-through rates, sales figures or similar measures. 

The experimental run of the prototype was conducted during July/August 2012 and 
yielded 162 responses available for analyses. Those 162 respondents were spread 
among 6 candidate systems (labeled A-E and Z), yielding 27 respondents per recom-
mender. 

2.5.2 Results 
Figure 2-3 shows the average user rating per candidate system. We sum up all of the 
single ratings of each user (maximum is 3100 points per user) and take the average 
rating as our performance measure for the candidate systems. It is iteratively recalcu-
lated in every round with a growing number of observations. For example, in round 
10, the average is computed from 10 observations per recommender while in round 
20 it is based on 20 observations, meaning the measure gets more stable over time 
(compare Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3. Average Performance of all candidate systems over 27 rounds 

Table 2-1 shows the results of the exploitation checks. Usually the testing for exploita-
tion possibilities starts when a predefined level of minimum observations per candi-
date system (depending on the specific application domain) is available. For this case, 
we already start right from the beginning for illustration purposes, to show how sig-
nificance evolves. 

For small N (i.e. in early rounds), the test results are of course unreliable. However, 
we see how in later rounds the test stabilizes on Z as the lowest performing system. A 
minimum sample size should be defined before using the test results for a selection 
decision. In this case Z is the most likely candidate to be removed from the set, as it 
stabilizes at a low performance level. If Z no longer belongs to the set of candidate 
systems, user requests are only distributed to the remaining five systems. By doing so, 
the remaining systems receive a higher amount of user requests, which accelerates the 
collection of further data to make a robust decision about the performance of the re-
maining systems. 
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Table 2-1. Iterative application results of the WMW test (α=5%) 

Round 
Lowest Performer Common 

Mean of 
others 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test 

System Mean p value conf. int. 
low 

conf. int. 
high 

conf. 
int. size 

1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2 B 299 814 0.1212 -200 1174 1374 
3 B 294 841 0.0172 91 1083 992 
4 B 323 775 0.0100 84 768 684 
5 D 521 957 0.1217 -50 948 998 
6 D 700 971 0.2502 -271 761 1032 
7 Z 750 954 0.5516 -276 628 904 
8 B 788 968 0.0891 -68 767 835 
9 Z 794 986 0.5221 -233 552 785 

10 Z 723 955 0.3360 -151 587 738 
11 Z 672 942 0.1939 -97 588 685 
12 Z 649 950 0.1092 -55 602 657 
13 Z 624 954 0.0527 -4 603 607 
14 Z 609 942 0.0357 26 587 561 
15 Z 624 948 0.0343 27 566 539 
16 Z 670 947 0.0660 -20 519 539 
17 Z 653 952 0.0356 24 535 511 
18 Z 638 963 0.0166 66 555 489 
19 Z 648 961 0.0180 58 529 471 
20 Z 651 952 0.0181 46 502 456 
21 Z 657 945 0.0194 43 482 439 
22 Z 644 938 0.0120 73 477 404 
23 Z 633 924 0.0100 70 461 391 
24 Z 650 935 0.0111 62 454 392 
25 Z 668 933 0.0190 39 431 392 
26 Z 665 927 0.0152 43 421 378 
27 Z 658 915 0.0145 43 408 365 

2.5.3 Estimate of potential benefits 
The prototypical character and the limited number of observations available so far are 
hardly a base for providing solid measures of benefit. Nevertheless, we like to provide 
an estimate of potential benefits which we conduct as follows: 

• We assume, it is decided in round 27 to remove Z from the selection set 
• We use the existing observations to simulate a second pass, but this time as-

signing Z the average raw performance of all other systems except Z in each 
round. The logic behind this assumption is that after the removal of Z the users 
previously sent to Z would rate the other systems similar to the users originally 
sent to A-E on average. So the second pass reuses the original data set, but for 
each round the values of Z are replaced by the average rating of its peers in 
that round. 

• We compare the total sum of user ratings of the first pass with the second pass 
to derive a potential benefit from the decision to remove Z in round 27. Please 
note that we are using absolute user rating values here (as to measure the total 
gain from operating the system), while we use average rating to control the 
candidate system’s performance in the iterative exploitation process. 

The results can be found in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-2. Potential benefit simulation results 
 First pass 

(Round 1-27 
as shown) 

Second pass 
(Simulated 

round  
28-54) 

Sum of User Ratings 

absolute in % 
Base case 

(Z is not re-
moved) 

141,333 141,333 282,666 100.0 

Simulation 
(Z removed 
after first 

pass) 
141,333 148,296 289,629 102.5 

 

So under the given assumptions, we see a total surplus of 2.5% (over both passes) by 
the decision to switch off Z at the end of round 27. It is created by sending users not 
to Z anymore but rather to one of the other, better systems. 

2.6 Conclusion and Outlook 

In this paper, we proposed an architecture providing the capability to dynamically 
balance between exploring new approaches and exploiting the opportunities discov-
ered by this exploration. We introduced und explained the architecture design and 
showed an example run with first available data and encouraging results. By an au-
tomated in-process control of user request distribution, the user satisfaction can po-
tentially be increased compared to a static setup. 

While the task of exploration and exploitation could theoretically be done manually, 
the suggested architecture enables extensive “online” experimentation without inter-
ruption of service – as the user requests are dispatched by the Meta-System, candidate 
systems can easily be added or removed. Additionally, concise predefined success cri-
teria provide for a proper test setup meeting statistical requirements for a sound 
methodology. As a positive side effect, an operational data repository grows along 
with the running system which can serve additional analytical purposes (e.g. traffic or 
response time analyses, see also (Palmer 2002)). Thus, the application of this archi-
tecture contributes in multiple ways to support a strategy of balancing exploration and 
exploitation. 

The product recommender case shown in this paper and implemented as a prototype 
is only one possible application of many. For any scenario, where a number of alterna-
tive methods exist and user feedback indicates perceived quality by the user, the ar-
chitecture offers a solution to the exploration/exploitation dilemma. For example 
when looking at online advertising, there are different approaches of choosing the 
right banners for a web page visitor – e.g. based on known user characteristics or nav-
igation behavior. Using the proposed architecture, a website operator could imple-
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ment different models and let them compete against each other, using the click-
through rate as a success measure. 

The most important next step would be to verify the functionality of this architecture 
in a larger environment, e.g. within a large company, to create a bigger set of test cas-
es, hence more stable test results and a better estimate of potential (or realized) bene-
fits. 

Even though introduced in a setting of generating product recommendations to dis-
play on a website, the approach can also be modified to suit other implementation 
contexts. Whenever there is a need for experimentation on a stream of user requests, 
an implementation should be considered. The architecture is not limited to interface 
with the user directly, but can also feed into another intermediate system. 
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Abstract 

Most online shops apply recommender systems, i.e. software agents that elicit the us-
ers’ preferences and interests with the purpose to make product recommendations. 
Many of these systems suffer from the new user cold start problem which occurs when 
no transaction history is available for the particular new prospective buyer. External 
data from social networking sites, like Facebook, seem promising to overcome this 
problem. In this paper, we evaluate the value of Facebook profile data to create mean-
ingful product recommendations. We find based on the outcomes of a user experi-
ment that already simple approaches and plain profile data matching yield significant 
better recommendations than a pure random draw from the product data base. How-
ever, the most successful approaches use semantic categories like music/video, brands 
and product category information to match profile and product data. A second exper-
iment indicates that recommendation quality seems to be stable for different profile 
sizes. 

Keywords: Product recommendation, cold start problem, recommender, Facebook, so-
cial shopping sites 

                                            
4 This article is provided with kind permission from Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden. The original version is avail-
able at: doi:10.1007/s12525-015-0187-9 
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3.1 Introduction 

Nowadays most online shops apply recommender systems, i.e. software agents that 
elicit the users’ preferences and interests with the purpose to make product recom-
mendations (Xiao and Benbasat 2007). Recommender systems foster add-on and 
cross-sales and have impact on sales diversity (Hinz and Eckert 2010). They vary in 
the system’s input, the data representation and the recommendation approach 
(Huang, Chung, and Chen 2004). Most recommender systems use past transactional 
data (e.g. on products and the user) to derive product recommendations 
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). These systems, however, usually suffer from a 
“cold start problem”, i.e. it is difficult to make recommendations for new users where 
no transactional data is yet available (Huang, Chung, and Chen 2004). Previous re-
search proposed several solutions to this problem. First, a new user might get non-
personalized recommendations built on top-seller rankings (Schafer, Konstan, and 
Riedl 2001). Jannach et al. (2010) suggest explicitly asking new users for product rat-
ings. It might be also possible to apply user’s transactional data on-the-fly, such as the 
navigation history in an online shop (Huang, Chung, and Chen 2004). Adomavicius 
and Tuzhilin (2005) suggest using external information from outside the organiza-
tion’s systems to build profiles of new users. A decade ago this might have been an 
exotic approach, but nowadays with the emergence of technologies which allow users 
to create and maintain online profiles, recommender designers have access to a huge 
body of user data. 

Especially for the emerging field of social shopping sites the integration of external 
user data might create a promising opportunity to generate targeted product recom-
mendations for new users. We define social shopping sites as online shops which inte-
grate external online social networking sites like Facebook or offer their own features 
allowing users to build profiles, maintain their social relations (e.g. friendships), post 
their purchases on their walls or let friends evaluate their purchases. Well-known so-
cial shopping sites are caboodle.com and thisnext.com. 

With respect to recommender systems, social shopping sites face the same cold start 
problem as conventional online shops. It might be even worse if the social shopping 
site is an intermediary who does not offer a product portfolio itself, but provides a 
market place for a high number of sellers. To this business model the cold start prob-
lem is immanent: when buyers navigate to the partner stores and make their deals 
there, the market platform has only limited insight into the transaction and hence can 
never build a detailed purchase history about its community members. However, so-
cial shopping sites have access to additional social information about the user. Based 
on such data, it might be possible to generate targeted product recommendations. Re-
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garding the development of recommender systems this leads to an effort to incorpo-
rate social data (Bobadilla et al. 2013), which becomes more available with the fur-
ther development of Internet-based services. Some approaches propose to integrate 
social data available within the system (e.g. J. He and Chu 2010; Y.-M. Li, Wu, and 
Lai 2013). To the best of our knowledge, no study has proposed and evaluated an ap-
proach based on user’s profile data on social networking sites (i.e. an external data 
source) yet. 

Because of the diversity and the vast amount of users’ data on social networking sites, 
it is however unclear which information allows generating valuable product recom-
mendations. Further, the users on such sites are different in terms of online activity 
and profile maintenance which leads to a diversity in data availability with extensive, 
up-to-date profiles on the one end and rather scarce profiles on the other end. Hence 
it is unclear how the amount of data extractable from a user’s profile impacts the rec-
ommendation quality. The purpose of this paper is therefore to evaluate what kind of 
data on a user’s social networking site profile serve as a good base for product rec-
ommendations at a social shopping site and how the degree of a profile’s maintenance 
impacts the recommendation quality. To approach this question, we build a modular 
recommender system which implements different methods to generate product rec-
ommendations based on a user’s Facebook profile data. Together with the social 
shopping site of the world's largest mail order company (anonymous for confidentiali-
ty reasons), we conducted two field experiments, asking participants to evaluate 
product recommendations generated on base of their Facebook profiles to measure 
recommendation quality. The first study investigates what kind of Facebook profile 
data serves as a good base for product recommendations. Based on the results from 
the first study, the second experiment deepens our analyses and investigates addition-
ally whether the user profile’s size has impact on the quality of product recommenda-
tions. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the following section, we em-
bed our approach into previous research about solving the new user cold start prob-
lem. Then we present the experimental setup we used in our two studies and describe 
the data, i.e. the parts of the Facebook profile we used and the product database. Af-
ter that, we discuss the results of our first empirical study in detail, followed by exper-
imental details and results for the second study. Finally, we summarize our research 
and discuss future research opportunities. 
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3.2 Related Work 

When a new user visits an online shop, it is important to generate reliable recommen-
dations and build good user profiles from the very beginning (Montaner, López, and 
Rosa 2003) to increase the user’s perceived usefulness of and trust in the recommen-
dation system (Xiao and Benbasat 2007). As mentioned by Bobadilla et al. (2013), a 
new user cold start problem is one of the “great difficulties faced by recommender sys-
tems” because it could lead to a vicious circle: if a new user is not satisfied with the 
recommender systems at the beginning, he or she might stop using it, what in turn 
hinders the creation of good user profiles and hence making valuable recommenda-
tions (Bobadilla et al. 2013). 

The recommender systems research community proposes several approaches to deal 
with the new user cold start problem. Table 3-1 summarizes these approaches sug-
gested by previous research. These approaches can be distinguished by means of three 
dimensions. First, the type of user feedback differs between approaches: implicit feed-
back is generated with little user effort (e.g. re-using data created for other purposes), 
and explicit feedback needs an active evaluation of a proposed product recommenda-
tion by the user (Kass and Finin 1988). Second, the source of data can be external, 
obtained from outside the system, or internal, generated within the system. Third, de-
gree of personalization: recommendations for new users can be personalized, i.e. cus-
tomized for each user by use of individual data, or non-personalized i.e. equal for all 
users. 

One approach to solve the cold start problem is to offer non-personalized recommen-
dations based on top-sellers list or editors advices (Schafer, Konstan, and Riedl 2001). 
This approach might be insufficient for small online shops, which have the problem of 
sparsely rated products. Another approach is to ask new users to evaluate a selected 
set of products (Jannach et al. 2010). In this case the shop operators need to deter-
mine the set of products, which promise the highest information gain. Rashid et al. 
(2008) evaluate e.g. five strategies to select a set of items which a new user should 
evaluate. It might also be helpful to explicitly ask users for their interests and prefer-
ences (Rashid, Karypis, and Riedl 2008). However, the users are often not willing to 
provide such information (Montaner, López, and Rosa 2003). As an alternative, cus-
tomer data recorded with the registration form (like name, address, age, sex) may be 
used to classify a new user to some stereotype to generate initial product recommen-
dations (Montaner, López, and Rosa 2003). 
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Table 3-1. A taxonomy of approaches for solving the new user cold start problem 
 Type of user feedback 

Explicit Implicit 

D
at

a 
so

ur
ce

 External data 

Personalized: 
Raffles, Competitions 
Non-personalized: 
Public statistics 
Market research 

Personalized: 
User data from social networking 
platforms 

Internal data 

Personalized: 
Registration form 
Asking for interests and preferences 
Non-personalized: 
Explicit rating of a selected set of 
products 

Personalized: 
Online shop navigation history  
Non-personalized: 
Top-seller lists 
Editors’ advices 
 

 

Some approaches try to enrich sparsely existing data about new users. For example 
Kim et al. (2010) use tags provided by the users of different web sites to solve the us-
er cold start problem (H.-N. Kim et al. 2010). Since a product can be characterized by 
several tags, more data is then available to generate recommendations for new users 
who have not bought many products yet. Weng et al. (2008) suggest using taxono-
mies on user’s product preferences to derive, e.g. a general interest in outdoor clothes 
(Weng et al. 2008). Rodríguez et al. (2010) suggest a hybrid collaborative and 
knowledge-based system which utilizes linguistic information about the users and 
products (Rodríguez et al. 2010). 

A recent trend in the development of recommender systems strives to incorporate so-
cial information which is increasingly available with the development of Web 2.0 
(trusted users, followers, posts etc.) (Bobadilla et al. 2013). In contrast to previous 
recommender systems, where the similarity between users was computed by algo-
rithms based on historic transaction data, in social network data, the users themselves 
provide the information about their contacts and trust relationships. For example, Li 
et al. (2013) suggest a recommendation system which integrates different sources of 
information to make a recommendation: preference similarity, trust, and user’s social 
relations (Y.-M. Li, Wu, and Lai 2013). He and Chu (2010) suggest an approach to 
solve the new user cold start problem, generating product recommendations based on 
the preferences of users’ neighborhoods in a social graph (J. He and Chu 2010). The 
advantage of these approaches is to receive detailed information about even new us-
ers without the need for conscious, explicit feedback by the user. 

The approaches described above base on some initial information about the user 
available within the system. Our approach, in contrast, goes beyond this and enables 
generating product recommendations using external data sources for a new user for 
whom there is no information at all. When users log in with their social networking 
platform account, they enable access to users’ demographics (similar to the data 
gained by the registration form) and users’ interests and preferences (shared content, 
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favorites etc.). Thus, the system has access to rather rich, complete and up-to-date da-
ta which users provide voluntarily and implicitly. In contrast to He and Chu (2010) 
who use preferences of a user’s contacts to generate recommendations, our approach 
tries to utilize the user’s very own Facebook profile information (J. He and Chu 2010). 

If we are able to use such profile data to create personalized recommendations, such 
an approach can help to overcome the user cold start problem simply by connecting 
with an already existing social network profile without the need for explicit user feed-
back or other external data. However, to arrive at appropriate recommendations from 
profile information is not straightforward. First of all, which user data needs to be ap-
plied in which way to generate valuable product recommendations? In this paper, we 
want to analyze how user profile data can create value for product recommendations. 
By doing so, we want to contribute to the existing research on solving the cold start 
problem and provide insights on which selection of user profile data is most valuable 
for product recommendation generation. 

3.3 Method and Data 

To gain more insights into the value of social networking sites’ profile data, we im-
plemented several recommender approaches based on different selections of profile 
data and conducted experiments with users to evaluate their satisfaction with the rec-
ommendations. By comparing the recommendation ratings of users for the different 
approaches against a random selection benchmark, we derive an indication of which 
profile data fields yields most value in recommendation creation. We received product 
data from a partner company to use in our experiments (see section 3.3.2.2). Our 
source of user profile data is the Facebook platform. 

In our first study (see section 3.4), we use a rather broad partition of profile data to 
gain first insights into the value contribution of profile data (cf. Figure 3-2) and apply 
rather simple approaches for product identification. Based on the findings of this 
study, we conduct a second study, implementing a more focused approach with a fine 
partitioning of Like data and a more sophisticated matching mechanism (see section 
3.5). 

In both studies, we implement the respective recommendation logic in software and 
invited users online to create recommendations using their Facebook profile and rate 
those recommendations afterwards. The next section provides details about the exper-
imental setup for both studies. 
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3.3.1 Experimental setup for both studies 
We conduct a combined between- and within-subject design experiment (c.f. Hinz, 
Hann, and Spann 2011). This means every subject receives ten product recommenda-
tions. A subject either receives recommendations based on a random draw or on a 
combination of the aforementioned approaches. The evaluation of the subjects who 
received the random selection serves as a benchmark. As the frontend interface pre-
sents all recommendations identically (see Figure 3-1; the experiment was conducted 
in German), the effect on the dependent variable can be isolated to the recommenda-
tion approach and the involved profile data. Such experiments allow an identification 
of causal effects, which is often difficult e. g. with transactional data from the field. 

 

Figure 3-1. Screenshot of the test system 

 

To a large extent, participants were recruited via Facebook (as participants needed a 
Facebook profile to participate) by sending the URL for online participation over dif-
ferent channels such as personal groups or community pages. As an incentive, we raf-
fled 10 Amazon (10 Euro each) vouchers among completed questionnaires. 

The course of the experiments is as follows for a subject: The subject begins on a land-
ing page with short instructions and starts the experiment by clicking on a start but-
ton. The subject then has to login to Facebook (if not already logged in) and authorize 
the Facebook application created for this experiment. If the authorization process is 
successful, the subject is returned to the experiment site. To create the product rec-
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ommendations, the test-system calls the recommender subsystem (or the random gen-
erator) providing the Facebook access token to enable the Facebook profile access (for 
details on the specific recommendation logic please refer to the appropriate section of 
Study 1 or Study 2). The subsystem then returns a ranked set of ten product ids and 
the frontend presents these as recommendations to the subject (see Figure 3-1) in the 
specified order (best recommendation first). Each product is displayed with a title, a 
description, a category label, a product id and, if available, a picture. As our goal is to 
measure how well the products match the user’s preferences, we do not provide in-
formation on prices to avoid a bias caused by different price levels. 

Along with the products, a questionnaire asks the user to evaluate the product selec-
tion. For each product, the user rates whether the product meets the subject’s taste 
(item from McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002), as well as the propensity to 
purchase (Pereira 2000) the product on a scale of “strongly disagree” to “strongly 
agree” by moving a slider. The slider’s range was internally translated to a scale of 1 
to 100. For control purposes, we also asked for the participant’s age, gender, the expe-
rience with online shopping and their Internet usage behavior. After submission, the 
questionnaire cannot be changed anymore. Every Facebook profile could participate 
only once in the test.  

3.3.2 Data description 

3.3.2.1 Facebook profile data 
Facebook stores an extensive amount of data about each member. A complete list can 
be found at (Facebook.com 2014). The availability and extent of the profile data de-
pends on the user’s attitude towards entering and making the information visible in 
his or her profile. Hence, we focus on a core set of profile information which is fre-
quently available and base the product recommendations on the following subset of 
Facebook profile data: 

• Date of birth (or age, respectively) 
• Gender 
• Likes: Whenever a user clicks on the “Like” button of a Facebook object (e.g. a 

fan page), that item is stored in the user’s profile and categorized into the fol-
lowing categories (if applicable): Music, Movies, Television, Activities, Books, 
Games, Athletes, Teams, Sports, Others, Admired people 

• Groups: Membership of a user in a Facebook group 
• Geodata: Hometown or Current City 
• Posts: Status updates posted to his/her wall by the user (free-text) 
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Demographic data, such as gender and age, have a long tradition in marketing re-
search and segmentation (e.g. Zeithaml 1985; Beane and Ennis 1987) and can be 
used to explain differences in adoption behavior (Aral and Walker 2012), even though 
they might often be just substitutes for other latent factors (Fennell et al. 2003). Nev-
ertheless, as they are readily available and deliver an outer bound for user characteri-
zation, they should be included. 

Certainly, Likes are the first part of the profile data which comes to mind when think-
ing about user preferences as they explicitly express affinity. The same is true for 
membership in groups. Geodata enables to handle location-related affinities. Posts, as 
the least structured data available due to their free-text nature, can however provide a 
broad insight into the user’s daily life, habits and wishes, but also require some effort 
to be made available for product recommendations. 

3.3.2.2 Product data 
We aim to use the available social data to recommend products from the product da-
tabase of our business partner. The product database contains a total of 1,942,857 
products in the categories Lifestyle (425,334), Fashion (954,609), Habitation 
(390,691) and Not Specified (172,223). Products range from physical products to ser-
vices like vouchers for events. Approximately, one third of the selected products have 
photos attached. Table 3-2 lists the fields included in the product data. 

Table 3-2. Product data fields 

Field name Description 
ID Product identifier 
Title Name of the product 
Description Textual description 
Gender/age Textual description of gender/age target group (e.g. girl, boy, women etc.) 
Categories Hierarchical product category (e.g. lifestyle, fashion and subcategories) 
Brand Manufacturer brand name 
Image URL URL of product image (if any) 

3.4 Study 1 

3.4.1 Product recommendation approaches 
Considering the task of finding the right products for a user, the question is how we 
can exploit the data sources available from Facebook to arrive at an effective recom-
mendation set. Having the data about the user is only the first step; the data’s true 
value depends on the way how it is applied to derive product recommendations. 
Therefore, in our experiment, we consider different approaches of profile data appli-
cation to arrive at a meaningful assessment of profile data value. 
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A plain and simple approach of matching products to profile entries is the direct 
search of profile characteristics in the product data. In the context of this paper, direct 
matching means that the comparison between product and profile is conducted with-
out additional knowledge or further interpretation of the data’s specific context. For 
example, a direct matching using Likes data simply tries to find keywords from the 
profile’s Likes information in the product data. In detail, we implement the following 
approaches: 

• Likes: Likes in a Facebook profile are categorized (see section Facebook profile 
data) and hence provide additional information about the kind of subject that 
is liked. Hence, it is reasonable to try and find products whose description 
matches terms that are “liked” by the user. 

• Gender/age: Mapping the gender and age taken from the Facebook profile to 
products matching the appropriate segment (like girls, boys, women, men) 
which can in turn be used to filter products, especially exclude those not 
matching well (e.g. girls’ toys like a Barbie puppet for a male adult). 

• Groups: By a membership in a Facebook group, users express their association 
to a certain topic which might be used to identify products of interest. We use 
the group name to search for matching products. 

• Geodata: Some product offerings, e.g. event vouchers or souvenir articles, are 
location-specific. The hometown can be used to find products that match the 
user’s home location and enable to offer products based on regional affinity. 

We refrained from doing a direct matching on user’s Facebook posts, as the context 
and notion of keywords in posts is not unambiguous per se. More advanced approach-
es take the specific semantics of data fields into account, i.e. they interpret the con-
tents and use a deeper understanding of the characteristics of product and profile data 
to make matches more meaningful than a simple keyword match. The specific ap-
proaches we examine here are: 

• Brand matching: Brands offer a strong identification potential for consumers, 
especially in terms of communicating preferences and values (e.g. Ahearne, 
Bhattacharya, and Gruen 2005). Within Facebook, the brands a user relates to, 
can be “liked” (given the brand operates a Facebook fan page) or it can appear 
in the Posts or Groups sections. As our product data also provides brand names 
along with the products, a match based on brand names is both promising and 
feasible. Especially as demographic data has its weaknesses in identifying 
brand preference (Fennell et al. 2003, 242), this approach might overcome this 
shortcoming. 

• Product category matching: Product categories provide an abstract description 
of the particular articles. As Facebook enables users to “like” generic terms, 
such as activities, a matching for product groups with the users profile entries 
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enables to use those abstract information for matching (e.g. if a user likes “Yo-
ga” and there is a product category “Fashion|Sports|Yoga”, it is likely that the 
user will appreciate products belonging to this category). 

• Video/music title matching: Video/movie/TV show or music group names can 
be misleading when they are split into keywords which are then tried to match 
to a product (e.g. “House, MD”, the TV show about a misanthropic, but ingen-
ious doctor, is a definitive concept while a search for “house” would most likely 
result in many unrelated products being found). As Facebook offers specific 
categories (see section Facebook profile data) to show affiliation with these 
kinds of products, it makes sense to treat their title as an atomic term when it 
comes to product matching. 

Figure 3-2 shows an overview of the different approaches based on the core profile 
data we selected for availability reasons and examples of possible resulting recom-
mendations. A potential recommendation scenario for a female user could include 
trendy shoes, products related to her favorite sports (yoga), brands, baby clothes be-
cause she is a member in a respective group and fan shirts of her favorite soccer club, 
music band and TV sitcom. The use of Geodata might recommend a voucher for a bal-
loon flight near the city she lives in. 

Filter	approach
Facebook	profile data involved

Demographics Likes Groups Posts Geodata

Pl
ai
n

Direct match

Sp
ec
ifi
c

Brands

Product category
matching

Video/	music

Adidas,	Puma,	Miss	Sixty,	Buffalo,	Esprit,	…

 

Figure 3-2. Overview of profile data used in recommendation approaches 

3.4.2 Experiment 
We conducted the first experiment in July and August 2012 in Germany. Three partic-
ipants denied the authorization of the Facebook application explicitly (not counting 
those who just dropped out and closed the window without explicitly denying; this 
number cannot be determined with certainty). Over the course of the experiment, we 
collected 86 completed questionnaires rating 860 product recommendations (compris-
ing 788 different products due to multiple selections of some of the products). 58 of 
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the respondents were male, 28 were female. The mean age was 27 (Std. dev. = 5.27, 
min = 20, max = 59, median = 26). Over 95% of the respondents use the Internet 
every day.  

Table 3-3 shows the descriptive statistics of the respondents’ evaluations of the rec-
ommended products. Every recommendation was made based on one of the ap-
proaches introduced in section 3.4.1 and thus makes use of specific Facebook data. In 
the following, we will examine which type of Facebook data led to the most successful 
recommendations. This analysis will yield first insights on the value of Facebook data 
for recommendation systems. 

Table 3-3. Descriptive statistics of the product recommendation evaluation  

Recommendation 
Number of 
recommen- 

dations 

Taste Purchase propensity 

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. 
dev. 

Based on user’s demographics 86 35.17 29.28 29.09 25.98 
Based on user’s Facebook groups 3 23.67 24.70 11.67 9.71 
Based on Likes data 255 33.20 32.50 24.84 30.84 
Based on geodata 5 20.20 41.82 20.80 42.05 
Based on product category matching 98 36.96 31.51 29.22 30.71 
Based on user’s favorite brands 62 39.08 35.54 30.16 30.57 
Based on user’s favorite video/music 51 45.78 34.64 33.71 31.86 
Random 300 23.07 27.25 19.52 26.64 
Picture available 289 31.53     31.13 24.99  29.76  
TOTAL 860 31.35 31.38 24.75 29.27 

3.4.3 Model and Results 
As quality metric for the recommendation we measure how well a recommendation 
meets the subject’s taste (McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002) and the propen-
sity to purchase (Pereira 2000), which also constitute our dependent variables. As in-
dependent variables we introduce dummy variables for the different types of Face-
book data used, e.g. Likes_D is 1 if the recommendation is based on Likes data from 
Facebook, 0 otherwise or Demographics_D is 1 if the recommendation is based on 
demographic information like gender and age and 0 otherwise. 

We further include demographic covariates and a dummy variable whether the rec-
ommended product included a picture because previous research found that pictures 
can have a significant influence on economic decisions (Dewally and Ederington 
2006). We also categorized all recommended products in search goods and experience 
goods (Nelson 1970) manually and use this information as control variable. 

Equation (1) and (2) summarize our models where i indicates the subject and j indi-
cates the j-th recommendation for subject i: 
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tastei,j= 

β1+β2·Demographics_Di,j+β3·Groups_Di,j+β4·Brands_Di,j+β5·Likes_Di,j+ 

β6·Geodata_Di,j+β7·ProductCategory_Di,j+β8·VideoMusic_Di,j+ 

β9·Pic_available_Di,j+β10·ExperienceGood_Di,j+β11·Female_Di+β12·Agei+εi,j (1) 

purchase_propensityi,j= 

β1+β2·Demographics_Di,j+β3·Groups_Di,j+β4·Brands_Di,j+β5·Likes_Di,j+ 

β6·GeoData_Di,j+β7·ProductCategory_Di,j+β8·VideoMusic_Di,j+ 

β9·Pic_available_Di,j+β10·ExperienceGood_Di,j+β11·Female_Di+β12·Agei+εi,j (2) 

The estimates for β2-β8 thus reflect the difference to the benchmark, which is a prod-

uct that was randomly drawn from the product base. The variance inflation factors 
(VIF) are well below 4 (mean VIF = 1.13, max VIF=1.27) and thus multicollinearity 
does not seem to be a problem in our dataset. As each subject evaluated ten product 
recommendations, we have to account for unobserved factors on the individual level. 
As the Hausman test (Hausman 1978) showed no significant differences in coeffi-
cients between the fixed and random effects models, we decided to use random ef-
fects GLS estimation method. Additionally, we used cluster adjusted robust standard 
errors to account for heteroscedasticity (White-Test (p<.05)) and correlations within 
the same subject evaluations (i.e. 86 clusters). We arrive at the results for equation 
(1) summarized in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4. Impact of Facebook data on meeting the subject’s taste. 
Variable Notation Coef. Cluster adj. 

robust std. 
err. 

Random recommendation Constant 31.13*** 9.17 
Based on user’s demographics Demographics_D 10.16* 3.08 
Based on Facebook groups Groups_D 16.49*** 4.09 
Based on Likes Likes_D 10.88** 27.22 
Based on geodata Geodata_D  -0.423 5.32 
Based on product categories ProductCategory_D 15.75** 6.85 
Based on brand preferences Brands_D 15.85* 6.33 
Based on video/music preferences VideoMusic_D 19.80** 2.25 
Picture available (0: no/ 1:yes)  Pic_available_D  1.231 0.35 
Experience good (0: no/ 1:yes) ExperienceGood_D 1.381 0.95 
Age Age  -0.384 3.45 
Female (0: male/ 1:female) Female_D  1.957 1.45 
N = 860, Wald χ2(11) = 152.9*** 
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

The Wald χ2 test for both models allows us to reject the null hypothesis that the varia-

bles in our models are jointly insignificant (p<.001 and p<.05), hence further anal-
yses of the coefficients are possible. Interestingly, we find that Facebook data used for 
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recommendations can significantly improve the recommendation quality. The most 
valuable data in our context is utilized by a specific understanding of Facebook infor-
mation on music, film and TV shows. Recommendations based on this information 
yield a +19.80 higher score on a 100-points-Likert scale (p<.01). A similar improve-
ment can be made if recommendations are based on a semantic understanding of 
product categories that might be interesting for the subject (p<.01). Recommenda-
tions based on this deeper understanding of product categories receive +15.75 points 
on the used scale. A specific approach is also useful to identify brands and make rec-
ommendations based on this information. This yields +15.85 points with respect to 
the recommendation quality (p<.05). But even simpler approaches that use direct 
matching can already lead to better recommendations than a random selection, e.g. 
the use of demographic data (p<.05), Likes data (p<.01) or information on belonging 
to some groups (p<.001), though the latter result has to be taken with caution as the 
number of group-based recommendations in the data set is quite low. 

Making recommendations that meet the subjects’ preferences is however only an ante-
cedent of the propensity to purchase which we analyze by estimating equation (2). 
Table 3-5 summarizes the estimates. 

First, we observe a smaller impact of the data used with respect to purchase propensi-
ty which is not surprising: Products that meet the subjects’ preferences do not neces-
sarily convert to a purchase. This result provides some face validity. 

Second, we find again that the recommendations that semantically interpret Facebook 
data lead to significantly better recommendations, e.g. understanding the brands 
preferences out of Facebook data and using this information to make recommenda-
tions, lead to an increase of +10.55 points (p<.10) on the 100-points-Likert scale 
with respect to purchase propensity. Similarly, a semantic understanding on vid-
eo/music (p<.10) and product categories seem to be valuable (p<.05). Data from the 
video/music category can increase the purchase propensity by 10.70 points on the 
100-points-Likert scale which is a promising solution for the recommender cold start 
problem. 

Simpler approaches like the use of demographics or subject’s Facebook groups can al-
so lead to better recommendations and a higher propensity to purchase (+7.78, 
p<.10 and 8.31, p<.01 respectively). Although the Likes data can be useful to rec-
ommend products that match the subjects’ preferences, this information delivers no 
surplus to the purchase propensity. This is an interesting finding, as the Like data ex-
plicitly state the subject’s preferences and hence would be expected to yield higher 
approval. 
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With respect to control variables we do not find a significant impact. The purchase 
propensity for experience goods seems to be slightly higher as is the purchase propen-
sity of female subjects, but these findings are not statistically significant. 

Table 3-5. Impact of Facebook data on propensity to purchase 
Variable Notation Coef. Cluster adj. 

robust std. 
err. 

Random recommendation Constant 16.63+ 9.93 
Based on user’s demographics Demographics_D 7.78+ 4.59 
Based on Facebook groups Groups_D 8.31** 3.00 
Based on Likes Likes_D 5.66 4.08 
Based on Geodata GeoData_D  0.16 23.86 
Based on product categories ProductCategory_D 10.24* 5.03 
Based on brand preferences Brands_D 10.55+ 5.72 
Based on video/music preferences VideoMusic_D 10.70+ 6.24 
Picture available (0: no/ 1:yes) Pic_available_D  1.40 2.30 
Experience good (0: no/ 1:yes) ExperienceGood_D 1.16 1.28 
Age  Age  0.04 0.38 
Female (0: male/ 1:female) Female_D  1.94 3.37 
N = 860, Wald χ2(11) = 21.24* 
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

From Study 1, we learn that the use of profile data for product recommendations 
shows a promising impact on user’s taste and, to a lesser extent, propensity to pur-
chase. Like data is more effective for recommendation generation when we use it se-
mantically, i.e. take the category of a “Like” into account which makes sense, as it al-
lows matching Likes and products more targeted. This encourages further research on 
more sophisticated approaches how to use Like data effectively for recommendation 
generation. 

3.5 Study 2 

3.5.1 Motivation and experimental setup 
The previous experimental study shows that a categorized approach of using Like data 
which considers the category of a Like (movie, TV show etc.) creates more successful 
recommendations. Hence, for our second study, we refine the system implementation 
and include finer-grained approaches which utilize Facebook Likes. In the first study, 
one approach utilized data related to entertainment (TV, movies, bands). Now we 
split this approach further into five modules which utilize user’s favorite books, mov-
ies, TV shows, bands, and games. 

During Study 1, we also noted that the extent of Facebook profile information differs 
between users. Some users are very active on Facebook and have hundreds of friends, 
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share more content frequently and also receive shared content from their friends. So 
we expect that the different sizes of Facebook profiles impact recommendation quali-
ty: the more information is available on the profile site, the better are the recommen-
dations in terms of matching user’s taste and increasing purchase intention. 

So we conduct the second study, a) to provide a more detailed view on which type of 
Like fields allows generating reliable recommendations and b) to analyze how the 
availability of the Facebook profile data affect the recommendation quality. 

3.5.2 Experiment 
Based on the experiences of Study 1, we implemented a new recommender system 
design which focuses on exploiting Likes data from specific categories to retrieve 
products of those categories. The system also scans the users’ status updates for rele-
vant key words to recommend products. The re-implemented system uses a modular 
approach to match profile and product data and facilitates an internal scoring mecha-
nism to create a ranked list of product recommendations. Using the new implementa-
tion of the recommender system, we conducted another experiment using a setup as 
outlined in section 3.3.1. Every participant received again 10 product recommenda-
tions. If the system is not able to generate 10 recommendations based on profile data 
(e.g. if the profile does not provide sufficient data), the system adds random recom-
mendations to ensure at least 10 recommendations are returned. For each recommen-
dation, the recommender stores the data field which led to the product being selected. 
In order to analyze the effect of user profile size and structure on recommendation 
quality, we collected the count of Likes, friends, groups and events for each user pro-
file. 

3.5.3 New recommendation approach 
For this second experiment, we implemented a new recommendation process. The 
basic idea is to extract keywords (tags) from the user’s profile data and from the 
product data and then match those two sets to identify products relevant to the user. 
To make matching with the product data operational, we created an index of the rele-
vant product data fields upfront using Apache Lucene5, an open-source search engine. 
This index only needs to be updated when new product data arrives. As we use a stat-
ic product dataset for our experiment, we only create the index once before the exper-
iment. 

                                            
5 http://lucene.apache.org/core/index.html 
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The recommendation process starts with the extraction of tags from the user’s Face-
book profile (i.e. Like fields and status messages). The system cleans the extracted tag 
set (e.g. removes duplicates and stop-words6). The next step uses a semantic diction-
ary to merge synonyms to one final tag and assigns a relative weight to each of those 
tags based on their occurrence frequency. Subsequently, the system queries the prod-
uct index for those products and computes a similarity metric between the extracted 
profile data and the product data which serves combined with the tag weight as a 
ranking metric for the product result list. A post-processing step merges product du-
plicates (which occur when different modules select the same product) by adding up 
the different weights for one product and hence increase the product’s ranking posi-
tion because when a product is chosen by different modules, it seems to be more rele-
vant to the user’s preferences. 

3.5.4 Results 
Using this setup, we want to analyze the relative strength of the Like categories for 
product recommendations while considering the amount of information provided by a 
Facebook profile. We used the experimental setup as described before and conducted 
the experiment in July 2013 among German students. Surprisingly, as compared to 
Study 1, we had a large number of drop-outs who explicitly denied Facebook access 
authorization. 47 probands stopped the test right at the beginning due to explicit de-
nial of authorization compared to three explicit denials in the first study. This huge 
increase might be accounted to a modification of the authorization dialog by Facebook 
between Study 1 and Study 2. While in Study 1, the information about granted per-
missions was only a small part in a dialog providing a lot of general information about 
the requesting Facebook application, the new dialog shows an explicit list of permis-
sions to the user and asks to grant those to the application. Apparently, this direct 
question leads to a more explicit decision by the user. Another reason for more drop-
outs could be the simultaneous rise of the NSA leak affair between Study 1 and Study 
2, possibly increasing the users’ awareness for data privacy. For an extended discus-
sion on the issue of user privacy concerns in E-Commerce see e.g. Spiekermann et al. 
(2001). The data set contains 38 completed questionnaires rating 380 product rec-
ommendations. 

                                            
6 Stop words are common words defined as irrelevant for a search (e.g. “a”, “and”, “the” etc.), cf. e.g. (Jannach et 
al. 2010, 56) 
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Table 3-6. Descriptive statistics of study 2 
Recommendation Number of  

recommendations 
Taste Propensity to  

purchase 
Mean  Std. dev. Mean Std. 

dev. 
Based on favorite athletes 18 51.72  34.09 41.72 33.72 
Based on favorite books 4 22.75 17.17 13.75 16.28  
Based on favorite clothes 17 42.76 31.41  39.65 32.24  
Based on favorite games 2 100 0 92 11.31 
Based on favorite bands 36 35.97 32.69 18.56 22.55 
Based on favorite sports teams 12 62.75 25.42 62.75 25.42  
Based on favorite movies 6 39.5 24.53  26.83 24.41 
Based on favorite TV shows 19 42.21 31.47 29 30.06 
Based on Facebook status post 228 29.71 31.03 21.61 25.97  
Random recommendation 41     23.88 28.76 17.73 22.41 
Picture available 110 31.32 31.64 21.15 26.80 
TOTAL 380 33.13 31.86 23.87 27.35 

 

The quality metrics of recommendations are the same as in the first study: how well a 
recommendation meets the subject’s taste (McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002) 
and the propensity to purchase (Pereira 2000). As independent variables we introduce 
dummy variables for the different more specific types of Facebook data used, e.g. Ath-
letes_D is 1 if the recommendation is based on the user’s favorite athlete. We include 
covariates for user’s demographics and a dummy variable whether the recommended 
product included a photo. 

To measure the profile size or data availability of a user, we include four variables: A 
user’s total number of Likes, the total number of friends, the total number of groups a 
user belongs to and the number of events in which a user participates. Randomly gen-
erated recommendations serve as the reference category. Table 3-6 and Table 3-7.  
provide descriptive statistics for the second study. 79% of participants were male and 
the average age is 24 years. An average user has 72 Likes, 294 Friends, belongs to 13 
different groups and takes part in about 2 events. For about 30% of the recommenda-
tions a picture of the product was available. 60% of the recommendations were gen-
erated on the user’s status data. Other recommender’s sub-modules and the random 
draw account for the generation of the remaining 10% of recommendations. Unfortu-
nately, there was an unsufficient amount of recommendations based on users’ favorite 
books, games, and movies (see Table 3-6). We exclude these observations from our 
further analyses. The resulting final data set contains 368 product recommendations. 
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Table 3-7. Users’ descriptive statistics of study 2 

Variable Mean Std. dev. Min 25% per-
centile 

50% per-
centile 

75% per-
centile Max 

Male .79 .41 0 - - - 1 
Age 24.05 3.11 17 22 25 25 31 
N Likes 72.21 68.22 6 24 41 104 306 
N Groups 13.74 7.83 1 9 12 17 36 
N Friends 294.47 100.05 106 222 291.5 355 479 
N Events 2.45 2.76 0 1 2 3 13 

 

Equations (3) and (4) summarize our models where i indicates the subject and j indi-
cates the j-th recommendation for subject i: 

tastei,j= 

β1+β2·Athletes_Di,j+β3·Clothes_Di,j+β4·Bands_Di,j+β5·Teams_Di,j+β6·Shows_Di,j 

+β7·Status_Di,j+β8·Pic_available_Di,j+β9·Male_Di+β10·Agei+β11·N_Likesi 

+β12·N_Groupsi+β13·N_Friendsi+β14·N_Eventsi+εi,j    (3) 

purchase_propensityi,j= 

β1+β2·Athletes_Di,j+β3·Clothes_Di,j+β4·Bands_Di,j+β5·Teams_Di,j+β6·Shows_Di,j 

+β7·Status_Di,j+β8·Pic_available_Di,j+β9·Male_Di+β10·Agei+β11·N_Likesi 

+β12·N_Groupsi+β13·N_Friendsi+β14·N_Eventsi+εi,j    (4) 

The estimates for β2-β7 thus reflect the difference to the reference category, i.e. a 

product generated by the default setting of the recommender (random draw from the 
database). As we again used the combined between-within subject design we have to 
control for unobserved effects due to multiple evaluations by the same subject. As the 
Hausman (Hausman 1978) test showed again no significant differences between the 
fixed effects and random effects models, we decided in favor of the more efficient of 
both (i.e. random effects). Additionally, to account for heteroscedasticity (Breusch-
Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test (p<.05)) and correlations within the evaluations of the 
same subject (i.e. 38 clusters) we estimate our model with cluster-adjusted robust 

standard errors. Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 present the estimation results. The Wald χ2  

for both models allow us to reject the null hypothesis that the sets of coefficients are 
jointly insignificant (p<.001).  

The results show that the user’s demographics and picture availability for products 
have no significant impact on recommendation quality. Some amount of variation in 
recommendation quality can be explained by using different fields of user’s Facebook 
profile data. In the entertainment sector, a user’s favorite TV shows allow generating 
high quality recommendations in terms of meeting user’s taste and increase purchase 
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propensity. Recommendations based on these data receive +16 higher score (p<.01) 
on meeting user’s taste but have no significant effect on user’s buying decision.  

Table 3-8. Results for user’s taste in Study 2 
Variable Notation Coef. Cluster adj.  

robust std. err. 
Random recommendation Constant 29.17 19.15 
Based on favorite athletes Athletes_D 18.41 14.96 
Based on favorite clothes Clothes_D 10.30 11.04 
Based on favorite bands Bands_D 8.89 7.94 
Based on favorite sports teams Teams_D 26.28** 9.14 
Based on favorite TV shows Shows_D 16.18+ 8.98 
Based on Facebook status post Status_D -0.57 6.83 
Picture available Pic_available_D -4.01 3.66 
Age Age -0.16 0.67 
Male user Male_D 6.34 5.01 
N Likes N_Likes 0.09*** 0.02 
N Groups N_Groups -0.75* 0.34 
N Friends N_Friends 0.012 0.05 
N Events N_Events 0.014 0.54 
N = 368, Wald χ2 (13)= 65.06 *** 
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

Further, recommendations based on user’s favorite sports teams yield a +26 higher 
score (p<.01) and +16 higher score (p<.1) on propensity to purchase. This finding 
might be explained by the fact that products in the product database could be better 
matched with information on sports. For example, if a user marks the famous German 
soccer team Bayern Munich as his or her favorite sports team, the system is able to 
find very specific merchandise products which are likely appreciated by the user. The 
remaining recommender sub-modules which utilize other data from a user’s Facebook 
profile do not show significant effects on the user’s evaluation. 

Table 3-9. Results on user’s propensity to purchase in Study 2 
Variable Notation Coef. Cluster adj.  

robust std. err. 
Random recommendation Constant 6.15 17.75 
Based on favorite athletes Athletes_D 18.83 13.94 
Based on favorite clothes Clothes_D 13.51 9.49 
Based on favorite bands Bands_D 2.87 5.77 
Based on favorite sports teams Teams_D 16.08+ 9.39 
Based on favorite TV shows Shows_D 10.76 7.19 
Based on Facebook status post Status_D -0.01 4.54 
Picture available Pic_available_D -4.88 2.97 
Age Age 0.48 0.65 
Male user Male_D 3.50 6.03 
N Likes N_Likes 0.08*** 0.02 
N groups N_Groups -0.63* 0.26 
N friends N_Friends 0.02 0.02 
N events N_Events -0.55 0.59 
N = 368, Wald χ2(13) =46.12*** 
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001  

 

The next goal of the second study is to analyze how the user’s Facebook profile size 
relates to the recommendation quality. The results show that the numbers of Likes – 
although small in magnitude – have a significant positive effect on both recommenda-
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tion quality measures (p<.001). Contradictory to expectations, the effect of the num-
ber of groups the user belongs to is negative (p<.05). Our assumption was that the 
more information is contained in Facebook profiles, the better the recommendations 
are. The results, however, show that the effects of the data sources differ. The infor-
mation within Likes leads to a better match of the user’s characteristics and prefer-
ences. The information related to the groups the user belongs to worsens recommen-
dation quality possibly because they increase the heterogeneity of the profile and 
hence make it hard for the recommender to identify strong preferences. The number 
of friends and events is not significant for recommendation quality which makes sense 
as our recommendation approach does not include friend or event data. So our model 
is not able to estimate their general applicability as an indicator of profile data availa-
bility. 

Based on our data, we find that a fine-granular differentiation of Likes which allows a 
targeted match is useful to create successful recommendations. However, some Likes 
data seem to be better suitable for high recommendation quality, in our case: TV 
shows and sport teams. This effect might vary with the nature of the product data and 
the popularity of Facebook Likes categories. 

Further, we could not identify strong effects of profile size in terms of number of 
Likes, friends, groups and events a user collects on his profile on recommendation 
quality. A possible explanation is that more data are not necessarily more valuable for 
recommendation generation. If a user “likes” things inflationary, the affection to 
things she or he likes might be less than for another user who chooses very carefully 
what she or he “likes” and hence show a stronger commitment with those statements. 
Another explanation, why we couldn’t identify strong effects is that the profiles in our 
experiment all contained just enough information for good recommendations and 
hence additional data could not yield distinctly better recommendations. Future re-
search should apply more detailed metrics of profile characteristics to enable deeper 
analyses of profile data availability on recommendation quality. 

3.6 Conclusion and Further Research 

As some online retailers do not have access to transaction histories and face a cold 
start problem when generating product recommendations, the exploitation of Face-
book data to gain some first insights on the prospective buyer seems promising. We 
therefore conducted two studies to assess the value of Facebook data for product rec-
ommendations. As the first experiment showed, we were able to determine causal ef-
fects of the Facebook profile data on recommendation quality. With the second study, 
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we provided a more detailed look into the effects of different Facebook Like categories 
and made a first approach to measure effects of profile data availability on recom-
mendation quality. 

Interestingly, we find in our first study that the data in the Facebook profile is of value 
for product recommendation. Even very simple approaches like direct matching key-
words from Facebook profiles with the product database lead to recommendations 
that match the prospective buyer’s preferences significantly better than neglecting this 
information. User evaluations between recommendations spread though, emphasizing 
that developers and business practitioners have to take a close look when they want to 
make proper use of Facebook data. Approaches that try to interpret the data semanti-
cally and try to understand the specific meaning of the Facebook data seem to be very 
promising. We find that such information can increase the user’s taste ratings by more 
than +26 scores on a 100-point scale which is a large improvement and, therefore, 
seems to be a promising solution for typical recommender cold start problems. 

The experiment of the second study rests upon a new recommender design that ena-
bles a generic semantic approach to the use of profile data. Based on this design, we 
conduct a more detailed analysis of the different Like categories and confirm the use-
fulness of this information. The results indicate again that the performance of recom-
mendations differs between Like categories. Developers of product recommenders 
based on Facebook profile data need to carefully analyze the match mechanics for 
their type of product and chose appropriate Like categories wisely and with respect to 
the nature of product data involved. Regarding the question if recommender perfor-
mance depends on the user profile’s data availability, the results show only minor dif-
ferences in recommendation quality for different profile sizes. As we received only 
very few recommendations based on groups and geodata, we have only limited insight 
in the quality of recommendations based on these facts. 

Our studies do not come without limitations: first, the entry decision in our context is 
not totally comparable to the real decision. In the experiments, the subjects indeed 
participated voluntarily but may refrain from using the system in a real setting. It is 
therefore not clear whether this setting led to a self-selection bias and we cannot 
make any conclusions whether such systems would be accepted by prospective users. 
The social shopping site that provided the data, however, offers a similar Facebook 
app and found a substantial numbers of users in the market. We conducted our stud-
ies only with German-speaking users on the Facebook platform and the results are 
based on this population. The language processing of profile and product data was 
hence based on German language processors (stop word list, semantic dictionary, lex-
ical analysis), but all these techniques are also available for other languages, too. 
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However, we did not base our experiments on any explicit German or Facebook char-
acteristics and hence see no reasons which would limit the results to a specific (offline 
or online) geography. 

Second, beside the data quality the recommendation process also impacts the recom-
mendation quality. Therefore, we recommend being careful when looking at the mag-
nitude of the particular coefficients. We used a random selection as benchmark which 
has the advantage of an absolute, well-defined and reproducible baseline for perfor-
mance comparisons. However, for a comparison with other recommendation ap-
proaches, e.g. for strategic business decisions, further evaluation of absolute perfor-
mance in the specific context should be conducted. We are, however, confident that 
the sign and significance of the estimated coefficients are reliable evidences for the 
value of Facebook data for product recommendations. Our generic recommender ap-
proach in Study 2 can serve as a basis for further improvements, to enable a “soft” 
matching between profile and product attributes. Further work here should focus on 
identifying a reliable weighing model to project the preference ranking taken from the 
user profile into a respective product ranking. Second, for free text preference extrac-
tion, sentiment needs to be taken into account to grasp the difference if the user has a 
positive or negative attitude e.g. towards a brand he or she mentions on his or her 
profile. 

This paper contributes to research on recommender systems. As our results show the 
value of external profile data from social networks and can be used as basis for de-
signing recommender systems. Our work delivers starting points for developing alter-
native approaches for solving the cold start problem using external user data. Finally, 
we systematically evaluate different sources of user data with respect to their useful-
ness for product recommendations and give indications about the most effective selec-
tion of profile data for this purpose. 
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Abstract 

Previous research has shown that user-generated stock votes from online communities 
can be valuable for investment decisions. However, to support investors on a day-to-
day basis, there is a need for an efficient support system to facilitate the use of the da-
ta and to transform crowd votes into actionable investment opportunities. We propose 
a decision support system (DSS) design that enables investors to include the crowd’s 
recommendations in their investment decisions and use it to manage a portfolio. A 
prototype with two test scenarios shows the potential of the system as the portfolios 
recommended by the system clearly outperform the market benchmark and compara-
ble public funds in the observation period in terms of absolute returns and with re-
spect to the Reward-to-Variability-Ratio. 

Keywords: Wisdom of crowds, Investment decision support system, Virtual investment 
communities, Portfolio creation 

  

                                            
7 This article is provided with kind permission from Elsevier. The original version is available at: 
doi:10.1016/j.dss.2013.10.005 
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4.1 Introduction and Motivation 

The rise of user-generated content on the Internet enabled a wider public to partici-
pate in online content creation and publication without the need for deep technical 
expertise. The technical possibility to centrally aggregate the local contributions of a 
large crowd enables the creation of artifacts which are of equal or superior quality 
than those made by experts in the domain. Wikipedia, as an example, reaches a com-
parable quality to the renowned Britannica (Giles 2005), solely depending on the con-
tributions of a diverse anonymous crowd. This effect, coined as “Wisdom of Crowds” 
(Surowiecki 2005), is based on the diversity in information possession and processing 
of the individual members and is evident in a number of problem solving situations 
such as judging, estimating or decision making (Lorge et al. 1958; Forsythe et al. 
1992). 

Estimation tasks are a problem class where group judgments prove to perform ex-
traordinarily well. The reason behind is an effect called bracketing (Soll and Larrick 
2009, 782), which refers to the high likeliness that a part of the crowd will overesti-
mate, while another part will underestimate the true value. Hence, averaging all 
judgments will lead to a more accurate judgment than that of the average judge 
(Larrick and Soll 2006). Take an example: two people estimate the outside tempera-
ture for the next day as 60°F and 80°F, while the true temperature will be 73°F. The 
estimates were wrong by 13°F and 7°F, or 10°F on average. However, the mean of the 
two estimates, 60°F and 80°F, which is 70°F, is off by only 3°F. So using deviation as a 
measure, the average judgment outperforms the average judge (cf. Larrick and Soll 
2006). 

One form of harnessing the crowd wisdom to improve decision making is the applica-
tion of prediction markets. At prediction markets, participants can buy or sell con-
tracts whose payoff is connected to a certain future event, e.g. “Candidate A will win 
the election”. By dealing contracts over time, the contracts’ prices reflect the market 
participants’ collective judgment of the likeliness that the associated event will be-
come true. The collective judgment has been proven to be quite close to the final re-
sult (Forsythe et al. 1992; Spann and Skiera 2003; Arrow et al. 2008). If designed ap-
propriately, such prediction markets can be utilized to support decisions (Berg and 
Rietz 2003). Preference markets are a closely related concept and have been used to 
apply the wisdom of crowd to evaluate emerging technologies at an early stage of 
product development (L. Chen et al. 2009; Dahan, Soukhoroukova, and Spann 2010). 
The difficulty here is to prioritize resources for technologies who are most promising 
and which might emerge into product features. This problem is an instance of a typi-
cal investment problem and hence very close to the task in focus of this paper, the 
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beneficial allocation of capital to capital market shares. Chen et al. (L. Chen et al. 
2009) used a preference market to compare the crowd estimate of product feature 
ranking to a benchmark ranking done by an expert group and found indications that 
they reach comparable results if the preference market provides an sufficient (non-
monetary) incentive. In the perspective of the financial domain, this finding suggests 
that trading strategies based on crowd recommendations might be able to perform as 
well as public funds managed by experienced domain experts even without a direct 
monetary reward for the crowd members. Specifically, virtual investing communities 
(VICs) (see section 4.1.1) which collect user opinions on stock development, usually 
provide non-monetary incentives for participation such as public reputation or access 
to exclusive information. 

4.1.1 Wisdom of Crowd in Finance 
With respect to the financial domain, there is extensive research on the value of user-
generated content for stock investment decisions. Antweiler & Frank (2004) analyze 
the information content of stock discussion boards and find evidence, that message 
posts can be used to predict stock market trading volume and volatility and – to a 
small extent – stock returns. Mood analysis from Twitter messages can be used to im-
prove prediction accuracy of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index (Bollen, Mao, 
and Zeng 2011). 

Stock discussion boards evolved into Internet portals, so called virtual investing com-
munities (VICs), where members are able to provide their guess about a share’s future 
performance in a structured way (see Figure 4-1 for an example). Members can make 
a buy or sell recommendation for any share along with a target price at a specific fu-
ture date (=vote). By doing so, the individual investors act like professional analysts 
and the aggregation of the single votes of a share leads to a collective judgment of its 
prospects. Examples for such websites are CAPS8 or Sharewise9. As participants make 
very specific (price) predictions of a share, those platforms can be seen as a prediction 
market for share prices and are as such an enhancement of stock discussion boards 
with unstructured free-text information (Avery, Chevalier, and Zeckhauser 2011) that 
has to be preprocessed for analysis (including a certain loss of accuracy). 

There is evidence in literature that information from these stock communities can be 
used to implement profitable stock investment strategies. Using data of the CAPS plat-

                                            
8 http://caps.fool.com/ 

9 http://www.sharewise.com/ 
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form, Avery et al. (2011) find that stocks ranked highest by the community indeed 
show a better subsequent performance than those that were ranked low (Avery, 
Chevalier, and Zeckhauser 2011). Especially short (i.e. sell) recommendations of the 
crowd are able to predict stock price declines. Further, they analyze the composition 
of the performance and find that the advantage of the crowd comes from stock selec-
tion rather than market timing or style/risk factors (as identified by Fama & French 
(Fama and French 1993) and Carhart (Carhart 1997) which classify stocks by their 
market or risk profile). 

An in-depth analysis of the CAPS data for investment purposes can be found at Hill & 
Ready-Campbell (2011). They find evidence, too, that a portfolio based on crowd vot-
ing is able to outperform the market index (S&P500) and that the higher rated shares 
do indeed perform better. Specifically, they find that a crowd of about 250 people al-
ways outperforms the S&P 500 index. In addition, they rank the users according to 
their past performance and find that a selected group of experts from the crowd per-
forms better than the whole crowd. They test several investment strategies for portfo-
lio construction, but disregard transaction cost. While their analysis is comprehensive 
and their results are insightful, investors who want to make use of the effects for fu-
ture scenarios are left with extensive analytical effort and not much guidance on how 
to transform results into actionable investment decisions. 

The same holds for Nofer & Hinz (2013) who empirically show that the average pro-
fessional expert from the financial service industry and the average private crowd 
member are able to outperform the market. More surprisingly they also show that in-
vestors are on average significantly better off when trusting a crowd recommendation 
than following the advice of professional experts from banks. However, the authors do 
not provide and evaluate a system that implements their findings and which offers de-
cision support for investors (Nofer and Hinz 2014). 

Making use of the value in crowd data for day-to-day investment decision is not a triv-
ial task. Because analyses are complex (both in terms of method and data) and time-
consuming when done manually, a decision support system proves to be helpful. 

4.1.2 DSS for Investment Decisions 
There is a vast amount of literature about systems designed to support stock invest-
ment decisions with a large diversity in focus and approach. One stream focuses on 
asset and liability management (ALM) topics suited for professional institutions like 
banks which seek support for risk management comprising all of their asset classes. 
Moynihan et al. (2002) suggest a DSS that forecasts the amount of assets and liabili-
ties and the primary interest rate and involve simulation models to conduct gap analy-
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sis and rate risk of the institution. Additionally, it is possible to run “what-if” scenarios 
to analyze developments under changing market conditions (Moynihan et al. 2002). A 
more recent approach utilizes complex stochastic programming methods to support 
optimal strategic asset allocation providing a user-friendly web interface (Beraldi, 
Violi, and Simone 2011). 

In regards to the topic of stock investment, the majority of previous research strives to 
provide better insights to investors by improved information support. Methods to 
model stock price development using optimization or machine-learning approaches 
are commonly used. Specifically, artificial neural networks show broad coverage in 
investment decision support literature, often in combination with other approaches. 
Tsaih et al. (1998) combine a neural network approach with a static rule base to pre-
dict the direction of daily price changes in the S&P 500 stock index futures which out-
performs a passive buy-and-hold strategy (Tsaih, Hsu, and Lai 1998). Chou et al. 
(1996) follow a similar approach for the Taiwanese market (Chou et al. 1996). Liu 
and Lee (1997) propose an Excel-based tool for technical analysis (Liu and Lee 1997). 
Other approaches combine neural networks with genetic algorithms (e.g. Baba and 
Inoue 2002). Kuo et al. (2001) show that they reach a higher prediction accuracy of 
stock development when including qualitative factors (e.g. political effect) in addition 
to quantitative data (Kuo, Chen, and Hwang 2001). 

More interactive forms of decision support, where systems provide a laboratory-like 
environment for prospective investors to conduct standard as well as customized 
analyses have appeared. Dong et al. (2004) suggest a framework for a web-based DSS 
which implements a comprehensive approach to the investment task up to rebalancing 
an investor’s portfolio according to his risk/return profile. They integrated On-Line 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools for customized multidimensional analyses (Dong 
et al. 2004). Another approach for interactive investor support provides the possibility 
of stepwise model generation such that investors can start with simple models from a 
toolbox and incrementally add more building blocks to arrive at more complex predic-
tion models (Cho 2010). With a focus on more actionable support for private inves-
tors, Muntermann suggests a system design that estimates price effects of ad hoc noti-
fications for public companies and sends out text messages to mobile phones includ-
ing predicted effect size and time window (Muntermann 2009). 

4.1.3 Purpose of this Paper 
In summary, there is a broad range of investment decision support systems, ranging 
from providing better informational insight for the investor to very specific actionable 
investment support. To our knowledge, no investment decision support system uses 
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crowd votes from online stock community platforms to derive investment decisions 
even though research indicates that valuable insights can be expected. Therefore, we 
develop a system that is capable of supporting investors in their daily task of selecting 
promising stocks for their portfolio. Furthermore, the system is able to select stocks 
based on the crowd votes by an individual investment strategy and to transform those 
picks into a target portfolio. We provide first application results that demonstrate the 
advantages for investors to make use of such a DSS. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: We present the decision support 
process and provide the system design that implements this process in section 4.2. The 
implementation of the design as a prototype can be found in section 4.3 and the eval-
uation of two test scenarios in section 4.4, while we summarize our contribution in 
section 4.5. 

4.2 System Design 

4.2.1 Methodology 
In this paper we follow the methodology of Design Science Research as suggested by 
Hevner et al. (2004) which confounds an approach rooted in the engineering sciences. 
They provide several guidelines which we follow in the development of the proposed 
architecture (Hevner et al. 2004): 

• Design as an Artifact: Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in 
the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. 

• Problem Relevance: The objective of design-science research is to develop 
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems. 

• Design Evaluation: The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be 
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. 

• Research Contributions: Effective design-science research must provide clear 
and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design founda-
tions, and/or design methodologies. 

• Research Rigor: Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous 
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact. 

• Design as a Search Process: The search for an effective artifact requires utiliz-
ing available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem 
environment. 

• Communication of Research: Design-science research must be presented effec-
tively both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 

The introduction and the theoretical foundation in section 4.1 show the relevance of 
the topic in the context of research. The relevance of the business problem is obvious, 
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as outperforming the market is both relevant to the whole financial industry and valu-
able given the profit prospects. Our artifact, the decision support system, addresses 
this problem and provides a solution (section 4.2) which is the result of the rigor 
search based on theory for a solution to the identified problem of how to make use of 
user-generated content for investment decision support. We evaluate our design and 
show its functionality in sections 4.3 and 4.4. In our concluding remark (section 4.5) 
we summarize our research contribution. All in all, this paper communicates our re-
search to foster discussion as well as further research and applications in this area. 

4.2.2 Crowd Stock Voting Data Structure 
We used a data set of recommendations for a certain ISIN (International Securities 
Identification Number) on a certain day (called “votes”) from an online stock commu-
nity site. The main components of such a vote are: Stock Identification (i.e. ISIN), 
Recommendation (Buy/Sell), Start date (publication date of vote), End date, Start 
Price (price of stock at time of vote publication), Target Price (forecasted price), End 
Price (actual price at close of vote). The time from start date to end date is the 
runtime of a vote and it is called “open” on any date in between. Within this time 
frame, the target price is expected to be met. If the member who creates a vote does 
not specify an end date, the vote is automatically closed by the platform after 180 
days. In addition, the member can close a vote at any time before the end date is 
reached. Recommendations can either be buy or sell, the target price accordingly is 
above or below the price at the publication of the vote (= start price). Figure 4-1 
shows an example of such a user vote as it appears on the site. 

 

Figure 4-1. Example VIC vote 

4.2.3 System Design and Decision Support Process 
The system can support the investor in three different aspects: First, by creating a 
ranked list, the investor gets advice about the most preferable securities on a specific 
date. This information alone is already useful when selecting securities for a portfolio. 
In addition, the system supports the implementation and simulation of strategies 
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based on the computed ranking so that investors can test and explore different ap-
proaches to identify promising investment strategies. Once a suitable strategy has 
been identified, the system can be used to automatically follow a specified strategy 
day by day and create orders to modify a portfolio. This functionality helps to stick to 
a rational strategy and prevent investor’s emotions to interfere and bias a well-defined 
strategy (cf. Lucey and Dowling 2005).  

The system’s task is to transform crowd votes into actionable share ratings for a given 
day. We split this task in two phases: 1) Rating Computation: Translate crowd votes 
into one or several performance estimate metrics per ISIN and 2) Investment Phase: 
Building a portfolio based on a list of shares ranked by such a metric, from which we 
select shares to create a portfolio. This approach follows the pattern of (Hill and 
Ready-Campbell 2011). Figure 4-2 gives an overview of the system design. The system 
executes both rating computation and investment phase for each day in the focus pe-
riod. 
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Figure 4-2. Overview of System Design 

4.2.3.1 Rating Computation 
The rating computation builds upon three data sources: the crowd votes, share prices 
for the period in focus and additional share metadata such as industry or geographic 
information. The system accesses these data either from a local database or online 
(e.g. via calls to APIs10 of data providers). The term rating, as we use it, refers to the 
set of all computed metrics for a certain ISIN on a certain day. Which components of a 
rating are taken into account for portfolio creation depends on the investment strate-
gy. The available metrics form a library of metrics as a basis for investment strategies. 

                                            
10 API = Application Programming Interface 
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Our design offers two approaches to arrive at a performance rating from the crowd 
votes. Simple metrics are computed by the system itself, without the need of external 
statistical software. By that, we avoid the overhead and effort of involving complex 
software packages when the metrics only involve simple average or sum calculations. 
However, in addition, we attach a modeling facility that supports the application of 
machine learning techniques on any data from the input sources. Hence the user of 
our system can use advanced modeling techniques to create complex models to sup-
port the investment decision (cf. Dong et al. 2004; Cho 2010; Groth and Muntermann 
2009). When the user wants to create a model, s/he manually conducts a classical 
train-validate-test cycle on the data accessible by the system to arrive at a model suit-
able to her/his needs. After creation, a separate model store holds the models created 
by the user to apply them on new data and use its output as a metric in the rating 
computation process. 

While metrics and models can be computed on any of the levels – vote, crowd mem-
ber or ISIN level – we ultimately want to arrive at ratings on ISIN level as those are 
the building blocks for our portfolio. Hence, we need to transform all vote and mem-
ber metrics into ISIN ratings. To give an example, a member ranking model delivers a 
metric that indicates the relative quality of a crowd member. Because we need to 
transform that ranking into an ISIN rating, we weight the votes of each member by 
the member’s rank when aggregating the votes into ISIN ratings such that a vote of a 
higher ranked member has more weight than a lower ranked one. By doing so, we can 
combine metrics on different levels into a common metric on ISIN level. 

The question of which metrics to combine, and how, depends on the application sce-
nario and is hence subject to the user’s experience or trial and error exploration. The 
system supports this task by making it possible to simulate investment strategies on 
any metric and thus enables a performance comparison based on a simulated portfo-
lio. 

4.2.3.2 Investment Phase 
The second phase of the decision support process is the actual investment phase. De-
spite its purpose to execute a defined investment strategy to manage a portfolio, it al-
so serves to simulate strategies and explore different approaches based on the ratings 
computed in the previous phase. The simulation approach is similar to that used by 
(Ruiz et al. 2012). 

During the investment phase, the system transforms the stored ratings from the previ-
ous phase into a target portfolio. A portfolio in the system consists of a certain cash 
amount and a number of portfolio positions representing the shares held in the portfo-
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lio. We call the set of parameters defining this transformation an investment strate-
gy11. It defines which ratings have to be taken into account, how to rank them and 
how to split the available capital among the ranked ISINs. To modify a portfolio, the 
system creates and executes buy and sell orders. 

During the filter phase, the system selects a subset of the available ISIN ratings as de-
fined by the investment strategy. This filtering involves a diverse set of criteria, e.g. 
geographical scope, index membership, industry sector or conditions like “at least 
three crowd votes per rating”. Subsequently, the selected set is ordered by a chosen 
metric which is a component of the rating. If the user requires a ranking by more than 
one metric, we recommend to add a new metric which combines the other metrics in 
a defined way so that the decision criteria is transparent and documented for later 
reference. 

After the ranking of ISINs, the available capital needs to be split as defined by the 
strategy. Example split strategies are: “Split evenly over top 10 ranked ISINs” or “Pick 
best ranked ISIN of three different industries.” The split affects the exposure to any 
individual ISIN and has to make a good trade-off between potential (focusing on less, 
but higher ranked ISINs) and risk reduction by diversification (spread capital over 
many ISINs to reduce correlation between shares). After computing the split, we ar-
rive at a target portfolio composition. The system compares this target portfolio com-
position to the current portfolio and creates buy or sell orders in order to match the 
current portfolio to the target composition. 

4.2.3.3 Implementation 
We created an artifact to evaluate the functionality of the proposed decision support 
system design as a prototype in PHP. It has a console interface to enable batch mode 
operation in a real world scenario, but is also prepared to grant access via a web inter-
face. It connects to a MySQL database that stores the crowd vote data, the stock 
quotes, the computed ISIN ratings and the portfolio data.  

There are two modules for each of the phases “Rating Computation” and “Investment” 
which may run either together or independent. The rating computation module ex-
pects the time period for which to compute ratings as a parameter. The investment 
module demands a time period, a portfolio id and the ranking metric as parameters. 
Having two independent modules, the user can experiment with new metrics or mod-
eling approaches while another user can run investment simulations. The modules are 

                                            
11 cf. Chapter 5 
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coupled via the common rating database. In the current state, the parallel usage of the 
modules is restricted to different time frames but we can easily solve this issue by du-
plicating the database, i.e. introducing staging areas. 

4.2.3.4 Modeling Facility 
For modeling, we provide an interface to the R software package12. We chose this 
software because it is easy to run in batch mode, has an open architecture including 
an extensive library for analytical methods and it is available without license cost. For 
model storage, we use the serializing features of R and store the models in separate 
files within the host’s file system. Upon execution during the rating computation 
phase, the system takes care to set model parameters as defined by the user, provide 
the appropriate input data and collects the model results to write it back to the data-
base.  

4.2.3.5 Share Price Data 
A financial website provides the quotes from the Frankfurt Stock Exchange for our 
system. These data includes daily prices (opening, closing, highest, lowest price and 
transaction volume) and the system uses them as follows: When an order is executed 
in a simulation run, the price of the share which is bought or sold corresponds to the 
next trading day’s opening quote. This delay provides for the necessary time to collect 
all VIC votes on a day and then create orders for the next trading day (cf. Hill and 
Ready-Campbell 2011, 80). A daily system run cycle is not necessarily a restriction to 
the design, it can also be done weekly or monthly or several times during a day. The 
length of a reasonable interval depends on the frequency of changes in the crowd vote 
data set.  

4.3  Prototype 

In this section, we show implementation details of our prototype system to provide an 
application example of the proposed design. We show how to setup a simple invest-
ment support task, defining the metric and the investment strategy. Subsequently, we 
run a simple and a more complex test case on a test period of two years and present 
the results. 

                                            
12 http://www.r-project.org/ 
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4.3.1 Definition of Performance Metric 
In this section, we introduce the metric used to identify promising securities (ISINs) 
based on the wisdom of crowd concept. As mentioned, averaging the judgments of a 
crowd leads to superior estimates due to bracketing (Soll and Larrick 2009, 782). In 
terms of investment decisions, averaging several user votes whose target prices over- 
and underestimate the real target price might lead to a target price which is quite ac-
curate. The metric introduced here, uses this effect based on the set of VIC votes for a 
certain ISIN on a certain day. It is a rather simple metric, so we are able to compute it 
without the use of the modeling facility. 

To quantify the forecast of a vote, we compute the difference in price from the current 
quote at any given day t to the target price PRICEGOAL at the target date of the vote i 
for share ISIN with: 

Δ𝑝) 𝑡 = 	𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸𝐺𝑂𝐴𝐿) − 𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸(𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑁, 𝑡) 

If the vote is 100% correct, the price of the share will increase by Δ𝑝) until the target 

date of the vote. When it comes to performance, another factor which has to be taken 
into account is the length of the forecast period. As mentioned, votes can have differ-
ent runtimes and at any day there will be open votes with a higher or lower amount of 
remaining days. Logically, we prefer a 2% return in one week over 2% in one month. 
Earlier returns (which can be reinvested) should be valued higher over later returns of 
equal amount. We solve that by dividing the estimated price gap of each vote by the 
remaining runtime in days to arrive at a daily average expected performance: 

𝐸)(𝑡) 	=
Δ𝑝)(𝑡)
Δ𝑟)(𝑡)

	

Δ𝑟) simply is the remaining runtime in days at time t of vote i which ends at 

ENDDATE: 

Δ𝑟) 𝑡 = 𝐸𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐸 − 𝑡 

In addition, dividing by the remaining runtime days supports two other purposes: (1) 
as uncertainty of predictions increases the further they reach into future, the vote with 
the shorter and hence more certain time horizons are preferred, given equal absolute 
prospected returns, and (2) with regard to the specific data set, there are many votes 
that had no end date specified and hence were closed automatically by the platform 
after a timeout of 180 days. Hence, every vote that does have a specified end date has 
a runtime that very likely is less than 180 days. So given equal absolute price gaps, 
votes with specified end date (and hence a shorter runtime than the maximum 
runtime) are preferred over those open for a longer period. The assumption for doing 
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so is that a more specific vote is likely based on a deeper analysis or superior market 
insight.  

To arrive at a specific investment decision, we roll up those forecasted average daily 
price changes of individual votes into a joint judgment for an ISIN. For example, if we 
have two buy and one sell recommendation for the same ISIN, the system combines 
the individual estimations into a “crowd” judgment by aggregating the individual 
price estimates, both positive and negative. Now to roll up all the individual estimates 
per ISIN, we take the mean of the daily expected returns derived for any ISIN from n 
votes: 

𝐸X"'Y(𝑡) 	=
𝐸)(𝑡)
𝑛 	

Table 4-1 shows a numerical example of the metric computation on a few sample rec-
ords as it would turn out on February 5, 2013. The metric is pre-computed and stored 
in the database for any day and any ISIN appearing in open votes on that day. 

Table 4-1. Calculation Example for the Rating Metric as evaluated on Feb 5, 2013 

Vote ISIN End date Δr (days) Δp (EUR) Ei EPerf (ISIN) 

1 DE1111111111 10.02.2013 5 4.30 0.86 0.30 
2 DE1111111111 05.06.2013 120 -6.00 -0.05 0.30 
3 DE1111111111 01.03.2013 24 2.10 0.09 0.30 
4 DE2222222222 06.03.2013 29 0.90 0.03 0.04 
5 DE2222222222 24.05.2013 108 5.00 0.05 0.04 
6 DE3333333333 18.02.2013 13 -3.50 -0.27 -0.07 
7 DE3333333333 29.07.2013 174 0.70 0.00 -0.07 
8 DE3333333333 30.04.2013 84 4.00 0.05 -0.07 

 

4.3.2 Filter 
We use the filter step to keep only ratings for shares listed in the German Prime 
Standard Indices, i.e. DAX, MDAX, SDAX, TecDAX – all other shares, including inter-
national and penny stocks were excluded from the set. We did that for two reasons: 
First, this ensures enough liquidity to successfully trade the identified stocks and se-
cond, to prevent the possibility of price manipulations by extensive pushing of certain 
(especially low-priced and low-volume) stocks. 

In addition, we filter for ratings with a minimum number of votes (either sell or buy). 
This is to prevent single extreme votes from distorting the ranking and possibly keep 
sticking to the top of the list. For the scenario at hand, we require a minimum of three 
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votes for a rating – a deeper investigation on the optimal number of votes might yield 
further interesting insights. 

4.3.3 Rank, Split and Rebalance 
The system ranks the ISINs by ordering the remaining ISINs by 𝐸X"'Y in descending 

order. This list is already an intermediate result which supports investors in their 
search of valuable shares using crowd wisdom. Within the system, the next step is to 
select ISINs from the list and split the available capital to create a target portfolio 
composition. For our test runs, we apply a simple and a complex split and rebalancing 
approach. Please refer to section 4.4.1 for details. 

4.4 System Evaluation 

4.4.1 Test Scenarios 
We created two test cases which differ in the way the portfolio is created based on the 
list of ranked ISINs. Up until the creation of the ranked ISIN list, both test runs are 
equal. 

The first strategy (Test 1) is rather simple, but rational: we invest all cash into the 
best-ranked ISIN. This is a risky, but also a promising approach. If the forecast is accu-
rate, we maximize our profits by investing in the share with the highest return. We 
conduct a daily rebalancing of the portfolio: the system checks if the current ISIN in 
the portfolio is still the number one recommendation of the crowd and if not, it cre-
ates and executes a sell order for all of the shares in the portfolio and a buy order for 
the now best-ranked ISIN. If the portfolio is still empty, the system creates a buy order 
and invests the total cash position in the best-ranked ISIN. If the best-ranked ISIN is 
already in the portfolio from previous periods, no trade is initiated.  

In a real-world application, investors would strive for a more diversified portfolio to 
reduce risk by combining shares which are unlikely to correlate in their development. 
In order to provide such a more sophisticated example of system usage, we demon-
strate a second test scenario (Test 2) applying portfolio optimization (PO) on the 
crowd’s Top10 selection of shares. Portfolio optimization, as introduced by Markowitz 
(Markowitz 1952), determines efficient portfolios for a given set of shares. Efficient 
portfolios either have a maximum return for a given level of risk (measured by stand-
ard deviation of historic returns), or a minimum risk for a given level of return. Using 
quadratic programming, portfolio optimization determines weights for each of the 
shares in the selection set to arrive at a well-diversified portfolio. More details on 
portfolio optimization can be found in (Markowitz 1952; Markowitz 1991; Andrecut 
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2013). For our purposes, we use an off-the-shelf implementation of the optimization 
algorithm in R provided by the tseries package (Trapletti and Hornik 2013). This also 
demonstrates the system’s ability to include more sophisticated modeling facilities by 
interfacing the R universe with its extensive library of modeling and optimization 
methods. 

To combine the PO with the crowd vote rating, we modified the investment strategy 
as follows: Instead of taking only the top ranked ISIN from the list, we take the top 10 
shares and apply the portfolio optimization on those to determine the optimal weights 
for a target portfolio (which can also be 0, i.e. the algorithm may exclude shares). The 
portfolio optimization algorithm uses historic data of one year to determine the 
shares’ volatility. To create a more common investment scenario, we also increased 
the rebalancing interval – i.e. the amount of days to pass before the portfolio structure 
is re-aligned to a given target composition – from one day to 20 (work) days, leading 
to a monthly re-arrangement of the portfolio structure. Less frequent rebalancing ena-
bles the portfolio positions to develop and gain the benefits from a correct investment 
decision. As less rebalancing means less trades, transaction costs are reduced as well. 
In addition, we set a minimum position size of 500 EUR (which was not needed in the 
first test scenario because there was only one position to invest) to avoid creating too 
small positions which would not be practical due to handling effort and transaction 
cost efficiency. 

This scenario illustrates how the system is able to implement a more complex strategy 
containing three parameters which provide flexibility to find a suitable investment ap-
proach to users: the count of top shares of the ranked list that should be fed into the 
optimization run, the rebalancing interval in days, and the minimum position size per 
share. 

4.4.2 Data 
The vote data set used for our test run contains 15,727 crowd votes which were creat-
ed between January 2009 and December 2010 from 1,353 distinct members consider-
ing 141 different shares. Table 4-2 summarizes some descriptive statistics. 
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Table 4-2. Descriptive Statistics of VOTE data set for test runs 
Votes absolute in % 

Average votes per day 21.6 

 Number of distinct ISINs 141 

Number of members 1353 

Total number of votes 15,727 100% 

By market segment (votes) 

 DAX 
 MDAX 
 SDAX 
 TecDAX 

5,647 
4,589 
1,815 
3,676 

36% 
29% 
12% 
23% 

By recommendation type (votes) 

 Buy 
 Hold 
 Sell 
 Strong Buy 
 Strong Sell 

9,169 
1,077 
2,693 
1,968 

820 

58% 
7% 

17% 
13% 

5% 

By year (votes) 

 2009 
 2010 

5,976 
9,751 

38% 
62% 

 

First, we let the system compute the metric ratings for the whole test period. After 
that, we conduct a full cycle of the investment phase starting from an empty portfolio 
with 100,000 Euro cash. The computation of the ISIN ratings for one day takes ap-
proximately 3-5 minutes on the test server (Intel i5-2520M, 2.5 GHz, 4 GB RAM) 
which is mostly spent on time consuming database queries. The investment simulation 
phase for Test 1 needs less than a second for a simulated day (i.e. build ranked list, 
pick first ISIN, build and execute order on simulated portfolio). For Test 2, the R run 
for the portfolio optimization takes a considerable amount of time (approximately 2-3 
minutes including loading historic data from the database to compute the covariance 
matrix of share returns), but as we consider longer intervals this also leads to fewer 
optimization runs and thus to a slightly longer overall runtime than for Test 1. 

For transaction cost (TC) calculation, we used the fee structure of a large German 
broker (comdirect Bank AG 2013). The per-trade cost is 4.90 EUR + 
0.25%*Transaction Volume. The maximum cost charged for a transaction is 59.90 
EUR (being effective at a transaction volume of and above 22,000 EUR which is the 
case for every of our simulated transactions). For a more transparent presentation, the 
transaction costs are not deducted from the cash account of the portfolio (and would 
hence reduce the subsequent cash amount available for reinvestment), but are rather 
modeled as being externally funded and thus only affect the final return. 
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4.4.3 Results and Discussion 
In this section, we first describe the results of the rating computation which is equal 
for both test cases and produces the ranked ISIN list. Then we show and discuss the 
results of the two test scenarios. We then provide a comparison with two selected 
public funds and a common risk evaluation of all observed approaches. 

4.4.3.1 Rating Computation 
For the focal period, an ISIN rating bases on 15.71 votes on average. The top ratings, 
which ultimately determined the shares selected for the portfolio in Test 1, are based 
on 10.30 votes on average. This shows that not necessarily the number of votes de-
termines the winning position. The average number of open votes for a day was 
123.24 (Figure 4-3 shows the development over time) which means, on average, 123 
ISINs were evaluated for a day. In a by-year comparison, this figure is rather low in 
2009 with 110.53 and goes up to 136.05 in 2010. This shows that the analyst cover-
age increased due to increasing activity on the platform indicated by the growing 
number of user votes (cf. Table 4-2). 

 

Figure 4-3. Development of the number of open votes and monthly trade volume 

4.4.3.2 Results of Test 1 
Figure 4-4 illustrates the investment simulation results for Test 1. The graph shows a 
standardized performance comparison of the portfolio performance, the portfolio per-
formance after deduction of transaction costs and the performance of the DAX Ger-
man market index (buy-and-hold). The lines indicate how an initial investment of 
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100,000 EUR develops over time according to the respective performance. Additional-
ly, the chart shows the accumulated transaction cost which decrease the profits from 
the investment as can be seen by the spread between the two portfolio lines. 

Table 4-3 provides an overall performance comparison which shows that the system 
outperforms a DAX index buy-and-hold strategy to a large extent. Even after consider-
ing the transaction cost, the performance is still roughly twice as large as the bench-
mark. In a daily comparison, on 275 of 520 days (53%) the crowd vote outperforms 
the DAX index benchmark. Interestingly, only 75 ISINs of the total of 141 (53%) ap-
peared in first ranked positions at least once; the rest never made it to the top posi-
tion. 

Table 4-3. Results of Test 1: Comparison of Benchmark and Portfolio Performance incl. 
Transaction Costs 

Instrument Start January 2009 
(EUR) 

End December 2010 
(EUR) 

Absolute Return 
(EUR) 

Return in % 

DAX Benchmark 100,000 140,552 40,552 40.6% 
Portfolio 100,000 223,164 123,164 123.2% 
Portfolio – TC 100,000 188,484 88,484 88.5% 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Results of Test 1 from January 2009 to December 2010 

However, a closer look at Figure 4-4 reveals that the performance comparison can 
roughly be split in two phases: While the performance of the crowd votes is clearly 
underperforming the DAX index in 2009, the relation reverses in 2010 when the port-
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folio starts to outperform the benchmark index. A possible explanation of why the per-
formance increases in 2010 might be the increasing activity on the platform leading to 
a higher stability in crowd votes. As stated, Figure 4-3 indicates that the number of 
open votes for each day stabilizes on a high level in 2010. At the same time, the num-
ber of monthly trades triggered by the system enters a downward trend, also indicat-
ing a more stable crowd judgment leading to less fluctuation in the portfolio, even 
when checking daily for the single highest performing stock. These observations are 
only indicative and would need further analyses which are beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

4.4.3.3 Results of Test 2 
In Test 2 we apply a more sophisticated portfolio optimization (PO) on the crowd’s 
Top10 selection of shares. This is a more realistic setup and depicts a scenario that 
might also be found in business practice.    

Figure 4-5 shows that the diversified PO portfolio still outperforms the market index 
and reaches a performance of 70 points (without TC) or 59.2 points (including TC), 
respectively, above the benchmark (see Table 4-4.). In comparison to Test 1, the over-
all performance of the portfolio is slightly lower, yielding only a return of 110% com-
pared to 123% in Test 1. Interestingly, after deduction of transaction cost, Test 2 port-
folio still shows a return of 99.8% while the performance of the Test 1 portfolio drops 
down to 88.5%. This is caused by the fact that in Test 2 the portfolio is rebalanced on 
a monthly base compared to a daily rebalancing in Test 1 and thus the transaction 
costs are lower in Test 2. 

The Test 2 portfolio outperformed the index benchmark on 265 of 522 days or 51%, 
respectively. The mean amount of positions in the portfolio is 4.77. This shows that 
the portfolio optimization algorithm is quite selective and reduces the number of pos-
sible positions on average by more than half (from 10 possible values). This includes 
the effect of a minimum position size of 500 EUR which prevents very low weights 
from the optimization run to result in a portfolio position. 

Table 4-4. Results of Test 2: Comparison of Benchmark and Portfolio Performance incl. 
Transaction Costs 

Instrument Start January 2009 
(EUR) 

End December 2010 
(EUR) 

Absolute Return 
(EUR) 

Return in % 

DAX Benchmark 100,000 140,552 40,552 40.6% 
Portfolio 100,000 210,600 110,600 110.6% 
Portfolio – TC 100,000 199,824 99,824 99.8% 
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Figure 4-5. Results of Test 2 from January 2009 to December 2010 

4.4.4 Performance Comparison with Public Funds 
We compare the system results with the performance of two selected public funds 
over the same period. Such funds provide another benchmark for the performance of 
the two test runs and gives a reference to evaluate the external validity of the system 
results. As public funds are managed by professional institutions with a defined in-
vestment strategy and a specific analytic approach, they can serve as a state-of-the-art 
benchmark for our DSS which tries to solve the same task. 

To have a comparable benchmark, we have to choose funds that meet some require-
ments: the portfolio must pick shares from a similar investment universe (i.e. German 
Prime Standard), provide sufficient historic data for our test period and should be rep-
resentative for their kind, i.e. have a high reputation or be important in terms of size. 
Based on these prerequisites, we chose the following two funds for comparison: 

• Fund 1: DWS Deutschland (ISIN DE0008490962): One of the largest funds for 
German Standard shares (3.3 billion EUR in assets), Morningstar Silver Rating 
(Nöth 2013). The strategy of portfolio building is a mixture of top-down ele-
ments (e.g. sector allocation, share of mid/small caps) and bottom-up (strong 
emphasis on fundamental analysis using standard valuation models, manage-
ment briefings and common stock metrics (P/E & P/B ratio, EBITDA), among 
others). The investment ratio depends on technical indicators, sentiment and 
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general assumptions about the market development (Nöth 2013). This fund is 
representative for a large, traditionally managed standard fund. 

• Fund 2: Allianz Thesaurus AT EUR (ISIN DE0008475013): This fund (153 mil-
lion EUR in assets) is based on a momentum model that tries to identify trends 
to over- or underweight certain shares from the investment universe. The mod-
el also considers risk contribution of shares (Claus 2013). We chose this fund 
to compare our test results to a professional approach based on quantitative 
modeling. 

 

Figure 4-6. Comparison of test portfolios and public funds 

Figure 4-6 shows that the two public funds have approximately the same performance 
at the beginning of our observation period, but start to diverge at the end of 2009, 
with Fund 1 performing superior until the end of the test period. The Test 1 portfolio 
clearly underperforms all alternative portfolios in 2009, but rises up to the top until 
the end of 2010. The optimized portfolio of Test 2 shows a better and steadier per-
formance, climbing to the top early and staying there almost until the end of the peri-
od. However, the performance differences might come with different portfolio risks 
which we will hence examine in the following section. 

4.4.5 Risk Evaluation 
A common measure for the risk associated with the investment into a certain security 
is the volatility of its returns. Hence, to judge the risk of a security, we compute the 
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standard deviation of security prices (Hull 2007; cf. Sharpe 1992a). When two securi-
ties yield the same return, the one with the lower volatility had a more steady devel-
opment and as such a lower risk. Usually, higher return potential comes with a higher 
risk. To measure the “price of risk” and make investments which differ both in poten-
tial and risk comparable to one another, Sharpe (Sharpe 1966) introduced the “Re-
ward-to-Variability-Ratio” (Sharpe Ratio). This ratio S of an investment is defined as: 

𝑆 =
𝐷
𝜎[

 

𝐷 is the average outperformance against a riskless investment over a time period di-

vided by the standard deviation 𝜎[ of these outperformance returns during the time 

period (Sharpe 1992a). The Sharpe Ratio indicates the reward for each unit of risk 
and makes different investments comparable. A higher Sharpe Ratio indicates a better 
return-to-risk relation and hence a better investment. In our work, we assume there is 
no risk-free alternative to stock investment (we force all cash to be invested into 
shares) in order to focus on examining the quality of the stock selection process, i.e. 
we use absolute returns for the Sharpe Ratio. 

Table 4-5 summarizes the Sharpe Ratio and its components for all portfolios examined 
in this paper. We consider all portfolio performances before transaction costs because 
we do not have information on the transaction costs of the public funds and for repli-
cating the DAX benchmark. Comparing the results of Test 1 and Test 2, we see that 
the mean daily return of Test 1 is higher, but this also holds for the standard deviation 
and hence – volatility or risk. The Sharpe Ratio of Test 1 Portfolio (0.0648) is lower 
than those of Test 2 (0.0791) which means that the PO was a valuable strategy, be-
cause it reduced risk more than it reduced returns. Looking at Figure 4-6, we see that 
the Test 2 portfolio avoids the low trough of the Test 1 portfolio in 2009, but also ex-
hibits more sideward development later on while Test 1 portfolio increases rapidly in 
2010. Figure 4-6 thus nicely illustrates the reduced volatility of the Test 2 portfolio. 

The public fund 1 has a lower return than the system portfolios, but also a lower risk, 
leading to a Sharpe Ratio of 0.0604 which is above the benchmark, but still below the 
two system portfolios. Hence, the return loss is not completely compensated by addi-
tional reliability in comparison to the test portfolios of the system. 

Public fund 2 shows a worse performance for the test period for both return and risk, 
even below the benchmark. It shows for the test period that an approach based on a 
quantitative model implementing a momentum strategy performs below the results of 
our test runs. 
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Both public funds have a lower risk for the test period, indicating the strict risk man-
agement of public funds compared to our simple test approaches. In addition, both 
funds tend to a high share of large caps (Nöth 2013; Claus 2013) which make them 
stick close to the DAX benchmark (which contains the 30 largest public companies of 
Germany). In contrast, our system’s approach did not prefer large caps over small or 
mid caps but let alone the crowd’s estimate determine preferences. If we focus howev-
er on absolute returns and/or on the Reward-to-Variability-Ratio, our Test scenarios, 
especially Test scenario 2, clearly outperform all other benchmarks. 

Table 4-5. Mean and standard deviation of daily returns, Sharpe Ratio for all observed 
portfolios (Jan 2009 – Dec 2010) 

Portfolio Mean of daily return Standard Deviation of 
daily return 

Sharpe Ratio 

DAX Benchmark 0.0009 0.0150 0.0581 
Portfolio Test 1 0.0021 0.0321 0.0648 
Portfolio Test 2 0.0016 0.0208 0.0791 
Public Fund 1 0.0011 0.0174 0.0604 
Public Fund 2 0.0007 0.0155 0.0476 

4.5 Conclusion 

Research shows many approaches for investment decision support systems but none of 
them enables users to take advantage of the wisdom of crowd even though it has been 
shown to be advantageous to investment decisions (Hill and Ready-Campbell 2011; 
Avery, Chevalier, and Zeckhauser 2011) for the price of complex analytical effort. We 
address this gap and propose the presented system design; it provides flexible means 
to transform raw crowd vote data into actionable investment decisions, up to auto-
matic portfolio maintenance. By building a prototype and running two test cases that 
clearly outperformed a market benchmark index over a period of two years, we 
showed the viability of our concept. Even with a rather simple strategy, we achieve a 
portfolio performance of 123%, outperforming the market benchmark by 83 points 
and still 48 points after transaction costs. A second test case illustrated how a sophis-
ticated optimization approach can be included to consider risk and build a diversified 
portfolio that still outperforms the market benchmark by 70 or 60 points (after TC), 
respectively. A comparison with public funds shows that the results are reasonable 
given the institutional boundaries of such funds compared to the prototypical charac-
ter of our test scenarios. Further steps have to be conducted before a real-world appli-
cation of the system is deemed appropriate. Specifically, further testing in different 
market phases and an appropriate strategy formulation13 as well as adaption to real-

                                            
13 See Chapter 5. 
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world restrictions in portfolio building is necessary. Minimum position size and ad-
justable rebalance intervals are already first steps in fulfilling those requirements. 

Both cases show that the proposed decision support system enables investors to make 
use of the wisdom of crowd and automatically test and apply strategies based on this 
source. The results of our system can either be used standalone or be integrated with 
other traditional measures from fundamental or chart analysis. It could serve as an 
additional signal when it comes to an investment decision with respect to a certain 
stock. 

From a scientific perspective, the system provides a laboratory environment to further 
analyze the phenomenon of crowd wisdom in financial markets. The infrastructure 
provided by the system, enables us to further investigate and simulate promising 
models and investment strategies. One possibility to arrive at the best strategy would 
be to create numerous software agents that try to maximize their outcome by using 
the proposed DSS (cf. (Hinz and Spann 2010)). Such a multi-agent simulation would 
help to increase our understanding on the exploitation of the wisdom of the crowd in 
financial markets. 

Future improvements of the proposed system could include the introduction of a tar-
get risk to guide the decisions proposed by the system and match them with an inves-
tor’s risk profile. Additionally, literature suggests that the predictive power of crowds 
can be increased by selecting a group of experts based on historical performance with-
in the crowd (Hill and Ready-Campbell 2011). This could be taken into account by 
creating a ranking metric that gives more weight to potentially more experienced 
crowd members. The modeling facility of our proposed system already allows incorpo-
rating the member experience in the ranking models. However, since this approach 
contradicts the wisdom of crowd concept which strives for maximum diversity 
(Surowiecki 2005), it is a different approach than used in the application example of 
this paper, but is supported by the flexibility of the system design and worth further 
exploration. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we develop a formal model to specify a stock investment strategy. Based 
on an extensive review of investment literature, we identify determinants for portfolio 
performance – such as risk attitude, rebalancing interval or number of portfolio posi-
tions – and formalize them as model components. With this model, we aim to bridge 
the gap between pure decision support and algorithmic trading systems by enabling 
the implementation of investment approaches into an executable specification which 
forms the foundation of an automated portfolio management system. Such a system 
helps researchers and practitioners to specify, test, compare and execute investment 
approaches with strong automation support. To ensure the technical applicability of 
our model, we implement a prototype and use it to show the effectiveness of the mod-
el components on portfolio performance by running several investment scenarios. 

Keywords:  Investment Decision Support, Investment Strategy, Stock investment, Port-
folio Management, Investment Strategy Model 
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5.1 Introduction 

IT increasingly dominates international financial markets and stock exchanges. While 
stock trading transactions have taken place via electronic networks for quite some 
time, recent developments show an increasing automation of the decision making 
processes when it comes to stock investments. The advantages are obvious: machines 
are able to conduct large-scale analyses 24/7 and neither ask for commissions nor do 
they have hidden agendas. Once an investment strategy is defined, they conduct it 
rigorously, which might sometimes lead to undesired results such as the Flash Crash 
on May 6, 2010 (Patterson 2012). But compared to human investors, machines are 
immune against the influence of emotions which have shown to spoil the objective 
judgment of humans (Lucey and Dowling 2005). 

However, the human investor is still needed to identify investment opportunities and 
define strategies to exploit those opportunities. It seems reasonable to combine the 
strengths of both actors: use the human creativity and experience to identify and de-
fine investment strategies and then let a machine execute this strategy automatically 
to avoid human emotions conflicting with rational strategic decisions. Not surprising-
ly, research suggests a range of system designs to support investment decisions (see 
the following section for an overview). However, we did not find a flexible and com-
prehensive framework to specify an abstract investment strategy in a form machines 
can understand and execute. Such a generic model serves researchers as well as prac-
titioners as a conceptual foundation for portfolio management systems. For research-
ers, an implementation of the model helps to build a laboratory environment to ana-
lyze investment strategy patterns and test new approaches for stock investment analy-
sis (e.g. using indicators from Twitter or News analyses). By allowing batch runs on 
historic stock data with different parameter settings, researchers can estimate parame-
ter effects on portfolio performance by conducting sensitivity analysis. For practition-
ers, the model allows a precise specification of an investment idea including back-
testing and provides strong support to automate portfolio management. 

In this paper, we develop a formal model to specify a stock investment strategy. Based 
on an extensive review of investment literature, we identify determinants for portfolio 
performance and describe them formally to fit in our model. We build the model with 
the intention to enable the implementation of an automated portfolio management 
system, i.e. a system that is able to receive a formal strategic description and act upon 
it autonomously for a specified period of time (either a simulation on historic data or 
a real-time application with current stock market data). The challenge is to find a way 
of specification which is universal and flexible enough to cover the broad range of 
possible approaches for investment strategies, but yet formal enough to be executed 
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by a machine. To ensure a maximum flexibility, we integrate a generic stock ranking 
mechanism (cf. Gottschlich and Hinz 2014 and section below) based on user-defined 
metrics derived from stock analysis (e.g. momentum or volatility). Such a metric or a 
combination of several metrics is used as a score to bring the stocks of the investment 
universe in an order of preference. Hence, we are able to include a flexible way to ex-
press for any investment strategy what makes a stock more preferable over another 
form the investor’s point of view. We ensure that our model can be implemented in 
software by implementing our model specification as a prototype system and use the 
results to show the effectiveness of the model components. 

Previous approaches focus on specific aspects of investment decision making, e.g. se-
curity price analyses or news effects (e.g. Muntermann 2009), but an overarching 
framework to integrate those techniques in a flexible way and apply them for auto-
mated portfolio management is not yet available. Application scenarios for such a 
model are plentiful though: Investors can simulate and test strategic approaches to 
stock market investments based on a variety of indicators on historic data. Once they 
find a working strategy, they can enable automatic strategy execution for future 
transactions within the parameters specified by the investment strategy. Our approach 
targets at the gap between professional algo- or high-frequency trading of large insti-
tutions and manual stock selection of private investors. The main intention is to make 
the analytical capabilities (and to a less extent the speed advantages) of information 
systems accessible for stock market investment decisions in a flexible and agile way to 
provide a laboratory environment and decision support system for investors (cf. 
Gottschlich and Hinz 2014). This paper introduces the model as a “language” to ex-
press the reasoning and restrictions of an investment strategy, but does not aim at 
finding optimal parameter settings in terms of portfolio performance. In fact, as we 
designed the model to be generic for a large diversity of investment approaches, this 
would result in the search for an optimal investment approach to stock markets – 
though desirable, this exceeds the scope of this paper.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the upcoming section provides an 
overview of previous works in the area of investment decision support. Subsequently, 
we introduce our methodology. The section “Model Development” introduces all 
model components based on an extensive body of investment literature and closes 
with a formal specification of our model. The extensive evaluation of the model func-
tionality based on six scenarios follows in the “Model Evaluation” section. We con-
clude our work with the final section showing venues for further improvement of this 
approach. 
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5.2 Investment Decision Support 

The majority of previous research on investment decision support strives to provide 
better insights to investors by improved information support. Commonly used are 
methods to model stock price development utilizing optimization or machine-learning 
approaches. Specifically, artificial neural networks show broad coverage in investment 
decision support literature, often in combination with other approaches. Tsaih et al. 
(1998) combine a neural network approach with a static rule base to predict the di-
rection of daily price changes in the S&P 500 stock index futures which outperforms a 
passive buy-and-hold strategy (Tsaih, Hsu, and Lai 1998). Chou et al. (1996) follow a 
similar approach for the Taiwanese market (Chou et al. 1996). Liu and Lee (1997) 
propose an Excel-based tool for technical analysis (Liu and Lee 1997). Kuo et al. 
(2001) show that they reach a higher prediction accuracy of stock development when 
including qualitative factors (e.g. political effect) in addition to quantitative data 
(Kuo, Chen, and Hwang 2001). 

More interactive forms of decision support have appeared, e.g. systems providing a 
laboratory-like environment for investors to conduct standard as well as customized 
analyses. Dong et al. (2004) suggest a framework for a web based DSS which imple-
ments a comprehensive approach including support for rebalancing an investor’s port-
folio according to his risk/return profile. They integrated On-Line Analytical Pro-
cessing (OLAP) tools for customized multidimensional analyses (Dong et al. 2004). 
Another approach for interactive investor support provides the possibility of stepwise 
model generation such that investors can start with simple models from a toolbox and 
incrementally add more building blocks to arrive at more complex prediction models 
(Cho 2010). 

The impact of news on stock prices can lead to distinct market reactions and hence 
support for their evaluation has been subject to several works. Mittermayer (2004) 
suggests a system which processes news to predict stock price movements taking a 
three step approach: extract relevant information from news by text processing tech-
niques, assign them into three categories (good, bad neutral) and then turn those into 
trading recommendations (Mittermayer 2004).  Schumaker and Chen (2009) use a 
similar approach of news analysis applying different linguistic textual representations 
to identify their value for investment decisions (Schumaker and Chen 2009). Mun-
termann (2009) focuses on more actionable support for private investors and suggests 
a system design that estimates price effects of ad hoc notifications for public compa-
nies and sends out text messages to mobile phones including predicted effect size and 
time window (Muntermann 2009). This helps private investors to decrease disad-
vantages in speed or awareness they usually suffer compared to institutional investors. 
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Other approaches try to exploit collective intelligence for stock investment decisions. 
Stock recommendations from stock voting platforms on the Internet have shown to be 
a valuable source for investment decisions (Hill and Ready-Campbell 2011; Avery, 
Chevalier, and Zeckhauser 2009) and can even be superior to the advice of institu-
tional analysts (Nofer and Hinz 2014). Therefore, Gottschlich and Hinz (2014) sug-
gest a decision support system which uses the wisdom-of-crowd concept to automati-
cally select stocks from a German market and transform this selection into a target 
portfolio based on a formal investment strategy. While their approach is close to an 
automated portfolio management system, their specification of a formal investment 
strategy is still at an early stage and not extensively rooted in investment literature 
inducing a need for further development. 

Surprisingly, there is little coverage of algorithmic trading system designs in scientific 
literature. This might be explained by the distinct value such designs have to their 
(commercial) developers, who have little incentive to spread this valuable knowledge. 
However, some recent works also shed some light onto this field (Kissel 2013; e.g. 
Narang 2009). 

Based on these streams of literature, we are not aware of an integrated model to ex-
press investment strategies in a formal way while allowing for generic and hence flex-
ible investment potential identification. In this paper, we want to address this gap by 
providing a formal model which an investor can use to specify an investment strategy 
in a formal way so it can be processed by an automated portfolio management system. 
We strive for a systematic approach of combining decision support of investors (i.e. 
providing insight or information) and stock investment execution (i.e. buying and sell-
ing selected stocks). Such a system derives a target portfolio layout by applying the 
formal investment strategy on specific stock data and provides simulation of an in-
vestment strategy on historic data or trading a strategy on current data. Our core 
question is: How can we formally specify investment strategies to enable automatic 
strategy execution? This model is supposed to be a major building block for the devel-
opment of an automated portfolio management system. 

5.3 Methodology 

We conduct an extensive literature review of investment literature. From literature, 
we identify factors that drive portfolio performance which we formalize and integrate 
into our model. The goal is to create a universal model which bridges the gap between 
the domains of investment strategy formulation and the detailed instruction level a 
machine needs to process. 
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To ensure our model is really executable by a machine, we implement a prototype in 
the validation section and analyze the effectiveness of each model component using a 
scenario analysis. Before we begin to develop the model, we introduce two central 
terms needed for understanding throughout this paper. 

5.3.1 Risk measure 
The risk of a portfolio is the probability of missing an expected return. We can split 
the total risk of a portfolio into two components: systematic and unsystematic risk 
(Evans and Archer 1968; Y. Li et al. 2013). Unsystematic risk evolves from each of the 
individual positions in the portfolio and is related to the specific company (e.g. man-
agement errors). An investor can reduce this kind of risk by diversifying his portfolio 
(Y. Li et al. 2013; Statman 1987). In contrast, systematic risk affects the market as a 
whole (e.g. change in interest rates) and is not affected by portfolio diversion. 

We model the risk associated with an investment in a certain security as the volatility 
of its past returns measured by the standard deviation. This is a common approach in 
literature (Sharpe 1992b; Markowitz 1991) and easy to understand: if we have two 
securities yielding the same return, the one with the lower volatility showed a more 
steady development and hence a more reliable return potential throughout the hold-
ing period. 

5.3.2 Profit/Return measure 
The profit or return of an investment is the percentage of value increase (or decrease, 

if negative) within a specific period. Formally, we measure profit 𝑅\ as: 

𝑅\ =
𝑝\
𝑝]
− 1 ∗ 100	

with 𝑝\ = price of stock at end of period t, 𝑝]= price of stock at beginning of period t. 

Intuitively, we measure return as the difference of buying and selling price, while dis-
regarding distributed dividends. 

 

5.4 Model Development 

In this section we are going to introduce the components of our formal investment 
strategy model based on an extensive investment literature research to identify factors 
relevant for the performance of a portfolio (cf. Table 5-1, p. 91). These components 
serve as a parameter set which jointly describes an investment strategy in a formal 
way. One instance tuple of these parameters describes a specific strategy which an 
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appropriate software implementation can interpret and process. We integrate each of 
the identified components into our formal model which we specify subsequently. Fig-
ure 5-1 shows an overview of the investment process steps that implement such a 
strategy and the application of the model components in each step. The process starts 
with a computation of a ranking metric from stock data which is subsequently used to 
rank the stocks of the investment universe considered by the investor. Based on this 
order of preference, the system splits the available capital, determining the sizes of 
each portfolio position. Finally, the portfolio is rebalanced such that it reflects the new 
layout defined in the process. 

 

Figure 5-1. Overview of Investment Process and Influence of Model Components on Pro-
cess Steps 

5.4.1 Investor’s Risk Tolerance 
One of the fundamental parts of an investor’s strategy is the definition of the target 
risk-return profile. The relationship between risk and return has been extensively dis-
cussed in literature (cf. Guo and Whitelaw 2006) and there is evidence of a trade-off 
between risk and return (Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov 2005; Guo and 
Whitelaw 2006). Intuitively, it makes sense that investors demand a higher potential 
return to invest in a stock with a higher risk. Modern Portfolio Theory states that in-
vestors strive to create a portfolio that maximizes returns at a given risk level or to 
minimize risk at a given return target (Markowitz 1952). Hence, it is sufficient to de-
fine either a target risk or a target return. 

We decide to model the risk-return profile as a maximum acceptable risk level and 
strive to optimize portfolio return. This is more intuitively to investors and more con-
venient when it comes to implementation because we can compute a good estimate of 
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a security’s risk based on past development (compared to the difficulty of forecasting 
expected returns precisely). Of course, the risk computed from the security’s historic 
development might not be an appropriate predictor for its future risk – but this is a 
general problem in investing which we cannot address ex ante with our model. 

Technically, the risk level specified with the investment strategy by the investor serves 
as the target risk for the portfolio creation/rebalancing step. Based on this restriction, 
the goal is to maximize the prospected return. At the current stage, we model the risk 
tolerance as the amount of volatility (based on stock price history) an investor is will-
ing to take when a portfolio is created. When using the Markowitz portfolio optimiza-
tion (see section 5.4.5.2), we use the risk tolerance as target risk level which forms a 
restriction for the portfolio optimization algorithm. Doing so, the risk level of the tar-
get portfolio should likely be in the desired range of the investor. Formally, we denote 
the investor’s risk tolerance with r. 

This modeling of risk as threshold to volatility is a quite technical and simple ap-
proach. More sophisticated methods for risk management have been proposed and 
enable investors to express the risk they take more precisely. Specifically, Value-at-
Risk (VaR) is a common measure to express risk associated with an investment (see 
e.g. (Linsmeier and Pearson 2000) for an introduction). VaR is the amount of loss 
which will be exceeded only with a specified probability p within an observation peri-
od t. There are several common methods to determine VaR: The Historical, the Delta-
Normal and the Monte Carlo Approach (for details see Linsmeier and Pearson 2000). 
They have in common, that they apply a distribution of profits/losses of an investment 
to determine an amount of loss that is only exceeded with a defined probability, usu-
ally 5% or less. For example, if we look at the historic distribution returns for an in-
vestment within the period t, the amount at the 5% quantile is what an investor 
would lose if the return would be as bad as it has only been in 5% of historic cases. 
The rationale is that under “normal circumstances”, i.e. within the 95%, the loss will 
be less than the VaR and hence within that confidence, risk is under control. The defi-
nition of p demarks the border between “normal” and “abnormal” circumstances and 
depends on the investment universe and the attitude towards risk of the investor. For 
more details on how to use VaR for portfolio management, see e.g. (Krokhmal, 
Palmquist, and Uryasev 2002) or (Ogryczak and Sliwinski 2010). 

To apply VaR for our model as an alternative to the target risk level r, we need to ex-
change r with the parameters necessary to determine VaR: p which is the quantile to 
determine the VaR value from the profit/loss distribution and t, the holding period. In 
our model, the holding period is connected to the rebalancing interval (see section 
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5.4.2) because in between rebalancing events, no changes in the portfolio will occur. 
This has to be taken into account when using the model for implementation. 

Regarding the method of VaR calculation, we suggest using historical VaR if the nec-
essary data is available as it should deliver highest accuracy for the price of computa-
tion effort – which is convenient for our intention to create a machine executable 
model for investment strategies. Alternatively, Delta-Normal VaR is a simplified meth-
od of computation which should be preferred in a portfolio management system if 
performance is an issue. 

5.4.2 Rebalancing Interval or Frequency 
Markowitz initially specified his model only for the case of one period to set up an op-
timal portfolio at the beginning (Elton and Gruber 1997), but disregards actions nec-
essary to contain risk or secure intermediate returns over the course of time, such as 
checking and re-adjusting portfolio positions (Cohen and Pogue 1967). However, in 
reality, when portfolio positions shrink or grow over time due to their price develop-
ment, frequent checking and rebalancing of portfolio positions is important to restore 
the initial asset allocation and meet the target profile of the portfolio regarding diver-
sification and risk (cf. Buetow et al. 2002). Such adjustments lead to sell or buy or-
ders for portfolio positions which cause transaction cost. Hence, an investor needs to 
maintain a balance between necessary rebalancing and cost for adjustment 
(Woodside-Oriakhi, Lucas, and Beasley 2013). 

There are two basic approaches to portfolio rebalancing: Calendar/frequency re-
balancing and range rebalancing (cf. Buetow et al. 2002; Plaxco and Arnott 2002). 
Using calendar rebalancing, an investor checks frequently, e.g. every month, quarter 
or year, the positions of his portfolio and adjusts them according to the target layout. 
This is an easy approach which does not depend on any external triggers, but is also 
passive towards dramatic changes in market environment as long as they happen in 
between rebalancing intervals. 

Range rebalancing, in contrast, defines thresholds which specify the tolerance of an 
investor towards changes in position size. For example, a tolerance of 5% allows posi-
tion sizes to deviate up to 5% from the initial asset allocation (up or down) before a 
rebalancing of the portfolio is triggered (Buetow et al. 2002). This allows investors to 
react immediately on possibly serious changes in portfolio positions and thus limit 
losses close to the tolerance interval. However, in reality, this approach needs support 
by suitable automatic portfolio surveillance to enable timely reaction. 
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Plaxco and Arnott (2002) show how important rebalancing is to maintain a defined 
risk profile: starting from a portfolio split of 50% in equities and 50% in bonds in 
1950 and following a drifting mix strategy (i.e. re-investing any dividends in equities 
and interest in bonds), the portfolio would end up at a split of 98% in equities and 2% 
in bonds over the course of 50 years – resulting in an obviously different risk profile 
(Plaxco and Arnott 2002). Buetow et al. (2002) tested a combined approach of calen-
dar and range rebalancing. They defined a threshold for position size deviation and 
checked this threshold frequently after a defined time period. They found that espe-
cially when markets are turbulent, frequent rebalancing is profitable (Buetow et al. 
2002). In addition, in most cases range-based rebalancing had positive effects on port-
folio performance over the last five decades (cf. Plaxco and Arnott 2002). 

Thus, rebalancing is important to maintain the intended risk profile of an investor 
over time. We introduce both calendar and range rebalancing into our model and de-
note the rebalancing frequency with bf and the threshold for deviations of portfolio 
size in % with bt. 

5.4.3 Number of Portfolio Positions 
The number of positions in a portfolio is another determinant of portfolio diversifica-
tion. Statman (1987) found that a portfolio’s risk – measured as the standard devia-
tion of returns – drops with every additional random stock that is added (Statman 
1987). Elton and Gruber (1977) found that that 51% of a portfolio’s standard devia-
tion can be eliminated by increasing the number of positions from 1 to 10. Additional 
10 positions only eliminate another 5%. Figure 5-2 shows the decline of standard de-
viation (risk) with an increasing amount of stocks in the portfolio based on a correla-
tion between stocks of 0.08 (as measured by Campbell et al. (2001)). It confirms that 
the major part of standard deviation reduction can be achieved with 10-20 stocks. 
Statman (1987) recommends 30-40 different positions. 
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Figure 5-2. Expected Standard Deviation with Portfolio Diversification (all stocks have 
equal weight). The correlation between the returns of two stocks is 0.08, and the standard 
deviation of any stock is 1.0. (Statman 2004) 

 

But an increasing number of portfolio positions increases the average transaction cost 
per position as well (Konno and Yamamoto 2003). Hence, to reach at the optimal 
number of portfolio positions, an investor should add stocks as long as the marginal 
transaction cost is lower than the marginal benefit, i.e. the reduction in risk by diversi-
fication (cf. Evans and Archer 1968; Statman 1987). This relationship has been sub-
ject to an extensive body of research. Evans and Archer (1968) found that adding 
more than 10 stocks to a portfolio cannot be economically justified (Evans and Archer 
1968). In 2004, Statman revised this analyses and found based on current data that a 
portfolio can contain up to 300 positions before marginal cost outweigh marginal 
benefit (Statman 2004). Shawky and Smith (2005) analyzed U.S. domestic funds and 
found they hold a number of 40 to 120 positions and a positive correlation between 
fund size and number of positions (Shawky and Smith 2005). 

Literature shows that the recommended number of positions increases during the last 
decades. Campbell et al. (2001) show that an investor needed 50 positions during 
1986-1997 to reach an equal portfolio standard deviation than one could achieve in 
1963-1985 with 20 positions. One reason is that the standard deviation between 
stocks dropped from 0.15 in 1984 to 0.08 in 1997 (Statman 2004). In addition, by the 
extended use of information technology financial markets became more efficient and 
hence transaction cost could be decreased (Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld 2011). 
Obviously, spreading stock investments over industries is specifically important for 
diversification. But nevertheless, risk reduction is actually driven to a larger extent by 
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the number of positions than by diversification over industries (Domian, Louton, and 
Racine 2007; e.g. Statman 2004).  

Considering this state of research, we include a range for the number of portfolio posi-
tions into our model. Thus, investors are able to express their view on the number of 
portfolio positions which is an integral part of an investment approach and hence 
should be included in an investment strategy. We denote the desired minimum num-
ber of portfolio positions with n1 and the maximum number with n2. 

5.4.4 Stock Ranking Mechanism  
At the heart of an investment strategy, and often even considered identical, is the de-
cision which stocks to choose for a portfolio. When it comes to stock selection, there is 
a huge variety of approaches derived from different investment philosophies like fun-
damental investment, technical analysis and behavioral finance. 

The question is: How can we integrate flexible support for such diverse approaches 
into our model while preserving its formal character to enable automatic execution of 
investment strategies? We embrace an approach suggested in Gottschlich & Hinz 
(2014), using a scoring mechanism to rank the stocks in the investment universe by 
preference. By incorporating the score, or metric, in the investment strategy specifica-
tion, we include the knowledge or decision rule which stocks are preferable over oth-
ers from the investor’s viewpoint. Depending on the investor’s view of the world, this 
could be a technical (e.g. momentum of previous week or moving average for last 200 
days) or fundamental (e.g. price/earnings ratio) indicator or any other metric for 
which data can be provided. In fact, it is a function that states which stock is prefera-
ble over another based on selected criteria. Combination of metrics, e.g. by building a 
weighted sum of several scores, allows for more complex ranking mechanisms. Inves-
tors can create a library as a directed graph of metrics which they can employ in their 
investment strategies. This graph of metrics represents the investor’s knowledge and 
analytical capability for stock selection.  

A system implementing our model would compute the score(s) when a portfolio lay-
out needs to be determined (e.g. at a rebalancing event) and rank all stocks according 
to their score (cf. Figure 5-1). For example, a possible (simple) metric would be the 
price/earnings ratio. The system would then compute this metric for every stock at a 
specific day (when a rebalancing occurs) and sort all stocks by this value such that 
stocks with low price/earnings ratios are ranked better than those with higher ratios 
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(assuming a long strategy)14 and hence preferred for portfolio selection. Ranking can 
also comprise filtering, i.e. stocks which should not be taken into account receive pro-
hibitive scores. In the example above, stocks with price/earnings ratios of e.g. above 
50 might be excluded. 

By introducing a metric for stock order preference in our model, we can still provide 
an abstract formal model description, but allow for flexible specification of stock pref-
erence in an application scenario. For an application example, see section 5.5. We de-
note the stock preference score in our model with s. 

5.4.5 Distribution of Capital 
To arrive at a final portfolio layout from a list of ranked stocks, we need to decide 
how to split the available capital among those stocks. How many stocks starting at the 
top of the list should be considered and which amount of money should be distributed 
to each of them? While the first part of the question can be answered with the help of 
the model components n1 and n2, specifying the desired range of portfolio positions, 
the question of how the capital should be split among selected stocks forms another 
dimension of investment decision. 

5.4.5.1 Naïve Diversification (1/N) 
The easiest way to split a certain amount of capital to N selected stocks is an equal 
distribution. With this method, at every rebalancing event, each portfolio position is 
adjusted to the same share of total capital C (which is C/N) (cf. DeMiguel, Garlappi, 
and Uppal 2007; Tu and Zhou 2011). Advantages of this approach are an easy im-
plementation and independence from biases potentially caused by estimation or opti-
mization techniques for returns or weights. Also winning and losing positions can be 
identified at a glance. Practitioners do use such easy methods of capital spread for 
their investments and they are able to compete with more sophisticated methods 
(DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal 2007). 

5.4.5.2 Portfolio Optimization (Markowitz) 
Given a set of stocks the portfolio selection approach as proposed by Markowitz 
(1952) determines, based on their historic development, weights for each of the 
stocks to derive an efficient portfolio. Efficient means that there is no other stock se-
lection that beats the given solution in terms of risk/return ratio. Technically, the ap-

                                            

14 This is a simplified example for illustration purposes which does not necessarily implement a very successful 

strategy. 
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proach minimizes variance (= risk) for a given return level or maximizes return for a 
given risk level. The approach received criticism, partly due to the fact that it maxim-
izes errors in the estimation of expected return or stock correlation. Those estimates 
are necessary for the method to determine position weights (Chopra and Ziemba 
1993). In addition, portfolios built using Markowitz’ optimization approach did not 
necessarily outperform other methods of portfolio construction (cf. Tu and Zhou 
2011). But nevertheless, it is a reasonable approach to determine an optimal portfolio 
regarding risk/return trade-off. For our purposes, having an already pre-ranked list of 
stocks and trying to determine how much capital should go into which position, the 
method is a convenient way to determine optimal weights based on risk/return fig-
ures. 

Apart from the two capital distribution methods mentioned, investors can specify their 
own methods, too. As we have a ranked list of stocks, another reasonable distribution 
method would be e.g. a diminishing distribution, assigning most weight to the best-
ranked stock and reducing the share while descending the list. This enables investors 
to reap the benefits of the ranking to a greater extent than with naïve diversification. 
It is obvious that the decision on how to distribute the available capital on the stocks 
selected has influence on the portfolio performance outcome and should be included 
in our investment strategy model. 

We model the capital distribution method as a function that receives the ranked list of 
stocks and returns a number of weights for those stocks. For naïve diversification, the 
function could simply take the top 10 stocks and assign a weight of 10% to each of 
them. The optimization approach after Markowitz is more complex and involves run-
ning an optimization algorithm. Other approaches are possible, by implementing an 
appropriate function and including it in the investment strategy model. We denote 
such a function of capital distribution with d. 

5.4.6 Model specification 
Based on an extensive body of investment literature, we identified several components 
(cf. Table 5-1) which affect portfolio performance and hence are determinants for 
portfolio creation that should be included in a formal model for investment strategies. 
Formally, we specify an investment strategy IS as an instance of the following tuple of 
model components: 

IS = <r, bf, bt, n1, n2, s, d> 

Table 5-1 summarizes the model components. This model provides a way to specify 
investment strategies in a way machines can interpret and execute and hence is an 
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important step towards an automated portfolio management system (e.g. Gottschlich 
and Hinz 2014). In the upcoming Evaluation section, we implement the model and 
show how different values for strategy parameters affect portfolio performance, 
thereby showing the effectiveness of the model.  

Table 5-1. Model Components 
Component Description 

IS Investment strategy 
r Investor’s risk tolerance 
bf Rebalancing frequency 
bt Rebalancing threshold 
n1 Minimum number of portfolio positions 
n2 Maximum number of portfolio positions 
s Stock ranking metric (score) 
d Capital distribution method 

5.5 Model Evaluation 

In this section, we want to show how the model is applied to formulate an investment 
strategy which can be executed by a system to yield a target portfolio layout based on 
the strategy parameters. To show that our model provides the intended functionality, 
we introduce a base scenario and a number of test scenarios which differ in one of the 
model parameters to isolate the effect of the specific parameter. We compare the re-
sulting portfolio of each test scenario with the base scenario to observe the results of 
the parameter adjustment. The purpose of this evaluation is not to identify the most 
profitable parameter settings, but rather show that changes of parameters have an ef-
fect on portfolio performance and hence there inclusion in the model is justified. The 
search for optimal parameter settings is subject to further research which finds strong 
support by an automated laboratory environment based on our formal strategy model. 

5.5.1 Implementation 
To evaluate the functionality of our model, we implemented a prototype system to ex-
ecute an investment strategy which is specified using our model. The system takes a 
specified investment strategy and executes it over a specified time period while track-
ing the portfolio layout and performance development. In fact, the system converts 
the specified investment strategy into a portfolio layout for a specific day. Besides the 
portfolio, the system tracks the amount of cash available for a simulation run. We 
conduct our simulation with an initial cash value of 100,000 EUR. 

We implemented the prototype in JAVA using the Spring Framework and a MySQL 
database to store stock quotes, investment strategies and portfolio layouts. To com-
pute the complex Markowitz calculations, we integrated the statistical software R 
which is executed and controlled by the system.  
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We ran all the scenarios in a time period of two years: January 2009 to December 
2010. Stock quotes were closing prices at Frankfurt Stock Exchange. For transaction 
cost, we used the cost model of a large German retail broker who charges 4.90 EUR 
per transaction plus 0.25% of transaction volume; minimum fee is 9.90 EUR and max-
imum fee is 59.90 EUR (comdirect Bank AG 2013). Transaction costs were aggregated 
to an external account and hence had no effect on the available investment capital. 
Further, we did not consider payment of dividends or taxes. One scenario run took 
approximately between 40 and 70 minutes on an Intel Core 2 Duo with 2.53 GHz and 
4 GB RAM. 

5.5.2 Scenarios 
We defined 6 scenarios for evaluation purposes (see Table 5-2). The first scenario 
serves as a base scenario. The other scenarios each vary one parameter of the model 
to show the resulting effect on portfolio performance. By varying only one parameter 
at a time, we ensure that observed effects were caused by the specific manipulated 
parameter. Thus, we can evaluate the effectiveness of the model parameters. We keep 
one parameter fixed: stock selection. For stock selection, we use the score from 
Gottschlich and Hinz (2014) (GH). This score is based on a collective estimate of a 
large crowd on a stock voting platform and measures the potential price increase or 
decrease that the crowd assigns to a certain security on a certain day. That means for 
a long strategy (which we apply here), we use this score in a descending order to rank 
the stocks with the highest potential first (for details cf. Gottschlich and Hinz 2014). 
We do not change the stock selection parameter throughout the test run, because it is 
not our focus to compare stock selection mechanisms. We could use any other score as 
well with its respective results on portfolio performance to evaluate the effects of the 
other parameters. 

For capital distribution, we use the Markowitz portfolio selection theory (PST) ap-
proach to arrive at a portfolio with optimized risk/return profile in two variants: 
PST(12) uses price history of the last 12 months to compute the variance of a portfo-
lio position, while PST(6) only uses past 6 months. Thus, PST(12) should be more 
stable and react slower to changes of volatility in a security’s development, while 
PST(6) reacts quicker, but also more volatile. 
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Table 5-2. Model Evaluation Scenarios 

Scenario 
Risk  

Tolerance 
r 

Rebal-
ancing  

Frequency 
bf 

Rebal-
ancing 

Threshold 
bt 

Min. # 
Positions 

n1 

Max. # 
Positions 

n2 

Stock  
selection 

score 
s 

Capital 
Distri- 
bution  

d 

S0 30% weekly 0% 0 10 GH PST(12) 

S1 60% weekly 0% 0 10 GH PST(12) 

S2 30% monthly 0% 0 10 GH PST(12) 

S3 30% weekly 10% 0 10 GH PST(12) 

S4 30% weekly 0% 0 2 GH PST(12) 

S5 30% weekly 0% 0 10 GH PST(6) 

 

5.5.3 Results 
As an external benchmark for performance comparison, we show the development of 
the DAX stock index which captures the 30 largest German companies (based on mar-
ket capitalization and turnover). Table 5-3 shows an overview of all scenario portfolio 
results, while Figure 5-3 shows a plot of the scenario portfolio performances over the 
whole period. At a first glance, we see that the performances of the different scenarios 
differ, giving a first indication that the parameters included in the model are indeed 
determinants of portfolio performance and hence should be contained in our model. 
An exception is the result of Scenario S3 which performs identical to S0. We will dis-
cuss this observation in detail in the subsection of Scenario S3. 

5.5.3.1 Scenario S0 – Base scenario 
The base scenario (cf. Table 5-2) applies a rather conservative risk tolerance of 30% 
with a weekly rebalancing frequency. The rebalancing threshold is 0% which means 
that every deviation from the position target weights leads to an adjustment of portfo-
lio position size. We specify no required minimum of portfolio positions, letting the 
system decide to invest or keep cash when a rebalancing event occurs. For this test 
run, we want to maintain a simple portfolio and hence set the maximum number of 
positions to 10. In formal terms, S0 can be specified as: 

S0 = <0.3, Weekly, 0%, 0, 10, GH, PST(12)> 

Looking at the results (Table 5-3 or Figure 5-3, respectively), we see that the DAX 
benchmark develops positively with a return of approx. 40%, while S0 clearly outper-
forms the DAX benchmark with a return after transaction costs (TC) of app. 126%. 
These are the absolute results, but for our subject, we are more interested in the rela-
tive results between scenarios. 
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Table 5-3. Overview on the Model Evaluation Results (rounded) 

Initial Capi-
tal  

Resulting 
Capital 

Return Rate 
(rounded)  

Transaction 
Costs (TC) Result – TC  

Return Rate 
– TC (round-

ed)  
Risk 

Dax Benchmark 

100,000€  140,551.81€  40.44%  n/a  n/a  n/a  13.92% 

Base Scenario S0  

100,000€  241,836.86€  141.84%  16,103.97€  225,732.89€  125.73%  27.25%  

Evaluation Scenario S1  

100,000€  300,544.64€  200.54%  17,187.04€  283,357.6€  183.36%  35.74%  

Evaluation Scenario S2  

100,000€  181,097.76€  81.10%  4,825.14€  176,272.62€  76.27%  18.46%  

Evaluation Scenario S3  

100,000€  241,836.86€  141.84%  16,103.97€  225,732.89€  125.73%  27.25%  

Evaluation Scenario S4  

100,000€  207,683.79€  107.68%  7,293.08€  200,390.7€  100.39%  19.30%  

Evaluation Scenario S5  

100,000€  370,286.18€  270.29%  21,877.22€  348,408.96€  248.41%  33.01%  

 

5.5.3.2 Scenario S1 – Risk tolerance 
In scenario S1, we change the investor’s risk tolerance to 60%. As we expect a higher 
risk to yield a higher return (Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov 2005), the Scenario 
S1 should outperform the base scenario. Formally, we specify S1 as: 

S1 = <0.6, Weekly, 0%, 0, 10, GH, PST(12)> 

From Table 5-3, we see that the S1 portfolio indeed outperforms the S0 portfolio by 
almost 60 points while the risk associated with the portfolio also increased to 35.74%. 
As we altered no other parameter except the risk tolerance, we conclude that the in-
creased risk tolerance led indeed to a higher portfolio performance at the price of a 
higher risk. These observations confirm the results found in literature (Ghysels, Santa-
Clara, and Valkanov 2005; Guo and Whitelaw 2006) and show the functionality of 
this parameter in our model. 
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Figure 5-3. Performance of Scenario Portfolios with Transaction Costs Deducted 

 

5.5.3.3 Scenario S2 – Rebalancing Frequency 
In this scenario, we change the rebalancing frequency from a weekly to a monthly 
portfolio check and adjustment. Since Buetow et al. (2002) showed that a smaller re-
balancing intervals increase returns, we expect a negative impact of this parameter 
change compared to the base scenario S0. The full specification of S2 is: 

S2 = <0.3, Monthly, 0%, 0, 10, GH, PST(12)> 

Table 5-3 shows a performance for the S3 portfolio of 81.10% compared to 141.84% 
of the base scenario S0. So changing the rebalancing interval alone from weekly to 
monthly and keeping everything else equal, the performance drops by app. 60 points. 
In addition, due to the less frequent rebalancing interval, there are less trades to be 
made (123 trades in contrast to 442 trades in the base scenario), resulting in lower 
transaction costs, as Figure 5-4 shows. However, the lower transaction costs cannot 
compensate the loss in price development. All in all, these findings show that the re-
balancing interval is an important determinant of portfolio performance and a neces-
sary part of an investment strategy specification. 
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Figure 5-4. Development of Transaction Costs 

 

5.5.3.4 Scenario S3 – Rebalancing Threshold 
The rebalancing threshold defines the maximum deviation a portfolio position may 
show against the target weights before its size is re-adjusted. Buetow et al. (2002) re-
ported a positive impact by increasing the rebalancing threshold from 0% to 10%. An-
other positive effect could arrive from lower transaction costs, as a higher tolerance 
towards target weight deviation can lead to a lower number of trades and hence re-
duce transaction costs. The formal specification of S3 is as follows: 

S3 = <0.3, Weekly, 10%, 0, 10, GH, PST(12)> 

The results of Scenario S3 are identical to those of the base scenario S0. Why is that? 
This is due to a conflict of parameters: the applied metric for stock selection (GH) is 
very volatile in its recommendations leading to a very different list for every rebalanc-
ing event. So a rebalancing based on this metric is rather fundamental exchange of 
portfolio positions. Because the target weights of portfolio positions and the positions 
themselves change so much, this parameter is masked by the stock selection metric 
and shows no effect in the current test run. Future evaluations of the model should 
analyze if this parameter is effective with different evaluation data.  
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5.5.3.5 Scenario S4 – Maximum number of portfolio positions 
Because the number of portfolio positions affects diversification of a portfolio which is 
connected to portfolio performance and risk, we adjust the maximum number of port-
folio positions in Scenario S4 from 10 to 2 and evaluate the effect. Due to the lower 
diversification, we would expect a higher risk associated with the portfolio. As we de-
crease portfolio size by a large extent, we also expect transaction costs to be lower 
than in the base scenario. Scenario S4 is specified as follows: 

S4 = <0.3, Weekly, 0%, 0, 2, GH, PST(12)> 

S4 has a return rate before TC of 107.68% compared to 141.84% in the base scenario 
(cf. Table 5-3). Surprisingly, the risk is not increased compared to the base scenario, 
but instead dropped to a value of 19.30% compared to 27.25% in the base scenario. 
This is against the expectations from previous literature, which predict a higher risk 
with less diversification. We conclude that this is a random effect with our evaluation 
data set. However, in accordance with previous research is the drop in performance 
compared to the base scenario which comes with the reduction of risk. In this respect, 
our results are consistent with literature. 

As expected, the transaction costs also drop from 16,104 EUR in the base scenario to 
7,293 EUR (cf. Table 5-3 and Figure 5-4) – less than half. However, these savings 
cannot over-compensate the loss caused by lower diversification. 

5.5.3.6 Scenario S5 – Capital distribution 
For the last evaluation scenario S5, we modify the method of capital distribution. In 
all previous scenarios, including the base scenario, we took a history window of 12 
months to compute the volatility and correlation metrics for stocks which are needed 
for the Markowitz portfolio selection. Now we shorten this window to 6 months. By 
doing so, the investment behavior of the system should be more responsive to recent 
market developments and act more agile on market changes. Formally, we specify S5 
as: 

S5 = <0.3, Weekly, 0%, 0, 10, GH, PST(6)> 

 

Scenario S5 shows the strongest performance of all portfolios – 270.29% return com-
pared to 141.84% in the base scenario. Looking at Figure 5-3, we see that all other 
scenarios show no trading activity during the first few months of the evaluation peri-
od. The reason is a rather volatile bear market in 2008, which ended in 2009 and 
turned into an upwards trend. The scenarios which use the past 12 months to esti-
mate stock risk, stick longer to the negative evaluation of stocks before the positive 
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developments allow the system to invest again instead of keeping a 100% cash posi-
tion. With a 6-month time window for risk assessment, the positive market develop-
ment leads to a quicker pick-up of the bull market by Scenario S5 and hence explains 
its superior performance compared to the other scenarios. 

We confirm that the capital distribution mechanism is a crucial part of an investment 
strategy and even slight modification can have large impact on portfolio performance. 
Hence, we are confident that the capital distribution method should be an integral 
part of our formal model for investment strategies. 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a formal model to specify investment strategies in a ge-
neric way. Based on an extensive review of current investment literature, we identi-
fied determinants of stock portfolio performance and formalized them as components 
in our model. To the best of our knowledge, no such universal and integrated ap-
proach of formalizing investment strategies existed before. However, this is a crucial 
ingredient to bridge the gap between pure decision support systems, which support a 
human decision maker who then executes the decision and fully automated trading 
systems that are closed (and often secret) systems and do not allow for an interactive 
exploration of strategies by an investor. In contrast, our model serves as a language to 
express investment strategies by investors and still enable execution to derive a target 
portfolio layout automatically when implemented in an appropriate portfolio man-
agement system (cf. Gottschlich and Hinz 2014). This fundamental conceptual 
framework serves both researchers and practitioners by providing a generic laboratory 
environment to model and analyze new investment ideas and test them in a compara-
ble way with strong automation support. By providing a “language” to describe an in-
vestment strategy formally, we also create a precise way to express, communicate and 
store investment approaches. Further, a portfolio management system which imple-
ments the model provides generic support for a wide range of investment approaches 
which are applicable to automatic portfolio management. Alternatively, such a system 
provides decision support up to the derivation of stock orders which can still be con-
trolled by human investors before execution. 

While we provide a first version of an integrated investment strategy model, there is 
still room for improvement. First, there might be (and certainly are) other factors 
which affect portfolio performance which we have not yet addressed with our model. 
But we are confident that our suggestion in this paper already covers the most widely 
accepted and most common components of investment strategies. In terms of risk 
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modeling, Value-at-Risk as a common approach used by practitioners should be in-
cluded in the implementation of the model to make it more applicable for practical 
use. 

Second, the results of our evaluation were not final with respect to the effect of the 
rebalancing threshold (Scenario S3) and the effect of restricting the number of portfo-
lio positions (Scenario S4). While the effects of these parameters are well founded in 
theory, based on our data set, we were not able to find support for this theory. Fur-
ther improvement efforts of the model should include a re-evaluation of these param-
eters to see if their presence in the model is justified. A third venue for improvement 
is the handling of conflicts between parameters – as we discovered in Scenario S3, 
when the stock ranking mechanism made the rebalancing threshold ineffective. The 
investor could specify a priority of parameters in case of conflict to overcome this limi-
tation. 

But most exciting future uses will probably comprise a massive sensitivity testing of 
investment strategies to apply statistical methods on the significance of strategy pa-
rameters. By executing a large number of slightly different parameter settings and an-
alyze their effect on portfolio performance by applying statistical methods, new levers 
for successful investment approaches could be identified and evaluated. This is an ex-
citing outlook for both, practitioners as well as researchers, as our model would pro-
vide the fundamental building block for such a batch testing of investment approaches 
in a laboratory environment or for real money investments. 

In conclusion, we are confident that our proposition is a valid and valuable approach 
to enable a formal specification of a wide range of investment strategy approaches. 
We showed by our prototypical implementation that such specified strategies can be 
executed by an appropriate portfolio management system and that our model is suita-
ble to narrow the gap between pure decision support systems and automated trading 
systems. 
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Abstract 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is the most flexible form of cloud computing and 
provides great opportunities to acquire and release computing resources as necessary. 
However, consumers face an increasingly opaque market due to growing number of 
providers and tariff options. As an approach to aid consumers finding the right tariff 
matching their needs, we suggest a broker model as an intermediate between con-
sumer and providers. Based on a demand specified by the consumer our broker model 
implements a process to identify the most cost-efficient tariff. Using a database with 
performance metrics we collected by benchmarking the provider machines, the tariff 
selection is based on true performance data and is able to consider task specific com-
ponent dependencies, e.g. for CPU intensive tasks. We demonstrate the functionality 
of our model with a test run. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Broker, Sourcing 
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6.1 Introduction 

With the ongoing growth of the Cloud Computing market, many believe IT to become 
the 5th form of utility, as ubiquitous and easy to source like water, electricity, gas and 
telephony (Buyya et al. 2009). Cloud Computing comprises three layers of services 
(Figure 6-1): Software as a service (SaaS) delivers end-user applications for specific 
tasks (e.g. expense reporting) or business areas (e.g. Customer relationship manage-
ment). Platform as a Service (PaaS) offers execution environments for programming 
languages like Java, .NET and JavaScript. Finally, Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) as 
the most fundamental service type provides runtime environments for virtual ma-
chines (VMs). Providers of IaaS offer a simulated hardware environment that custom-
ers can use to build their very own software stack, down from the operating system up 
to installed applications. Due to their virtual nature, it is easy to copy and move VMs, 
thus providing a great flexibility to change the hosting environment. These character-
istics turn IaaS into the most universal type of Cloud Computing, providing “pure” 
computing power and promise a highly competitive market environment as switching 
costs are lower compared to “hardware” hosting. The focus of this paper is at the IaaS 
service level of Cloud Computing. 

 

As the market for Cloud Computing resources grows (Berlecon Research GmbH 
2010), not only the amount of available providers15, also the complexity of service of-
fers and pricing models – and hence market opacity – increases. This is partly due to 
the complexity of the product, but experience from other markets show, that it can as 

                                            
15 e.g. http://vcloud.vmware.com/vcloud-ecosystem#view=full 

Figure 6-1. Cloud Computing service layers 
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well be intended by the providers to hinder price comparison (Frischmann, Hinz, and 
Skiera 2012). When sourcing IaaS services, resource consumers who want to identify 
the most efficient provider for their resource demand, need to compare offers based 
on different subscription (e.g. pay-per-use, monthly subscription) and pricing models 
(e.g. fixed fee per hour, utilization-based pricing) or configuration and service levels 
(e.g. resource configuration of VMs in terms of CPU power or RAM size, availability 
levels etc.). Due to the virtual nature of the systems, it is not straightforward to esti-
mate the performance of a Cloud Computing instance. Certainly, providers advertise 
specific configurations, e.g. number of virtual CPUs (vCPU), RAM size and HDD size – 
but the performance of one “virtual CPU” might be quite different between two pro-
vider tariffs; also RAM and HDD performance can be different due to technical infra-
structure or intended tariff limitations (Cloudspectator 2012). 

In addition to the system performance opacity, customers have very different re-
quirements for their computational tasks. For example, database applications have 
high demands on storage performance, but less on CPU compared to tasks like movie 
transcoding or cryptography, leading to changing priorities on system component per-
formance for different customers. If those priorities are stated explicitly per compo-
nent, we receive a load profile which can be used to measure and distinguish tasks by 
their component utilization (see section 6.3.1 for a formal definition). Thus, the bro-
ker improves market transparency for consumers of Cloud Computing resources by 
supporting them to find a supplier matching their computing demands. Additionally, 
the consumer is able to filter for qualitative criteria (minimum component sizes, ser-
vice level, geographic location etc.) to identify tariffs within desired boundaries. To 
validate our proposition, we collected tariff and performance data for 14 provider tar-
iffs and applied our model in a proof-of-concept scenario. 

The following section 6.2 provides an overview of related work in the area of Cloud 
Computing resource brokerage. After that, we introduce our approach and formalize 
the model we propose in section 6.3. Subsequently, we explain the data collection 
process (section 6.4.1) and the broker process that identifies a matching provider for a 
given resource demand (section 6.4.2). The approach is validated with real world data 
in section 6.5, before we conclude our work in the final section 6.6, pointing out limi-
tations and opportunities for future work. 

6.2 Related Work 

Research of optimal resource distribution in cloud environments covers many differ-
ent aspects of distribution approaches. The different approaches focus on different 
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service layers of Cloud Computing and different optimization objectives. Some ap-
proaches only cover the technical distribution, while others try to address both tech-
nical and economic aspects. Extracting the work relevant for this paper, we focus on 
optimization approaches covering the IaaS layer and analyzing cost aspects and/or 
performance measurement (benchmarking). 

In an early work, Binnig et al. (2009) discuss the possibilities of benchmarking re-
sources in the Cloud. The motivation behind their analysis is the assumption that clas-
sical benchmarking strategies are not applicable anymore in Cloud environments be-
cause of changing computing environments. As a consequence Binnig et al. suggest a 
framework, which traces Cloud resources for the adaption of different usage scenarios 
from the perspective of load changes, performance and costs. Their approach primari-
ly focuses on the application in a PaaS environment, as the presented automatic scal-
ing mechanisms are not applicable to an IaaS environment. 

Although derived from Grid Computing, Chard et al. (2010) analyze the architecture 
of a broker model for the optimal distribution of VMs in IaaS and Grid environments. 
In their paper, VMs are defined as distributed resources. The paper analyses different 
allocation models, but neglects different types of VMs and Quality-of-Service aspects. 
The missing specifications of the resources make an adaption of their broker model 
very difficult to today’s Cloud Computing market. 

Cooper et al. (2010) address the benchmarking and scaling mechanisms in cloud en-
vironments. In contrast to the previously presented related work, they only focus on 
database systems like Cassandra, HBase, Yahoo!’s PNUTS, and a simple distributed 
MySQL implementation. Because instances of a database in a cloud follow a complete-
ly different architecture when compared to plain IaaS instances and are more similar 
to PaaS, their benchmarking focuses on performance, scaling, availability and replica-
tion. Although the authors show the different characteristics and behavior of their 
testing environment, the results cannot be used as a basis for a broker model in IaaS 
environments, as they build upon a completely different architecture. 

Iosup et al. (2011) cover the usage of Cloud Computing distribution for parallelized 
tasks in scientific computing. In their analysis, they compare four different cloud pro-
viders ranging from smaller ones to large global cloud provider like Amazon. In their 
setup they define different types of tasks that are executed for a specified range of 
time. These task-sets run on the infrastructure of the four cloud providers. The results 
show that outsourcing scientific computing to Cloud Computing providers can lead to 
significant cost cutting and improved performance. In comparison to the work at 
hand, their approach is a valid solution for task driven demands. These demands 
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could even be applied with spot instances or pay-per-use subscription models. The 
presented approach assumes tasks can be stopped and resumed at any time and thus 
is not suitable as a general approach for IaaS resources. 

Li et al. (2010) compare public cloud providers. The work is based on CloudCmp, 
which is a systematic comparator for performance and costs of cloud providers. In 
their analysis they focused on four service types: elastic compute cluster, persistent 
storage, intra-cloud work and wide-area networks. For each of these service types the 
authors define a complete metric set, which is then applied to the benchmarking envi-
ronment. Additionally, to show the applicability and the real world relevance, the pa-
per conducts three case studies, each representing a typical load scenario for cloud 
driven applications. 

El Kihal, Schlereth, and Skiera (2012) suggest two methods to make IaaS price com-
parison more transparent: hedonic pricing which decomposes the price into contrib-
uting values of the tariff’s characteristics and a new-developed pricing plan compari-
son which aims to identify the most favorable requirement profile for each provider 
compared to its competitors. They validate their approaches in an empirical study, but 
only use the nominal performance descriptions given by providers and do not bench-
mark the true performance of the tariffs. 

Finally, Garg et al. (2013) suggest the currently most complete discussion of a 
benchmarking and measurement environment for cloud providers. Their work is 
based on the service measurement index (SMI) by The Cloud Service Measurement 
Initiative Consortium (CSMIC) (2013), which is used to put up a Service Measure-
ment Index Cloud framework SMICloud. SMICloud contains sixteen different aspects, 
also called key performance indicators, which are extracted from the SMI and which 
are highly relevant for computing in cloud environments. The paper however disre-
gards important aspects like fixed prices, hidden pricing components and different tar-
iffs for a single cloud provider. 

6.3 IaaS Resource model 

The goal of our broker model is to rank provider tariffs based on a given resource de-
mand profile. To be able to do so, we need to collect pricing and performance data for 
each provider and make it comparable. Therefore, we introduce a formal model in this 
section that enables us to compute a comparable price for a given resource demand. 
Qualitative factors, e.g. the geographic location of the providers, can be specified by 
the consumer and serve as filters to restrict the selection to providers meeting those 
requirements. 
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We model a Cloud Computing instance for IaaS – a virtual machine (VM) – as a re-
source set consisting of three components: Number of virtual CPUs (#vCPU), amount 
of virtual random access memory in Gigabytes (RAM) and amount of storage capacity 

in Gigabytes (HDD). Formally, we denote such a resource set as vector 𝑟 = (#vCPU, 

RAM, HDD). vCPU is no standard unit, providers use it to label different portions of 
computing power, e.g. real CPUs, CPU cores or a certain amount of Gigahertz. For 
RAM and HDD, usually only the capacity is transparent, but not the performance in 
terms of transfer rate which depends on the technology involved (e.g. different RAM 
frequencies or network attached storage vs. local drives). 

The true performance behind those nominal resource descriptions differs between 
providers (Cloudspectator 2012). Hence, to enable an unbiased comparison of the 
providers’ price-performance ratio, we need to normalize the prices of the providers to 
match the true performance they deliver with a computing instance. A broker, as an 
intermediate between demand and supply, is the ideal place to perform continuous 
monitoring and benchmarking of provider performance and use this information to 
redirect a user demand to the best matching offer. This enables consumers to get a 
more transparent picture of the true performance they receive. 

 

IaaS providers show a variety of subscription models depending on the required ser-
vice level and resource availability/reliability (cf. Figure 6-2): (1) with reservation-
based pricing, consumers pay a fee (e.g. per month) for a fixed amount of reserved 
resources whether they use it or not. (2) Pay-per-use means consumers pay for re-
sources only when and while they are actively used for computing. Some providers 

Figure 6-2. Subscription models for IaaS resources 
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also charge for the storage space when the VM is stopped, but not deleted. (3) Alloca-
tion based pricing is a hybrid model of reservation-based and pay-per-use: a certain 
amount of resources is reserved and subject to fixed payment. In addition, if peak us-
age should occur, some more resources can be utilized and are paid for the time they 
are occupied. (4) Finally, spot pricing is useful for non-urgent tasks which can be exe-
cuted and resumed any time to make opportunistic use of available resources. The 
provider has the right to kill those instances anytime if other, higher prioritized, de-
mands occur. This kind of tasks enables cloud providers to put even short periods of 
idle resource to productive use, increasing efficiency and utilization of their assets, 
without sacrificing any flexibility in capacity management. 

Our model addresses qualitative factors (see 6.3.2 below) that play a role in the deci-
sion for or against a certain Cloud Computing provider, e.g. the geographic location of 
the servers, the software platform supported and so on. We use these factors to filter 
the list of provider tariffs and only those meeting the stated requirements make it to 
the consideration set of tariffs. Any data that is available about service providers can 
serve as filter criteria. Because the focus of this paper is on cost comparison of provid-
ers, we do not examine qualitative factors in detail. For an extensive overview on how 
to use qualitative factors in Cloud Computing brokerage, see Garg et al. (2013). For 

our model, the vector 𝑐 contains the list of qualitative filter criteria which we apply on 

the list of providers. 

6.3.1 Consumer – Resource demand 
In our model, the consumer of Cloud Computing resources expresses a specific re-

source demand: < 	𝑐, 𝑙, 𝑇, 𝑡&c, 𝑠	 >. The components of 𝑐 provide qualitative criteria, 

which are used to filter the provider tariffs according to the consumer’s requirements. 
Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 give a list of qualitative requirements, which can also be ex-
tended by further criteria at a later stage. Especially the minimum amounts of RAM 
and HDD capacity with a huge span depending on the application purpose are im-

portant criteria to exclude inappropriate tariffs. The load profile 𝑙 contains the con-

sumer’s performance priorities for the components CPU, RAM and HDD. Depending 
on the intended use, application performance is more affected by CPU speed or RAM 

or HDD performance. For example, the load profile 𝑙 = (60%, 30%, 10%) gives a 

weight of 60% to CPU performance, 30% to RAM performance and 10% to HDD per-
formance. The components need to add up to 100%. This example setting indicates a 
rather computation-intensive task and hence a tariff providing high CPU at compara-
bly low cost would be a better choice than one with high storage performance. In con-
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trast, if we consider e.g. database applications, the opposite seems more preferable. 
Knowledge about task’s core dimensions of resource usage increase the efficiency of 
the sourcing decision. Those providers will be preferred, who have low prices on the 
resource(s) the tasks uses heavily. By weighing the importance of each component in 

𝑙, the broker is able to make a more specific comparison of tariffs including strengths 

and weaknesses of providers’ performance at component level (see section 6.4.1.2 for 
details on how this works). If the consumer does not provide a load profile, we can 
still apply a generic system benchmark to arrive at transparent prices with respect to 
overall system performance. But as component performance shows great variety 
among provider tariffs, we strongly recommend providing a load profile to get an effi-
cient tariff recommendation. 

To derive proper components weights for a load profile, we suggest using the follow-
ing empirical approach on the specific task in focus: The component with the largest 
effect on task runtime is the most critical one; hence we should put most weight on 
the component showing the highest scalability effects for the task. In other words, we 
derive the component weight by the scalability of a component. Therefore, we con-
duct test runs of the task on different component configurations and measure the re-
sulting total runtime. After a reasonable amount of test runs, we build a regression 
model on the task runtime as follows: 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝛽] + 𝛽k ∗ 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽n ∗ 𝑅𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽p ∗ 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓 + 𝜖 

CPUPerf, RAMPerf and HDDPerf are performance measures for each of the component 

(e.g. benchmark points) in all tested VM configurations (𝛽] is the constant, 𝜖 the error 

term). By computing this regression model, we arrive at the runtime effects of CPU, 

RAM and HDD performance 𝛽k, 𝛽n and 𝛽p which indicate the influence of each com-

ponent performance on the task runtime. To make those coefficients comparable, we 
have to normalize every one of them using the value range of each measure (i.e. nor-

malize 𝛽k with the value range of CPUPerf (=𝛽′k), likewise for other components). In 

a final step, we standardize all three normalized measures to sum up to 100%: 

𝛽{k,n,p}vv = wv{x,y,z}
w{x|w{y|wvz

  and thus arrive at our load profile (𝛽′′k,	𝛽′′n,	𝛽′′p). 

While this approach might seem like a large overhead for a sourcing problem, consid-
ering high volume deployment scenarios with potentially long run times, it is a rather 
small one-time effort with potentially high savings. In addition, the learnings from 
such an empirical validation can be re-used for future scenarios and build up to a li-
brary of load profiles which can also be shared among users for standard tasks. 
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Due to the different subscription models (Figure 6-2), we need to take the expected 
runtime of the VM into account and unify all prices to hourly rates. We do so by in-
troducing two parameters to our model: T denotes the total deployment time in 
hours, i.e. the time a VM is stored on a provider’s system, regardless if it is switched 

on or off. 𝑡&c is the number of hours the VM is started and running (“on-time”). T-𝑡&c 

is the remaining time share, when the VM is stored, but not started (“off-time”, 𝑡&YY). 

If the machine always runs and is never suspended then there is no off-time and 𝑇 =

𝑡&c. The state of the VM also has implications on the prices charged by the provider. 

When the VM is running, it consumes all of the resource types in 𝑟. While it is sus-

pended, it consumes only storage capacity. Some providers have a separate price for 
this snapshot storage (e.g. Google 2013) which has to be taken into account for a total 

cost comparison. T and 𝑡&c, as defined above, have to be estimated by the consumer 

upfront based on the nature of the computation task and, over time, experience. 

The last component s is an estimate of the HDD capacity required by the VM. It serves 
two purposes: 1) as a filter criterion to exclude tariffs not providing enough storage 
space and 2) to compute storage cost for off-time periods with a specific price for 
snapshot storage. 

6.3.2 Provider tariffs 
In our broker model, we operate on provider tariffs instead of providers. We do so to 
be able to handle different service tiers offered by one provider. If a provider has three 
service tiers and two of them do not meet the consumer’s service requirements, there 
is still one left which does. So by using tariffs, we get a more detailed view on market 
supply and hence increase broker efficiency. The provider’s overall attributes, e.g. lo-
cation, legislation etc., are replicated to all tariffs, so they can still be used to set con-
straints. If one of those attributes violates a consumer constraint, all tariffs of the spe-
cific provider will be removed from the result set. 

6.3.2.1 Pricing data 
At the core of the provider tariffs is the pricing data. Due to different subscription 
models (Figure 6-2) and billing cycles, prices have to be harmonized. To do so, we re-
base all prices to an hourly usage rate. In our model, CPU and RAM are charged only 
for the on-time t, while HDD at the size of s is charged for the whole deployment pe-
riod T, for obvious reasons: we use the former resource only when the VM is running 
while the storage space is occupied no matter if the machine is running or suspended. 
Monthly prices are divided by 720 hours to make them comparable on a per-hour 
base. However, for the total cost calculation, billing cycles have to be taken into ac-
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count to prevent wrong cost estimates. By adding a full month’s charge right from the 
first hour if the tariff component has a monthly billing cycle, we ensure that the tariff 
only ranks high, if the total cost is still competitive compared to other tariffs (which 
means the intended runtime has to be long enough so that the monthly charge results 
in a low hourly rate). Other fixed upfront payments opposed by a certain tariff are 
added to the total cost as well. 

6.3.2.2 Qualitative Criteria 
We also collect qualitative criteria which are important in provider tariff selection and 
serve as filter constraints defined by the consumer. We distinguish between primary 
qualitative criteria and secondary qualitative criteria. The primary qualitative criteria 
comprise limitations regarding the resource components of a virtual machine. That 
means the consumer has the possibility to provide a set of conditions, containing the 
maximal and minimal constraints for CPU, RAM and HDD. Based on the experience 
the consumer has from his previous production or testing environment, these con-
straint assumptions should contain realistic and safe estimations of the maxi-
mal/minimal resource consumption. 

Table 6-1. Primary qualitative constraints 
Primary Qualitative 

Criteria 
Name Constraints 

1 CPU Lower and upper bound 
2 RAM Lower and upper bound 
3 HDD Lower and upper bound 

 

The secondary qualitative criteria cover multiple aspects of Cloud Computing in gen-
eral. The following list contains criteria such as location and legislation, support and 
customer service, backup and recovery aspects as well as technical details. An im-
portant but often disregarded aspect in the context of Cloud Computing is the location 
of the data center and applicable legislation of the operating cloud provider. Both do 
play a significant role for data security. While some countries like Germany have very 
strict data privacy laws, providers in other countries like the USA must offer data ac-
cess for governmental institutions or secret services. This is not only problematic for 
the location of the data center itself, but also for the legal duties of the provider. This 
is only an excerpt of a much larger range of possible qualitative criteria. For an exten-
sive list of qualitative factors in Cloud Computing brokerage, see for example Garg et 
al. (2013). 
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Table 6-2. Secondary qualitative constraints 
Secondary Qualitative Criteria Name Filter values 

1 Data Center Location Country 
2 Applicable Legislation Country 
3 Total availability time Percentage 
4 Support Time Ranges  Timespan 
5 Recovery Time  Timespan 
6 Minimal term of contract Timespan 
7 Offsite Backup Frequency 
8 Hypervisor Platform Hyper-V, Xen Server, VMware, KVM 

6.4 Broker model 

The task of the broker as an intermediary is to match the resource demand defined by 
a prospective consumer’s demand request with appropriate provider tariffs (Figure 
6-3). We divide this task in two parts: (1) a data collection process, which collects the 
necessary data about the providers’ tariffs and performance and (2) the broker pro-
cess, which acts upon an incoming resource demand and identifies the provider that 
serves the demand most efficiently. After an initial data collection phase, these pro-
cesses are independent and can be executed asynchronously. In the following two sec-
tions, we first describe the data collection part of the broker model before we explain 
the execution of the broker process. 

 

Figure 6-3. Broker as intermediary between consumer and provider market 

6.4.1 Data collection process 
The goal of the data collection process is to gather the necessary data to create market 
transparency. On the one hand, there is the tariff data, i.e. the information about pric-
es and services published by the providers. The description of resources still follows a 
hardware analogy, but due to the virtual nature of Cloud Computing resources, the 
precise performance of virtual components is not transparently specified by the com-
ponent description. Hence, we need additional performance data which we collect by 
continuously benchmarking the providers’ infrastructure. 
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6.4.1.1 Tariff data 
In order to make the tariff data available for performance comparison despite the di-
versity of pricing and subscription schemes, we convert the provider’s raw data into 
the formal model outlined above. Currently, we do this manually, but at a later stage 
this process can be automated, e.g. by crawling the provider’s web pages and convert 
the data automatically into the target model. Tariff data include at this stage: VM pric-
ing per hour (on-time/off-time), number of CPUs per VM, amount of RAM per VM, 
amount of HDD capacity per VM 

6.4.1.2 Performance data – Provider Benchmarking 
To invoke transparency about the true provider performance i.ndependent from their 
announced resource descriptions, we introduce a benchmarking component into our 
model. For every provider tariff, we order an instance and use it to run benchmarks 
on the system and the component (CPU, RAM and HDD) performance. For the bro-
kerage process, we use the benchmark results to standardize the prices in terms of 
performance. We describe the data collection of the performance data in this section 
and refer to the section 6.4.3 for details on how we compute the price-performance 
ratios used for tariff selection. 

To measure the performance of an IaaS provider many different benchmarking suites 
exist. One of these benchmarking suites is UnixBench16. UnixBench was created in 
1983 at the Monash University. It was later taken over and expanded by Byte Maga-
zine. For our benchmarking, we choose UnixBench, because it is well known for its 
reliable results and its ability to not only cover single CPU systems, but also multi CPU 
systems, both penetrated with single- and multi-tasks. The UnixBench testing envi-
ronment has nine different testing scenarios of which we pick three. They are listed 
and in Table 6-3 along with the respective component they test. 

Table 6-3. Overview of UnixBench components 
Name Description Compo-

nent 
Execl 
Throughput 

This test measures the number of execl calls that can be performed per 
second. CPU 

File Copy This measures the rate at which data can be transferred from one file to 
another, using various buffer sizes. HDD 

Process 
Creation 

Process creation refers to actually creating process control blocks and 
memory allocations for new processes, so this applies directly to memory 
bandwidth. 

RAM 

 

                                            
16 https://code.google.com/p/byte-unixbench/ 
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In addition, UnixBench provides a system performance index which measures overall 
system performance. We will use this system benchmark score to compare tariffs if the 
consumer specifies no load profile. The result of this comparison is a general list of 
provider tariffs ranked by price-performance ratios, but it can still be filtered by vari-
ous qualitative constraints. 

By frequently running a benchmark for each component x of the resource vector 𝑟 = 

(CPU, RAM, HDD) for each provider tariff i, we receive a time series of benchmark 

values 𝑋)(𝑡). At this first approach, we compute a simple moving average 𝑋) from this 

series and use it as performance benchmark value for component x of provider tariff i. 
At a later stage, using historic performance data, it might be possible to detect pat-
terns of low or high performance per provider and adapt to those in the selection of 
providers. 

6.4.2 Broker process 
Upon a consumer’s resource demand request the broker process returns a list of capa-
ble provider tariffs sorted by cost-performance ratio. We apply a 4-step-process based 
on the formal model introduced before. Using the formalization of the problem, we 
are able to implement the process and execute it automatically, e.g. as a web service. 
Companies can thus access this web service and use it for their sourcing decision in 
real-time based on recent price and performance data. Figure 6-4 gives an overview of 
the process which we describe in this section. The process kicks off when a consumer 

sends a resource demand request < 𝑐, 𝑙, 𝑇, 𝑡&c, 𝑠 > which includes tariff constraints, a 

load profile, total deployment time, on-time and HDD size. First, the broker uses the 
consumer’s constraints to exclude tariffs which do not meet the requirements. For the 
remaining tariffs, we use the load profile to compute an individual cost-performance 
ratio based on the component benchmarks. If the consumer does not provide a load 
profile, we compute a general cost-performance ratio based on a system benchmark. 

 

Figure 6-4. Broker process 

6.4.3 Compute cost-performance ratio 
There are two levels of price-performance ratio computation: The first (and simple) 
one is independent of a consumer’s load profile and uses a generic system benchmark 
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to normalize prices. This gives an unspecific indication about the “general-purpose” 
performance of the VM and hence is a good approximation if no more specific infor-
mation about the task nature is available, i.e. if the consumer does not specify a load 
profile. The second (and more complex) level of price-performance calculation con-

siders the priority of components as indicated by the consumer load profile 𝑙, which is 

used to weight benchmark results on a component level. This leads to a tariff ranking 
which is biased towards the application scenario stated by the consumer and hence 
prefers those tariffs, where the price-performance relations are in favor of the speci-
fied main components. We first explain the general price-performance ratio calcula-
tion and then the calculation based on the load profile. 

6.4.3.1 General system price-performance ratio 
Table 6-4 illustrates an example of price-performance calculation without a load pro-
file. For each tariff, we have the system benchmark value in the benchmark’s output 
unit (benchmark points, BP). We divide the announced price of each tariff by the 
benchmark result to get the price per BP (cf. Table 6-4). This is a very simple method 
to get a relative price depending on the system performance. Looking at the price per 
BP, we see that provider tariff B is actually cheaper than provider tariff A with respect 
to the delivered performance – this would not have been transparent from the an-
nounced price. All in all, we see that with no further constraints, tariff C provides the 
lowest price for 1 BP and hence the highest performance for a given price. 

Table 6-4. Numerical example for the overall system performance-ratio calculation 
Provider tariff Benchmark result 𝑿𝒊 

(Benchmark Points, BP) 
Announced price ($/h) Price per BP  

($/h / BP) 
A 78.1 0.02 0.0002561 
B 329.8 0.06 0.0001819 
C 3088.0 0.48 0.0001554 

 

6.4.3.2 Application-specific price-performance ratio 

If the consumer provides a load profile 𝑙, which describes the relative importance of 

components, we can use the additional information to find a tariff that is efficient for 
the specific usage scenario. Table 6-5 illustrates this process if we assume a load pro-
file of (50%, 10%, 40%). First, we divide the price into components according to the 
load profile to reflect the weight a user assigns to a component. By using the price to 
distribute weights, we avoid the need to make assumptions about the relation of 
benchmarking values between components. Afterwards, we divide that component 
specific price by the component performance we measure for each tariff. When we 
add up those components, we arrive at a user-specific price in $/h/BP. For an example 
see Table 6-5: The price of 0.02 $/h is split to 0.01 $/h for CPU (50%), 0.002 $/h for 
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RAM (10%) and 0.008 for HDD (40%). We divide those prices by the respective com-
ponent benchmark results and add them up: 0.01/140 + 0.002/427 + 0.008/32649 
= 7.14E-05. We conduct that for every tariff. Comparing the resulting component 
weighed price (Table 6-5, last column), we realize that for this profile, B is now the 
preferred tariff in terms of price-performance ratio. This small example explains the 
calculation scheme. Please refer to the validation section for a comprehensive calcula-
tion. 

Table 6-5. Numerical example for performance-ratio calculation (profile: 50%,10%,40%) 
Pro-
vider 
tariff 

Benchmark result 𝑿𝒊  
(Benchmark Points, BP) 

Announced 
price ($/h) 

Performance weighed compo-
nent price ($/h/BP) 

Composed 
Total 

Weighed 
Price 

($/h/BP) CPU RAM HDD CPU RAM HDD 
A 140 427 32,649 0.02 1.00E-02 2.00E-03 8.00E-03 7.14E-05 
B 851 1,844 163,670 0.06 3.00E-02 6.00E-03 2.40E-02 3.53E-05 
C 6,422 35,969 584,052 0.48 2.40E-01 4.80E-02 1.92E-01 3.74E-05 

 

At this point we want to emphasize the key assumptions we need to make: (1) The 
applied benchmark is an appropriate performance metric for the component with re-
spect to the application scenario. (2) The benchmark metric and the component’s per-
formance have a linear relation, e.g. double points in the benchmark mean double 
performance. (3) Performance differences perfectly correlate with willingness-to-pay 
differences, i.e. there is a linear relation between the performance the consumer re-
ceives and his/her willingness-to-pay. 

6.4.4 Ranking and output 
After we computed the price-performance ratio, we use it to rank the provider tariffs. 
Tariffs not matching the specified qualitative criteria have already been filtered out, so 
we can present this list to the user. If the consumer prefers an automatic selection 
(e.g. for immediate deployment), the first provider tariff on the list is the one with the 
lowest price per performance unit and hence would be chosen for the consumer’s task. 

6.5 Validation 

In order to show the practical feasibility and utility of our suggested approach, we col-
lected price and performance data of 14 IaaS tariffs. For the purpose of this proof-of-
concept demonstration, we used only pay-per-use tariffs without upfront costs and 
one-time benchmark results. Based on this data, we first conduct an overall tariff per-
formance comparison and subsequently, we use a consumer demand request to per-
form an application-specific tariff selection. 
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For our simulation, we use the data of three large cloud providers: Amazon, Azure 
and Rackspace. For legal purposes, we allocated aliases to the tariffs (Table 6-6). Pro-
viders are denominated by letters A, B and C while their tariffs are distinguished by 
numbers. 

Table 6-6. Validation data set 
Tariff Name CPU RAM HDD Price ($) UnixBench Perf. Score 

A1 1 0.613 10 $0.020 78.1 
A2 2 3.75 410 $0.130 382.2 
A3 6.5 17.1 420 $0.460 941.9 
A4 26 68.4 1690 $1.840 2381.8 
A5 1 0.613 10 $0.020 126.1 
A6 2 3.75 410 $0.120 436.1 
A7 6.5 17.1 420 $0.410 1075.3 
A8 26 68.4 1690 $1.640 2513.2 
B1 1 0.768 20 $0.060 933.1 
B2 2 3.5 135 $0.120 1459.6 
B3 8 14 605 $0.480 3088 
C1 1 1 40 $0.060 329.8 
C2 2 4 160 $0.240 592.7 
C3 6 15 620 $0.900 1131.8 

 

The structure for the analysis of an applied use case on the set of cloud providers is as 
follows: we first apply our model against the dataset to perform a general tariff com-
parison. Afterwards we conduct an application-specific tariff selection to show how a 
load profile is applied against data. In the application-specific version, we use a list of 
primary qualitative criteria to filter the tariffs for restrictions. 

6.5.1 General tariff comparison 
This analysis contains an unfiltered ranking of the actual price/performance ratio of-
fered through the different cloud provider. Table 6-7 shows the prices as well as the 
UnixBench performance scores. After running the ranking mechanism against the da-
taset, we receive a result as shown by Table 6-7. 

Table 6-7. Results of the general price-performance-comparison 
Tariffs Price ($/h) UnixBench Performance Score Price/Performance Score 

B1 $0.06 933.1 6.43018E-05 
B2 $0.12 1459.6 8.22143E-05 
B3 $0.48 3088.0 0.00015544 
A5 $0.02 126.7 0.000157853 
C1 $0.06 329.8 0.000181928 
A1 $0.02 78.1 0.000256082 
A6 $0.12 436.1 0.000275166 
A2 $0.13 382.2 0.000340136 
A7 $0.41 1075.3 0.000381289 
C2 $0.24 592.7 0.000404927 
A3 $0.46 941.9 0.000488375 
A8 $1.64 2513.2 0.000652555 
A4 $1.84 2381.8 0.000772525 
C3 $0.90 1131.8 0.000795193 
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Looking at the results, there are some interesting findings. As stated before, there are 
large differences between the provider prices and performance. Even one provider, 
e.g. provider A, which has data centers distributed across four continents world-wide, 
already shows heterogeneous results in terms of price-performance ratio. Overall, we 
see that the order of the price/performance score is different from the order by price 
or performance alone. Additionally, performance and price diverge among providers 
even in absolute terms, giving less performance at a higher price (e.g. B2 and A7).  
Provider B delivers the best price/performance score across all instances. An interest-
ing fact is that the micro instance with the lowest resource component set has the best 
price/performance score. Compared to the micro instances of provider A for example 
it delivers a nine times better performance while the price per hour is only three times 
higher. Apart from that, the results indicate that the larger instances have a worse 
price/performance score in general. This observation is in accordance with findings in 
literature (e.g. Lenk et al. 2011; Jiang 2012). 

6.5.2 Application-specific comparison 
For the profiled version of our model we now apply consumer-provided constraints. 
First of all, we define three different primary qualitative criteria to filter for: Number 

of CPUs [4-∞]; GB RAM [14-∞]; GB HDD [100; ∞]. As introduced in the use case sce-

nario, the profiled version of our model allows customers to assign each component 
with an importance weight. We assume an in-memory database use case, hence the 
primary focus component is RAM. Because of this, the derived user load vector for 

(CPU, RAM, HDD) is: 𝑙 = (20%, 70%, 10%). Table 6-8 shows the results. 

Table 6-8. Profiled benchmark results 
Pro-
vider 
tariff 

Benchmark result 𝑿𝒊  
(Benchmark Points, BP) 

Announced 
price ($/h) 

Performance weighed  
component price ($/h/BP) 

Composed 
Total 

Weighed 
Price 

($/h/BP) CPU RAM HDD CPU RAM HDD 
B3 6422 35969 584052 0.48 1.49E-05 9.34E-06 8.22E-08 2.44E-05 
A7 2489 5429 615451 0.41 3.29E-05 5.29E-05 6.66E-08 8.59E-05 
A3 2144 4585 522814 0.46 4.29E-05 7.02E-05 8.80E-08 1.13E-04 
A8 7545 14534 4457800 1.64 4.35E-05 7.90E-05 3.68E-08 1.22E-04 
C3 3512 7118 183571 0.90 5.13E-05 8.85E-05 4.90E-07 1.40E-04 
A4 6849 13014 449711 1.84 5.37E-05 9.90E-05 4.09E-07 1.53E-04 

Other tariffs ignored due to qualitative constraints 

 

First, we see that due to the filter constraints, many tariffs will not be calculated as 
they do not meet the requirements. The best suited tariff suggested is B3. Due to the 
emphasis on RAM performance, these results show a slightly different ranking com-
pared to the general system comparison (C3 and A4 are exchanged). Due to the lim-
ited number of tariffs, the differences between tariffs are quite high and thus the per-
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formance-adjusted rating is quite stable. In a real scenario, with a high number of tar-
iffs, the selection support based on application-specific computation demands be-
comes increasingly important to identify the right tariff for a given demand. Using this 
proof-of-concept, we illustrated how our approach works on real data and that it helps 
to increase performance transparency for an application demand profile specified by 
the consumer. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Cloud Computing turns into a commodity. This requires efficient sourcing solutions, 
especially as market size and complexity increases. In this paper, we suggested a first 
approach for a broker model to increase price transparency with respect to perfor-
mance. By constantly monitoring provider performance, we create a knowledge base 
about the strength and weaknesses of the provider market down to a component level. 
We use this knowledge to find the best offer in terms of price-performance ratio for a 
given user computation scenario. Due to the formalization of the model, it can be im-
plemented into a decision support system to provide automated assistance when 
sourcing IaaS resources. As such, it is of practical use to businesses who want to out-
source their computing needs into the cloud. From a research perspective, the data 
collected by the broker over time provides deep insights into the structure of the IaaS 
market and an implementation could be used to experiment with different brokerage 
approaches. 

However, there are some limitations to our work. First, the approach assumes that the 
used benchmarks are representative for the performance experienced by the applica-
tion. While this should often be the case, there might be applications, which cannot 
adequately be captured by the benchmarks and the load profile specified by the user. 
In addition, we only focused on finding the right tariff for a single VM instance, while 
more complex setups might need a combined approach optimizing different applica-
tion profiles at once. Second, there is the assumption that there is a linear relationship 
between benchmark value and performance value (with respect to the value it delivers 
through the application). And third, the consumer still has to estimate some crucial 
parameters which might be difficult if the experience is missing on his side. Especially, 
specifying an appropriate task load profile for the application-specific tariff compari-
son is not straight-forward. We suggested a first theoretical approach using empirical 
data to estimate an applicable profile. However, the effectiveness of this approach still 
has to be verified in more detail.  
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For future work, we plan a thorough refinement of the model to include more compo-
nent benchmarks (e.g. Network speed) and further unify the diversity of pricing op-
tions that providers expose (e.g. charges of I/O operations). In our vision of a future 
IaaS broker, the consumer selects one benchmark best matching his computing pur-
pose from a catalogue of application benchmarks (e.g. cf. Phoronix Media 2013) to 
find his preferred provider. After deployment, the broker tracks the user’s load profile 
and use it for later sourcing decisions to get a very precise idea of the user’s compu-
ting needs. This could lead to a continuous improvement relationship, where the bro-
ker keeps on optimizing the supply for the consumer’s demand handling price chang-
es, different subscription models or payment cycles autonomously and regarding de-
pendencies among components in a more complex setup (e.g. common storage infra-
structure). At that point, sourcing Cloud Computing resources should be as easy as 
turning on a faucet. 
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